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Abstract 

Measuring Dynamic Membrane Mechanical Properties Using 
a Combined Microfabricated Magnetic Force 

Transducer-Microaspiration System 

by 

Daniel Joshua Benedict Stark 

This thesis examines the dynamics of the formation of tethers, which are tubes 

of lipids 20- 200 nm in diameter. In particular, this work investigates how the load-

ing rate affects the observed threshold force at which a tether forms from a vesicle 

membrane. Tether dynamics are important to a myriad of biological processes such 

as signaling when white blood cells adhere to the walls of healthy and diseased blood 

vessels, or in the transport of intracellular material between neighboring cells. To 

understand the dynamics of tether formation in such systems more fully, the stud-

ies presented in this thesis focus on the dependence of the force needed to create a 

tether on the rate of force change. To conduct these experiments, I combined, for 

the first time, a microfabricated magnetic force transducer, or a microscale device 

that generates well-controlled and localized magnetic fields, and microaspiration, a 

technique to apply known tension to a lipid membrane. Using the combined global 

and local mechanical control of the joint system, I discovered a strong correlation 
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between the threshold force of tether formation and the applied force ramp. An 

energy model, based upon that used to describe membrane rupture, characterized 

the observed dependencies and provided a mechanism to examine physically relevant 

quantities within the system. The usefulness of this combined approach was fur

ther substantiated by determining the influence of membrane modulators, including 

cholesterol, tension, adhesion site concentration, and phosphatidylserine, on the de

pendence seen between force threshold and force rates. Additionally, application of 

the experimental technique developed in this thesis led to the calculation of the inter

layer drag coefficient between membrane leaflets and to the first measurements of the 

thermal expansivity in aspirated 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine 

vesicles. This new tool for dynamic studies of membrane mechanics may further be 

extended to study how tethers form off of flowing cells or how phase regimes, induced 

by the presence of cholesterol, influence membrane dynamics. 
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Chapter 1 

An Introduction 

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, 

or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction 

of a new order of things. - Niccolo Machiavelli (2] 

ffi.- UBBER, soap bubbles, toothpaste, and cell membranes are all soft materials. 

;.J ~ They are all self-organizing; from small individual components, such as a 

monomer or a single surfactant, they link and form large complexes whose properties 

depend upon how the components were linked. They are also all materials with 

significant physical behavior that occurs at energies comparable to room temperature 

thermal energy (3]. In the case of cell membranes, the individual component is an 

amphiphilic molecule and the significant physical behavior is bending. Cells take 

advantage of bending to perform many functions, such as cell fusion and transport 

through tissue. Further functions are performed through use of tethers, or a thin, long 

tube of membrane with very high curvature, including activation of white bloods cells 

vital for immune response [4, 5], trafficking material between cells [6-8], or initiating 

lysis in target cells by natural killer cells over long distances [9]. 

While the dynamic formation of tethers are prevalent in cellular systems (4, 10], 

there is a lack of experimental tools to form them in a controlled environment with 

well-defined, dynamic, and controllable forces, which would be of great value to study 
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their properties and to study membrane physics in general. For studying tethers, 

knowing applied forces a priori improves knowledge of not only the magnitude but 

also of the rate at which forces are applied. Tools such as atomic force microscopy and 

optical tweezers, however, require careful and thorough calibration methods to obtain 

this knowledge. Further, these techniques often require support from a substrate in 

order to perform experiments and interpret results. To move subject matter like 

vesicles-a model system of a cell membrane composed of a lipid bilayer-off of the 

surface, a device that applies forces to produce tethers should be integrated with 

microaspiration, which is a method that utilizes pipettes with microscale tips in order 

to hold cells or vesicles with uniform tension. Magnetic tweezers, which generate a 

magnetic field to control the force on a magnetic bead that is attached to a membrane, 

have also been used to apply controlled forces to membranes. Depending on design, 

they can exert either small forces of a few piconewtons [11] or large forces up to several 

nanonewtons [12]. Furthermore, magnetic tweezers are straightforward to construct 

and are inexpensive. As they are typically made of bulk materials, however, magnetic 

tweezers can by limited in how quickly forces may be changed [12]. Microfabricated 

magnetic tweezers generate current with microfabricated wires that are close to the 

sample. They can be used to manipulate forces on much faster time scales, but thus 

far also do not support integration with other membrane manipulation techniques, 

such as microaspiration. Microaspiration, on its own, is used for studying tethers but 

either must use a slowly varying force, such as gravity [13], to pull a tether or must 
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couple the applied tension to the force applied to pull a tether as the pipette is used 

for both capacities simultaneously (14). 

In this thesis, we describe the construction of a microfabricated magnetic force 

transducer (MFT) and its application to forming tethers and studying membrane 

biophysics. Our design enables the incorporation of a microaspirator into the assembly 

in order to control membrane tension. It also fulfills other important criteria, such as 

ease of theoretical description, manufacture, affordability, range in forces and force 

ramps, and integrability into other microscopic setups. 

This MFT generates highly localized magnetic fields to apply point forces to an 

aspirated vesicle via a magnetic bead. Using the point forces, we found a novel de

pendence of the force required to pull a tether on the rate of change in the force. 

While another system has very recently found a qualitatively similar dependence in 

studies on cells [14), our work is the first to examine a pure lipid system with distinct 

control of tension and applied point forces. To explain the phenomena observed, we 

developed an energetic model analogous to that model proposed to explain mem

brane rupture with increasing tension [15). With this model, we examined the effect 

that various modifications would have on the membrane. In particular, we included 

cholesterol in the membrane to investigate how variation in packing parameter and 

diffusion in the membrane would affect the energetics of tether formation. Studies 

were additionally conducted on the effects of tension. We also adjusted the biotin 

concentration to determine what influence the number of receptor-ligand bonds had 
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on tether formation, and of charged lipids (phosphatidylserine) to look at the impact 

of lipid structure. In addition to probing the dynamics of tether formation, we further 

used the device to examine the frictional drag between the inner and outer leaflets of 

the bilayer membrane. Finally, a full numerical model of the thermal properties of the 

system was developed and utilized to accurately ascertain the effect of temperature 

upon the system, thus demonstrating additional applications of this new tool. The 

microfabricated MFT enabled new biophysical studies of the dynamics of tethers. 

In order to provide a starting point for this thesis, Chapter 2 reviews continuum 

membrane mechanics to provide a base for understanding tether formation. Chap

ter 3 covers the field of various magnetic force applicators-bulk, microfabricated, 

permanent, and electromagnetic, including their benefits and drawbacks in order to 

set-up Chapter 4, which details how the microfabricated device were built. Chapter 5 

presents the magnetic force transducer-aspiration system and some introductory bio

physical studies to demonstrate its usefulness. Extending from Chapter 5, Chapter 6 

investigates the relationship between force threshold and the time rate of change 

in force application. A two-barrier energetic model is further proposed to explain 

the observed dependence. Chapter 7 examines this correlation under a variety of 

experimental conditions. A series of appendices cover vesicle making protocols (Ap

pendix A), the numerical methods used to model thermal properties of the MFT 

(Appendix B), an alternate classical model for tether formation (Appendix C), the 

influence the magnetic field has on membrane properties (Appendix D), and micro-
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fabrication methods with alternate resists (Appendix E). 



Chapter 2 

A Membrane Mechanics Primer 

Each individual fact, taken by itself, can indeed arouse our curiosity or our 

astonishment, or be useful to us in its practical applications. - Hermann 

von Helmholtz [16) 

ffi- ACKGROUND and context are vital to understand any topic. Especially in 

~ the sciences, being familiar with the fundamentals of a topic provide the 

cornerstone for further growth in knowledge. In order to supply this foundation, we 

review, in this chapter, the components which make up membranes and several aspects 

of the underlying mechanics of membranes. A brief review of Kramer energetics 

follows to describe the theoretical foundation for the work that will be presented in 

Chapter 6. 

2.1 Membrane Composition 

To understand how something works, it is often wise to first be familiar of what 

that something is composed. While a membrane is composed of thousands or more 

distinct types of components, the majority of them fall into three families: saccharides, 

proteins, and lipids. 
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2.1.1 Non-lipid Membrane Components 

Saccharides, or carbohydrates, are polymers composed of monosaccharides, and whose 

function within the membrane, when conjugated to lipids in the form of glycolipids, 

includes protecting the cell from adverse environments, modifying local electric fields, 

cell recognition, and cell surface receptors [17, p. 593]. Carbohydrates are an impor

tant class of molecule for proper cellular function but will not be further developed 

in this work. 

Proteins are another biopolymer formed from the joining of amino acids, whose 

charge, polar nature, and shape contribute largely to the protein's eventual function. 

Within the membrane, proteins serve to start signaling cascades to regulate cellular 

function, transport ions such as protons and calcium, release energy from adenosine 

triphosphates (ATP), synthesize ATPs, transduce mechanical stimuli, and a plethora 

of other functions. Membrane proteins depend upon the mechanics of the membrane 

for function and directly influence these processes [18, 19] and rightly form a signifi

cant portion of membrane research. 

2.1.2 Lipids 

Lipids form the bulk of membranes, and are amphiphilic molecules; they consist of a 

hydrophobic domain connected to a hydrophilic domain. The amphiphilic lipids have 

toward water leads them to spontaneously form self-assembled nanostructures (to be 

covered in Section 2.2.2), including the bilayer membranes that form cell membranes 
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or vesicles. Lipids may be further divided into fat acyls, sphingolipids, glycerolipids, 

sterol lipids, and phospholipids. Fat acyls are the carbon chains by which more com

plicated lipids are formed. Sphingolipids consist of fat acyls joined with the amino 

acid serine and sugar residues. They provide mechanical stability to the membrane 

due to their ability to pack tightly and are important in cell signaling and recognition 

[20]. Sterols are composed of a base four carbon ring structure and serve primar

ily as hormones and signaling molecules. One type of sterol, cholesterol, is a vital 

component of mammalian membranes. Cholesterol can not only increase the fluid

ity of a membrane, but also provides the increased packing necessary for inducing 

phase separation in membranes [20]. As reviewed by van Meer et al. [20], cholesterol 

helps create enriched domains, or temporary regions of high cholesterol content that 

facilitate protein function. Cholesterol leads to the formation of either solid gel (Fig

ure 2.1b), liquid ordered (Figure 2.1c), or liquid disordered phases (Figure 2.1a) in 

the membrane. The long saturated tails of sphingolipids lead to a solid gel phase that 

helps form lipid rafts in cells and is typified by diffusion coefficients on the order of 

10-3 J-Lm2/s and high packing parameters. Liquid ordered phases with diffusion coeffi

cients on the order of 1 J-Lm2js and greater packing may appear when cholesterol is a 

constituent of the membrane. Whether the liquid ordered phase, the liquid disordered 

state (diffusion coefficients on the order of 1 J-Lm2js and small packing parameter), or 

a coexistence between the two form depends upon the saturation of the surrounding 

lipids and system temperature [20]. The presence of these phases were first verified 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 2.1 : Various phases of phospholipid-cholesterol membranes (adapted from 

[20]). (a) The liquid disordered phase exhibits low packing parameters and very high 

diffusion coefficients. (b) The solid gel phase occurs with lipids with long, saturated 

tails, such as sphingomyelin. This phase exhibits long range order but low diffusion 

coefficients. (c) In the presence of cholesterol, lipid bilayers may exhibit the liquid 

ordered phase, which is characterized by higher packing parameters and high diffusion 

coefficients. 
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in vesicles using fluorescence microscopy by Veatch and Keller [21, 22] and has been 

generally accepted to be present in cell membranes [23]. 

Glycerolipids are fatty acid esters of glycerol (three carbons and associated hy

droxyl groups) and largely provide storage fat in animals. A particular family of 

glycerolipids though form the foundation of the membrane itself: phospholipids. 

Phospholipids consist of two fatty acid chains attached to two carbons of a glyc

erol with a phosphate and headgroup off the third carbon. The chain lengths and 

unsaturation content lead to variations in packing density [24] and curvature of the 

membrane [25, pp. 378-82]. The headgroups also contribute to membrane mechanics. 

Phosphatidylcholine (PC) forms about 20% of eukaryotic cellular membranes and 

is found at particularly high concentrations in the outer leaflet [17, p. 589]. Phos

phatidylethanolamine (PE) with its primary amino group is often partitioned to the 

inner membrane and forms 10-20% of the membrane. Also often found in the in

ner membrane, phosphatidylserine (PS) occurs in concentrations of less than 10% 

and is important in establishing a charge difference between leaflets as it is the only 

headgroup with a net charge at physiological conditions [17, pp. 589-90]. 

The structures of the lipids used for this work are diagrammed in Figure 2.2. 

SOPC (1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine) has two 18 carbon tails, 

one of which is monounsaturated, and a PC headgroup. POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleo

yl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) is similar to SOPC but with a 16 carbon saturated 

tail. With a modified head group, SOPS (1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
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Figure 2.2 : Various lipids found within a cell that are relevant to the experiments in 

this thesis. SOPC, POPC, and SOPS are phospholipids. DHPE-Biotin is a phospho

lipid conjugated with a biotin molecule and cholesterol is a sterol (structures provided 

by or modified from Avanti Polar Lipids). 
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1-serine) has the same tail structure as SOPC but a PS headgroup. To provide 

sites for receptor-ligand binding, DHPE-Biotin ((N-((6-(biotinoyl)amino)hexanoyl)-

1,2-dihexadecanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) composed a part of every vesi

cle. While affecting the membrane through shorter tail lengths and full saturation 

of chains, DHPE-Biotin is kept in low concentrations ( < 10 mol%) to not signifi

cantly effect membrane mechanical properties. Cholesterol is a much smaller, very 

hydrophobic molecule due to its four carbon rings. As described above, cholesterol 

may modify the phase behavior of vesicles. These few lipids form the basis of the 

multitude of studies that will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. 

2.2 Mechanical Properties of Membrane 

To fully understand the studies conducted in this thesis using point forces applied to 

vesicles, one must first be familiar with the concepts and principles behind the stud

ies. In this section, the major concepts of continuum mechanics of a membrane will 

be reviewed. The membrane is essentially a soft, thin material that is easily bent but 

difficult to compress, analogous to rubber [3, 26]. However, while the properties of 

rubber depend upon the crosslinking between component monomers, the properties 

of lipid membranes come from the balance of entropic expulsion of water from the 

hydrophobic region of the membrane with the steric repulsion of lipid acyl chains. As 

such, one may initially assume that the mechanics underlying membranes are governed 

by the microscale. At the microscale, stochasticity due to thermal fluctuations domi-
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nate the system, lengths are on the order of 1 nm and timescales are on the order of a 

few microseconds. Lipid membranes, however, have characteristic lengths of several 

hundred nanometers and characteristic times of milliseconds. Hence, while a single 

lipid can be examined microscopically, a mean-field approach is needed for the entire 

membrane [27]. These scale are yet too small for macroscopic consideration, particu

larly as membranes undulate readily at room temperature at scales that macroscopic 

descriptions fail to capture [28]. To extenuate the uniqueness of membranes yet more, 

they are two-dimensional structures that act as fluids with patches on the order of 

tens to hundreds of nanometers [29]. Lipid membranes live in the mesoscopic regime, 

where both thermal fluctuations and bulk mechanics compete. For example, a freely 

floating vesicle will undulate due to thermal energy; however, with a sufficiently high 

tension, the undulations become negligible and the lipid expands as a linear material 

(see Section 2.2.3 for further development). The lipid membrane is at a mechanically 

intriguing regime where the microscopic and macroscopic meet. 

When a force acts upon a membrane, the membrane may respond through area 

changes, bending, or shearing. For pure lipid membranes, there is negligible resistance 

to shear ( rv w-6 Njm in the case of the more complicated red blood cell [30]) and so 

will not be considered here. Area changes result from the applied force stressing 

the membrane which results in a change in strain through the stress-strain relation

ship [31, pp. 65-7]. The applied force manifests as tension in the membrane and, 

in microaspiration experiments (explained in SeCtion 2.2.4), is typically on the or-
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der of 10-5 - 10-3 Njm in vesicles (with thermal fluctuations being damped out by 

rv 5x10-4 Njm [32]) and 10-4 Njm in red blood cells [33]. Strain of the membrane is 

typically no more than 6% [32, 34], and the link between how much an area will 

expand with an applied stress is characterized by a compressibility modulus given 

as KA. Bending results from a curvature change in the membrane due to the ap

plied force, with the curvature changing from 105/m to 107/m in tether experiments 

(explained in Section 2.2.5) possible. The bending of the membrane relates to the 

bending modulus kc and is typified by curvature: normal, Gaussian, and spontaneous. 

These moduli and associated ideas will be then be applied to an aspirated vesicle and 

finally to a tether coming off a vesicle to provide a base for the experiments presented 

in Chapters 5 and 6. 

2.2.1 Normal and Gaussian Curvatures 

Normal and Gaussian curvatures may be derived by examining a two dimensional 

Riemannian surface, such as in Figure 2.3 and determining its principal curvatures*. 

The tangent and unit normal vector may be used to determine the principal, mean, 

and Gaussian curvatures. In general, the curvature of a surface can be defined by: 

(2.1) 

*This section is largely based upon [31] and to a lesser extent [35]. 
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y X 

Figure 2.3 : A surface can be defined by a function h (x, y) dependent on a set 

of external Cartesian coordinates x, y. Modeled after [35, p. 419) using the built-in 

MatLab peaks function. 
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where the unit normal vector, n, tis a point on the surface, and s is the arc length 

along a curve. As a curve may vary along a surface, the curvature of a surface is 

not unique. For example, the curvature ranges from 0 to 1/ R for a cylindrical shell. 

The maximum and minimum values of curvature as a function of direction for a 

surface are called principal curvatures and denoted by C1 and C2 . With C1 and C2 , 

one can find the mean curvature, which is the average curvature, and the Gaussian 

curvature, which is an intrinsic measure with a sphere having a positive value. The 

mean curvature is (Ct+C2)/2, while the Gaussian curvature is clc2. 

Using the detailed derivation conducted by Boal [31, pp. 179-81], the mean and 

Gaussian curvatures are 

(1 + h;) hyy + (1 + h~) hxx- 2hxhyhxy 

2 (1 +hi+ h~) 312 

hxxhyy- h;y 

( 1 + hi + h~) 2 , 

which, for slowly varying functions corresponding to gentle undulations, 

hyy + hxx 

2 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

approximates Equation 2.2. ho: = 8hjao: (a= x, y) in the above equation where h (x, y) 

is the height of the surface at the associated two-dimensional coordinate projection 

(x, y). 
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The energy density of bending deformations F associated with these curvatures, 

or Helfrich energy density, can be written as (31, p. 182] 

(2.4) 

where kc and KG are the bending rigidity--or bending modulus-and Gaussian bend-

ing rigidity--or saddle-splay modulus, and C0 is the spontaneous curvature, which 

will be explained below. kc is readily measured using aspiration techniques (for ex-

amples, see (32, 34]) and found to be on the order of rv 1x10-19 J (or 25kBT). The 

bending modulus may be increased through greater packing due to cholesterol (by a 

factor of rv 3 to rv 3x10-19 J for SOPC at 50 mol% cholesterol (36, 37]), through larger 

curvature (factor of rv 2 to 1.5x10-19 J for 2:1 a 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocho-

line:cholesterol mixture with a rv 5 fold augmenting in curvature (38]), and through 

longer hydrophobic chain length (factor of rv 2 to 1.2x10-19 J as chain length went 

from 13 carbons to 22 (39]); and decreased through the disruption caused by salicylate 

(by a factor of rv 2 to 0.5x10-19 J for SOPC at 10 mM (32]) and the disorder caused 

more than two unsaturations in a lipid tail (factor of;::: 2 lessening to 0.4x10-19 J for 

an increase in unsaturations from 1 to 6 (39]). 

While kc may be readily measured, KG is difficult to measure in membranes as it 

invariant to translation and rotation (35]. Yet, since the integral over the surface of 

the Gaussian curvature does not change with the shape of the surface as long as the 

topology of the surface is fixed (the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem (31, p.183]), one may still 
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describe shape changes of membrane systems with fixed topology without knowing 

"'a [35, p. 425]. Interestingly, it can additionally be shown from Equation 2.4 that the 

energy for a sphere, regardless of radius, is 81rkc. These developments will be used 

below to derive the equations governing tether formation. 

2.2.2 Spontaneous Curvature 

As seen in Equation 2.4, spontaneous curvature quadratically influences the energy 

density of the membrane. The minimization of the energy leads to the topology of the 

membrane; spontaneous curvature contributes to the shape. The intrinsic curvature 

of a lipid arises from a difference in effective area between that of a lipid's polar 

headgroup and of its acyl chains, caused by steric, hydrophobic, and electrostatic 

factors [25, pp. 378-82]. Steric factors include the size of the headgroup, the length 

of the acyl chains, the number of chains, and the extent each chain is unsaturated. 

Entropic interactions, namely ensuring water molecules are in the bulk, lead to the 

hydrophobic attraction of acyl chains from lipid to another, minimizing the separation 

between chains. Electrostatic factors primarily concern the charge on the headgroup. 

As like charges repel, headgroups of similarly charged lipids will increase separation 

among lipids. All these factors lead to a lateral pressure profile of the membrane (see 

Figure 2.4) consisting of an attractive interfacial region and repulsive headgroup and 

chain regions [40]. The balance of this profile leads to the membrane shape, and can 

be approximated by the spontaneous curvature. 
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The spontaneous curvature can be positive, negligible, or negative. Lipids with 

positive curvatures consist of lipid headgroups whose area are greater than that of 

acyl chains, as in Figure 2.5a. These lipids may lead to the formation of micelles 

which consist of self-assembled structures with polar groups exposed to an aqueous 

solution and apolar tails protected within. Lipids with similar areas lead to bilayer 

formations, see Figure 2.5b. Bilayer formations consist of two leaflets of opposing 

direction in aqueous solutions; the polar headgroups face the solution, while the tails 

are again shielded from water. Lipids of negative curvature, however, tend to invert 

in apolar solutions, forming inverse micelles, or Hn-phase structures. These lipids are 

mixed within a cell [35, p. 413], helping to form the variety of morphologies observed 

among cell types. 

One of the morphologies that may be synthetically replicated is that of a giant 

unilamellar vesicle (GUV), which is a spheroid bilayer membrane with a radius of 

10- 20 11m that acts as a model system of a cell membrane. GUVs have been used 

extensively to look at phase separation due to cholesterol [21, 22] and due to curvature 

(see Figure 2.6, [41]). Finally, using GUVs, curvature has also been established to 

affect inter-leaflet motion and the dynamics of tether formation [42]. This phenomena 

forms the basis of future tether studies. 
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Figure 2.4 : Lateral pressure profile of lipid bilayer. The lateral pressure across the 

bilayer, given against a cross-section of the bilayer, consists of the balanced pressures 

of the lipid headgroups, chains, and interfacial regions. Adapted from [40]. 
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(a) Co> 0 (b) Co~ 0 

(c) Co< 0 

Figure 2.5 : Steric effects of lipids on spontaneous curvature. (a) Lipids with head 

groups of larger cross-sectional areas than that of the acyl chains (packing parame

ter < 1/3) have positive curvature, forming micelles. (b) With roughly equal cross

sectional areas of head groups and acyl chains (packing parameter rv 1/3 - 1), lipids 

of neutral curvature generate bilayers. (c) Inverse micelles or Hn-phase lipids consist 

of acyl chains with larger cross-sectional areas than their head groups (packing pa

rameter > 1). The structure is induced by negative curvature. Packing parameters 

and inspiration for figures from [25, p. 381]. 
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Figure 2.6 : Phase separation due to curvature. The two coexistent phases 

are sphingomyelin- and cholesterol-enriched DOPC (blue) and pure DOPC (red). 

Adapted from [41]. 
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2.2.3 Compressibility 

The formalism developed above for curvature can be extended to determine the stretch 

a membrane experiences as a tension r is appliedt. Using the Helfrich energy, Equa

tion 2.4, with the Gaussian curvature taken as negligible and including the energy 

associated with the added tensile stress, the energy of a membrane G is given by 

(2.5) 

with dA = J1 + h~ + h~dxdy [31, p.197]. As the membrane is only rv 4nm thick 

and the energy associated with the bending modulus ( rv 1x 10-19 J ~ 25 k8 T) is 

much less than that of compressibility (compressibility is typically on the order of 

102 mNjm ~ 50- 70 kBTjnm2 [35, p. 423], corresponding to rv 1x10-16 J ~ 25x103 k8 T 

for the entire membrane), there may be significant undulations in the membrane [32]. 

The area may then be separated into a non-undulating term and a fluctuating term 

if one assumes gentle undulations of the membrane: 

(2.6) 

Averaging the second term over all configurations with Boltzmann weights leads to a 

tThis section follows 131, Sec. 6.5J 
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deviation of area, Ared ( T), due to curvature of 

( ) _ 1 fj ( 2 2) ) A j ksT 2 
Ared T = 2 \ hx + hy dxdy = 8n2 rq2 + kcq4 q dq, (2.7) 

where q is the corresponding two-dimensional wave-vector, and ks and T are the 

Boltzmann constant and temperature, respectively. Physically, q corresponds to a 

fluctuation mode of the membrane, which can vary from from 7r/A112 , the size of the 

membrane, to 1rjb, with intermolecular spacing b. Equation 2.7 can then be integrated 

to obtain [31, p. 198] 

(2.8) 

Recognizing A» b2 , defining b.A Ared (0)- Ared (r), and taking into account the 

first term of Equation 2.5, the area strain b.Af A is found to be 

(2.9) 

where KA is the compressibility modulus (on the order of 102 mNjm [32]). The first 

term of Equation 2.9 is due directly to the application of tension to the membrane; 

the second term results from thermal fluctuations of the membrane. 
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In the limit of low tension, Equation 2.9 reduces to 

(2.10) 

At high tension, the significance of undulations from thermal fluctuations is reduced 

and the membrane becomes analogous to a fiat two-dimensional elastic material. The 

areal expansion of the membrane then depends on the compression and tension by 

~A T 

A KA. 
(2.11) 

The compressibility thus appears to depend upon tension, and this apparent com-

pressibility KA,app is given by [31, p. 199] 

KA,app = ( _!_ dA) -t 
AdT 

(2.12) 

The compressibility may also be modulated by the incorporation of addition molecules 

into the membrane. With the presence of cholesterol, the compressibility increased 

(by a factor of "' 3.5 to 640 rnNjm for SOPC at 50 mol% cholesterol [37]). The com-

pressibility decreased when salicylate was present (by a factor of"' 2 to 100 mNjrn for 

SOPC at 10 mM [32]). Chain length, however, did not significantly effect compress-

ibility [39]. 

In summary, a membrane behaves elastically, unless the tension is low enough that 

thermal fluctuations of the membrane effect compressibility. With the background 
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of bending and stretch established in these past few sections, the physics governing 

aspirated vesicles and tethers may be developed. 

2.2.4 Mechanics Applied to Microaspiration 

Microaspiration is a standard method to measure membrane mechanical properties+. 

Take an aspirated vesicle, much like the one diagrammed in Figure 2.7, and consider 

the pressure difference experienced by the vesicle outside the pipette and by the 

vesicle as a projection within the pipette. The pressure difference between the outside 

environment and the inside of the vesicle, of radius Rv, can be found using the 

Laplace-Young Law to be 2rjRv, while the pressure difference between the vesicle 

and the environment inside the pipette, of radius Rp, is similarly found as ZrjRp. The 

pressure difference between the pipette and the environment, D.p, can then be related: 

(2.13) 

Solving for the tension T yields 

D.p Rv 
T = - ---=-::-

2 1- Rv/Rv' 
(2.14) 

which shows the direct dependence of the tension in the membrane on the applied 

pressure, and its more involved relation to the geometry of the vesicle [35, p. 426]. 

+The mechanics of microaspiration has been well-known in the membrane mechanics community 
since at least the 1970s [30, 43]. The derivations in this section though follow the logical development 
as presented by [35, Sec.11.3.1]. 
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Figure 2.7 : A microaspirated vesicle of radius Rv with projection length Lp in a 

pipette of radius Rp. 
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From Equation 2.11, we know that at high tensions, t:,.AjA = rjgA· So an addi-

tional connection between tension and geometry may be established. If before being 

aspirated, the vesicle was a sphere of area 4nR~, and the increase in area due to the 

projection of a portion of the membrane into a capped cylinder was 

llA = 21r RpLp + 21r R~ - 1r R~ = 21r RpLp + 1r R;, 
~ 

cylinder patch 

where LP is the projection length. t:,.A/ A can then be given by 

llA = ~ (Rp) 2 
( 1 2 LP) 

A 4 Rv + Rp . 

Or when combined with Equation 2.11, the tension is 

T = KA ( Rp) 2 (1 + 2 Lp) . 
4 Rv Rp 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

Knowing the geometry and pressure difference of the system, the tension and the 

areal expansion of the system may be determined. The dependence between the 

tension and areal strain may then be used to determine the compressibility modulus, 

as demonstrated by [30, 32]. 

2.2.5 Tether Mechanics 

If a point force of sufficient strength is applied to the membrane, the membrane 

will undergo structural reorganization to increase the curvature of the lipids at the 

point by several orders of magnitude to form a tether. In an area of a few hundred 
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f 

Figure 2.8 : A tether of radius Rt and length Lt being pulled off a vesicle with radius 

Rv by an applied force f. 
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square nanometers, the curvature increases from 105/m to 107/m. The applied force will 

continue to draw the tether out with increasing length and decreasing tether radius. 

This response of a membrane to a point force may be developed purely from energetic 

considerations. Four energetic terms model a tethered system (Figure 2.8)§. First, 

the energy due to curvature of the membrane as a sphere, a cylinder, and a cap is 

given by 

(2.18) 

where Lt and Rt are the length and radius of the tether, respectively [35, p. 428]. 

The constant contribution to bending energy, regardless of radius, was used to obtain 

the first term, while the second term resulted purely from the cylinder. Second, the 

energy of membrane stretch is 

KA (~A) 2 
Gstretch = TA A , (2.19) 

while, third, that due to the work done against pressure is 

(2.20) 

Fourth, the work exerted by the force is given by 

(2.21) 

§The derivations in this section follow the logical development as presented by [35, Sec. 11.3.2J. 
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The total energy Gtot is simply the sum of these four terms. 

The total energy can then be minimized to determine the equilibrium state of the 

system. Minimizing by the vesicle radius, 

8Gtot 2 
BRv = 81rrRv- 41rRvflP = 0, (2.22) 

yields the Laplace-Young relationship b..p = 27 /Rv [35, p. 430]. Likewise, by mini-

mizing the total energy with respect to the tether radius, the following expression is 

obtained: 

(2.23) 

Simplifying gives a method to determine the tether radius via the tension, or more 

explicitly 

(2.24) 

In a similar fashion to minimizing based on the radii of the system, the equilibrium 

of the system with respect to tether length derives from 

(2.25) 

and returns 

f = 21f y'2k;;-' (2.26) 
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Figure 2.9 : A schematic depicting differential velocity of leaflets during tether for-

mation. As the two leaflets must travel a different distances in the same time to 

maintain mass conservation, the rate of tether elongation differs between the inner 

(Lt,in) and outer (Lt,out) leaflets. Adapted from [42]. 
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which reveals what force and tension balance the tether [35, p. 430]. Finally, Equa-

tion 2.26 may be extended to the case of a tether undergoing motion by following a 

thorough development as described by Evans and Yeung [42]. Image pulling a tether 

at a constant force rate, as in Figure 2.9. The lipids enter into the tether from the 

main portion of the vesicle and undergo a drastic change in curvature. The curva-

ture experienced by the inner and outer leaflets are nonetheless different. Although 

the curvatures differ, mass is still conserved, leading to a differential in the rates of 

tether formation occurs between the inner and outer leaflets. Furthermore, the two 

leaflets interact with each other and with themselves to resist the flow, leading to an 

effective drag as the tether is pulled. The result of Evans and Yeung's work [42] is an 

additional term, related to the drag characterized by a strength b between a bilayer 

of width h: 

(2.27) 

As a demonstration of the general applicability of the magnetic force transducer-

aspiration system, which will be discussed later, this formalism will be utilized in 

Section 5.4.3 to determine b for a returning tether of a lipid membrane. 

2.3 Thanslating Energy Surfaces into Observables 

Just as above, most descriptions of tether dynamics focus on the tether once it has 

already been formed. Other than recent studies on cells lacking an actin cytoskeleton 

,There is yet another term that Evans and Yeung derived, but at the length scales of the tethers 
discussed, it is negligible. 
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[14], work as not been done to determine how pure lipid membranes-without the 

influence of cytoskeletal connections-contribute to tether formation. However, with 

the drastic change in curvature, it is clear that a large amount of energy is required 

to bend the membrane, regardless of cytoskeletal influences. 

In Chapter 6, we will postulate that the tether formation process may be modeled 

by an energy landscape characterized by two barriers. Many phenomena related to 

membranes, from decoupling adhesion site to vesicle rupture, can be modeled using 

an energy barrier model. This model was first described by Kramers in 1940 [44] and 

more recently discussed by Evans in relation to binding of membrane-based molecules 

[45]11. To relate energies to tether formation, we first examine the basic energy barrier 

model given in Figure 2.10a. 

The energy landscape is described by an energy well that raises in energy Eb at 

the top of an energy barrier at a distance x 13 • A system initially at the well minimum 

will surmount the energy barrier described by Eb at a rate k--+, with an dependence 

given by 

(2.28) 

where tD is the diffusive relaxation time (which is dependent upon the diffusion in 

the system and the local curvature of the energy landscape). Physically, 1/tv is the 

attempt frequency for an over-damped transition, such as in the membrane, and leads 

IIThis section is based upon the development presented by Evans !45]. 
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(a) 

k-t ----. 

x (run) 

(b) 

x (nm) 

Figure 2.10 : An energy potential well with a single barrier. (a) The maximum of 

the barrier is a distance Xf3 away from the energy minimum. The rate that an event 

occurs that surmounts a barrier is given by k-+ and corresponds to a barrier height 

Eb. (b) An applied force biases the energy by - f x, tilting the potential landscape 

and lowering Eb. 
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to thermally activated escape. k---+ is the escape rate as it is the likeliness of reaching 

the top of the barrier, which drops off exponentially with the energy barrier height. 

kBT-roughly 4.1 pN · nm-sets the scale by which the rate of an event occurs [45]. 

An increase of just 1 kBT will decrease the rate by 63%; each similar increase in kBT 

will likewise decrease the rate by 63%. Returning to Figure 2.10a, an applied force f 

will modify the energy landscape by Eb (f) = Eb (0) - fx 13 , where Xf3 is the position 

of the transition state. The force necessary to lower the height of the energy barrier 

at x 13 by the thermal energy kBT gives a convenient scale for the force of the system. 

This force ! 13 is given by 

(2.29) 

Using a model developed by Bell [46] and propagated by Evans, k---+ may be related 

to this characteristic force through an exponential 

(2.30) 

where toff is the reciprocal of the escape rate when the applied force f is zero [45]. 

toff• or ljk_,(o), sets an opportune scale of time of the system. 

If the applied force is determined by a force ramp, the force at a time t is f = 

(dfjdt) t. The force ramp can be expressed in terms of the scaled units of the system 

(!13 and toff) through what is called the loading rate r 1. This loading rate is 
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(2.31) 

Assuming the molecules have moved passed the barrier and so diffusion becomes 

negligible, a return rate k+.- may be ignored. Then according to Evans [45], k--+ [f (t)] dt 

gives the probability of a system in the original state bound in the lowest potential 

well, shown in Figure 2.10a, making a transition out of the well in timet to t + dt. 

So the probability S (t) of the system being in the bound state at time t can be 

approximated by the inverse of the exponential of the time-integral k--+ [f (t)] dt from 

the beginning of the ramp to the time t. The time integral can be turned into an 

integral over force through f (t) = (dfjdt) t. This yields 

(2.32) 

where f' is a dummy variable. The probability that the system leaves the original 

bound state in an time interval from t to t + dt (or force interval from f to f + df) 

is equal to the probability of the system being bound ( S ( t)) times the probability of 

the system transitioning to the unbound state state k--+ (t) dt. Over a time interval 

from t to t + dt, the probability of entering an unbound state, p (t) dt, is given by 

p (t) dt = s (t) k--+ (t) dt. (2.33) 
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This probability over time can be related to probability of the system transitioning 

from the state S to an unbound state in a force interval t to t + dt by 

p (!) dt = p (t) dt, (2.34) 

where t and tare related by t = (dfjdt) t. As the force ramp dfjdt is a positive constant, 

p (!) dt reduces to 

p (!) dt = p (t) dt dt = k~ [t (t)] s [t (t)] dt = k~ (!) s (!) df. 
dt df jdt df jdt 

(2.35) 

p (!) = k~ (!) S (!) (dfjdt)-1 is the probability distribution of tether transition events 

as a function of t. Maximizing this expression yields an expression that can be used 

to find the most likely force Fth of surmounting the energy barrier [45]: 

p, = f 1 { [aln(k~) _ aln(rt)] } 
th (3 n r f at at ' 

f=Fth 

(2.36) 

with the standard deviation of Fth equal to tf3 [45]. Equation 2.36 shows that the 

most likely force that the system will transition from a bound to unbound state under 

an externally applied force ramp is related to the escape rate k~ and the external 

force ramp, manifested in this case through rf. 

For a single barrier and a constant force ramp, Equation 2.36 can be determined 

analytically. In this case, k~ (!) ex ef (from Equation 2.30), leading to 8in(k-+)/at = 1. 
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Furthermore, as dfjat is constant, Bln{rJ )jaJ = 0. Applying Equation 2.31 yields 

(2.37) 

or 

(2.38) 

showing an explicit relationship between Fth and dfjat. 

An intuitive model for tether formation using Figure 2.10a may be constructed 

in order to help understand the Evans construction. We compare the inverse of the 

transition rate, 1/k-+Cf), to the timescale on which the rate changes appreciably, tlt. 

tlt is defined by (dfjat) x 13 tlt = kBT. It is the time for the barrier to decrease by 

kBT. When the two times are equal, (dfjat) tlt is the expected force during the ramp 

at which a transition occurs (Figure 2.11). Below this expected force, the transition 

rate is low compared to the inverse of the characteristic observation time tlt. While 

at forces above the expected force, the rate raises significantly and the transition is 

very favorable. 

So far, only a single barrier has been considered. However, the same derivation 

can be applied to multiple barriers by extending the rate as defined by Equation 2.30 

to take into account the time to surmount each barrier, namely 

-f- = L ioff (i) e-f/!(1' 

-+ i 

(2.39) 



1 
- k-+ 

-- - low 
·- ·- ·high 

Fth,high 
o~----~~------------~------------------

Fth,low J (pN) 

40 

Figure 2.11 : An intuitive model to describe how the apparent threshold force, Fth, 

was determined by the force ramp, dfjdt. At a low force ramp (dfjdt)zow, a time scale 

characteristic of the observation time (magenta dashed line) can be determined by 

the force ramp, ~tzow = (kBTjx13 ) (dfjdt)z:!w. When ~tzow intersected lfk-~- (solid blue 

line), the time scale for the state to transition, a tether pulled at a low measured 

force threshold Fth,low· At higher force ramps, however, ~thigh (red dash-dotted line) 

crossed 1j k-~- at a higher observed force threshold Fth,high. 
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where i denotes the ith barrier. Applying Equations 2.36 and 2.31 to Equation 2.39 

yields 

(2.40) 

This expression consists of two observables, dfjdt and Fth, which will be used in Chap-

ter 6 to determine the values taff and j 13 that describe the energy landscape of tether 

formation. 

While we will apply a two barrier model to approximate the relationship between 

dfjdt and Fth during tether formation, the model is not limited to force dynamics. 

Evans et al. used a similar development to represent how the rupture tension of an 

aspirated vesicle depended upon the rate at which the tension increased. In their 

model, the barriers corresponded to defect-limited and cavitation-limited regimes 

and differed in height by 3 k8 T [15]. The two barrier model is thus generalizable to a 

variety of different membrane mechanical phenomena. 

2.4 Summary 

This membrane primer established the foundational knowledge for the rest of the 

thesis. It began by introducing a variety of biological macromolecules essential for 

proper membrane function. In particular, various types of lipids and the phase be-

havior during mixing was reviewed. A development of some aspects of the mechanical 

properties of membranes followed: curvature and compressibility. The concepts ap-
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plied to a vesicle led to the the physics governing both microaspirated vesicles and 

tethers. The mechanics was followed with an interpretation of energy barriers, along 

with a practical example of the analysis. This chapter has recapitulated the physical 

concepts relevant for interpretation in the rest of this work. 



Chapter 3 

Review of Various Magnetic Force Applicators 

I am busy just now again on electro-magnetism, and think I have got hold 

of a good thing, but can't say. It may be a weed instead of a fish that, after 

all my labor, I may at last pull up. - Michael Faraday [4 7} 

D VER the years, many devices have been designed and built to exert forces on 

micro-scale biological material. Some of these tools include the optical trap, 

the atomic force microscope, flow chambers, and magnetic tweezers. In the following 

section, we examine the development of magnetic tweezers further from macroscopic 

permanent magnets to microscopic electromagnets. The benefits and drawbacks of 

each will be discussed and illustrated through relevant experiments. 

3.1 Macroscopic Permanent Magnets 

The first post-war application of magnetic forces to microscopic biological systems 

was developed by Crick and Hughes in 1950 [48]. They created a device consisting of 

large U-shaped permanent magnets made of Alcomax, a magnetic alloy. The magnets 

consisted of roughly 4 cm2 square faces with about 2 em separation and over 10 em in 

inner perimeter, which generated an H-field of between 1.6 kA/m to 64 kA/m [48]. The 

H-field concentrated down a tapered iron pole and exerted a force on microscopic 

ground particles composed mostly of magnetite or iron oxide that had been taken 
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up by frontal bone of chick embryos. While they were unable to obtain quantifiable 

results of force application in the system due to the forces being too low, Crick and 

Hughes did show qualitatively that forces could be exerted within living cells and 

that these cells could take up magnetic material without damage [48]. 

Eventually, scientists developed techniques to apply magnetic forces more system

atically and applied these to biological systems. Strick et al. fabricated a system 

consisting of two large cobalt-samarium magnets with a 2 mm gap that could rotate 

about the sample within a microscope to apply torsion to super-coiled DNA [49). As 

the DNA uncoiled, the extension of the DNA and the force required to obtain this 

extension were measured. Application of forces from 0.01 pN to 10 pN lengthened 

DNA up to 100% with very high sensitivity to the force [49]. Such experiments have 

been useful for determining the mechanics of DNA winding, but have proved diffi

cult to calibrate as they depend upon visualizing fluctuations of microscopic samples 

undergoing Brownian motion, which demands high magnification (and short working 

distance) optics. 

Although straightforward, permanent magnet systems are only slowly adjustable. 

Additionally, it is difficult to machine permanent magnets in order to simultaneously 

obtain high magnetic field gradients and high magnetic field magnitudes. This com

petition leads to a smaller range of applied forces than can be obtained with the 

designs presented below. 
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3.2 Macroscopic Magnetic Tweezers 

Macroscopic magnetic tweezers extended the methodology of permanent magnets by 

using a solenoid, or wrappings of current-carrying wires, to generate a magnetic field. 

Making use of a material with high magnetic permeability, such as iron or Permalloy, 

the magnetic tweezers directed the magnetic field to a tapered tip. This tapered tip 

leads to larger forces as compared to permanent magnets; using currents also modu

lated the force generated. Below, I present some of the significant work in macroscopic 

magnetic tweezers in this section and mention some of their shortcomings. 

As with permanent magnets, Crick and Hughes were one of the pioneers of the 

application of electromagnets, or magnetic tweezers, to biological systems [48]. They 

wrapped a core composed of J-t-metal, a material with high magnetic permeability, 

with a solenoid. The core was of similar dimensions as the U-shaped magnet, while 

the solenoid contained almost 1000 wraps of wire. The design enabled H-fields of 

up to 6.2 kA/m to be obtained. While lower than that of permanent magnets, the 

local gradients were higher, producing greater force. By rotating the H-field, much 

as Strick et al. would do later, torsional experiments on embryonic chick bone cells 

determined the rigidity modulus of cytoplasm to be on the order of 10 Pa [48]. 

After Crick and Hughes, large electromagnetic devices were used to examine vis

cosity within amoeba [50], and the rheological properties of axon cytoplasm in squids 

[51]. In one of the more recent significant applications of an electromagnet to study 

cell mechanics, Wang et al. applied an electromagnet to conduct torsional experiments 
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on cell surface receptors to examine mechanotransduction through the cell cytoskele

ton [52]. Rotated magnetized beads on the cell surface exerted pressures of 7Pa (with 

a resolution of about 1 Pa), activating cellular mechanical responses. Brief pulses of 

up to 40 times higher field were possible if pulses lasted 10 f.-LS [52], but advanced 

waveforms were not applied. Detailed examination of the force field would have also 

required numerical methods. 

Using more more sophisticated control and data acquisition techniques, Heinrich 

and Waugh developed an electromagnet consisting of an iron core with a solenoid [53]. 

Furthermore, they combined this iron-core based electromagnet with microaspiration, 

a method to hold cells with constant tension, in order to study several mechanical 

properties of vesicles: equilibrium force dependence on tension and the local bending 

modulus. The force at which a tether maintained equilibrium, f, was found to follow 

the relation (for tethers of a few tens of microns or less): 

f = 2n..Jik;, (3.1) 

where kc is the local bending modulus, and T is the membrane tension. Further, kc 

was found to be 1.2 x 10-19 J [53]. While it was a novel use of a magnetic device, 

the magnetic profile of Heinrich and Waugh's magnetic tweezer is difficult to model 

due to the complicated geometry and with its high reactance, its frequency range is 

limited. 

Using a similar design of an iron core-based solenoid with a tempered tip, Bausch 
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et al. were able to exert nanonewton ( nN) forces on magnetic beads bonded to the 

membrane of fibroblasts. By fitting a Voigt profile-which is indicative of viscoelastic 

behavior-to the trajectory of the creep of the membrane, they were able to calculate 

the viscoelastic properties of the membranes of fibroblasts, including viscosity (54]. 

While it could apply forces up to 600 pN, this electromagnet did not have the H-field 

resolution needed to exert piconewton level forces. 

In an extension of the work of Bausch et al., Huang et al. developed a large 

quadrupole electromagnet that could apply forces of up to 800 pN over a 0.5x0.5 mm2 

area with less than 10% variation (55]. With the quadrupole design, the electromagnet 

could exert forces in two dimensions over the large area. In combination with a 

two-photon microscope to image in three-dimensions, the electromagnet was used to 

track long term cell response from a steady, large, directional force. While very useful 

for investigating bulk motion over many cells or tissue, the device exerted no less 

than 50 pN and was used only in long pulse modes. The electromagnet of Huang et 

al. applied to large systems but was not suitable to measuring small forces at high 

force rates. 

Finally, Hosu et al. built an iron core solenoid with several layers of wrapped coils 

to generate forces [56] that was similar to the design of Heinrich and Waugh but with 

a more compact design and greater fields. The forces generated by magnetic beads 

attached to Chinese hamster ovary and human brain tumor cells formed tethers which 

were subsequently released individually [57]. The release was studied not only with 
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magnetic tweezers but also with atomic force microscopy and electron microscopy. 

The magnetic tweezers and atomic force microscope were used to quantify, using a 

multi-element Voigt model, the viscoelastic properties of the two cell types as each 

tether detached from its respective magnetic bead. The electron microscope imaged 

the tethers, verifying that multiple, individual tethers had formed [57]. Although 

Hosu et al. followed the trajectories as the tethers extended, they did not examine 

the dynamics of formation itself. Further, as the cells were imaged on a 2-D surface, 

the membrane tension was not controlled, limiting the extent to which membrane 

mechanical properties could be determined. 

Macroscopic magnetic tweezers improved upon permanent magnets by being able 

to develop larger forces and modulate the force generated. And in combination with 

advances in acquisition and control, the use of magnetic tweezers enabled the mea

surement of several membrane mechanical properties, including bending modulus and 

viscosity. Due to a large reactance, however, frequencies of at most 10Hz were ap-

. plied in any of the reviewed work. The forces are also often onerous to model and are 

delocalized. 

3.3 Microfabricated Magnetic Tweezers 

Due to advances in microfabrication techniques, macroscopic magnetic tweezers have 

been miniaturized to sub-millimeter scales, addressing some of their disadvantages. 

For instance, smaller magnetic tweezers exhibit a much higher bandwidth, due to 
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lower reactances and more localized field gradients. This section describes some of 

these devices, details their application, and suggests some areas for improvement. 

The laboratory of Johannes Kanger fabricated a microscale magnetic tweezer made 

of cobalt to focus fields generated using standard electromagnets (58]. This four-pole 

device exerted between 500 pN and 2500 pN on a 5 f.-LID ferromagnetic bead when cal

ibrated (58], while a similar three-pole design exerted 30 pN to 1000 pN on a 3 J-tm 

ferromagnetic bead (58]. These high forces were sufficient to move beads within a 

cell, which completed the work attempted by Crick and Hughes. Using a viscoelas

tic, or Voigt, model, de Vries et al. deduced that the viscosity of objects within a 

cell depended upon the particle size, thus verifying the mesh model of the cellular 

cytoskeleton (58]. While it was used to ascertain interesting biophysical properties 

about the cytoplasm, this device required numerical methods to solve the force profile, 

which complicated the description of the forces. Furthermore, the magnetic tweezer 

was sensitive only to "' 10 pN. 

While it does not simplify the description of the forces, a hexagonal array of 

thin Permalloy foil that had been laser-machined down to about 100 J-tm provided 

forces of up to 13 nN that was sufficiently strong to observe nucleosome disruption 

events of chromatin (12]. To accomplish this Fisher et al. applied forces in three 

dimensions to a chromatin complex using the field generated by a solenoid focused 

through the foil. In addition to the high forces, the tweezer could apply forces that 

varied at higher frequency as the system experienced lower eddy currents (12]. While 
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it was an impressive device, its force resolution appeared to be on the order of several 

piconewtons while the force also had to be numerically determined. Further, such an 

elaborate system was difficult to construct. 

In an intriguing variation of the pattered tweezers, Henighan et al. patterned an 

array of Permalloy disks of about 10 J.tm by 40 nm [59]. With an applied magnetic 

field from several sets of solenoids, the disks induced forces of up to 25 pN on 3 J.Lm 

paramagnetic beads. The beads then translated cells from disk to disk [59]. The 

system developed by Henighan et al. demonstrated the ability to direct the motion 

of a multitude of cells individually but unfortunately, they did not study the effect of 

this force on biophysical properties even though the device should have been capable 

of such studies. 

Microfabricated magnetic tweezer systems improve upon the larger tweezer designs 

by displaying much higher frequency responses, by exerting strong localized currents, 

and being able to integrate into a wider variety of biological instruments (due to their 

smaller size). However, the magnetic forces must often be numerically determined 

using finite element models, which requires time and is less accurate. Moreover, 

the devices may be difficult to fabricate and force sensitivity seems limited to a few 

piconewtons. 
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3.4 Microfabricated Electromagnet Wires 

Improving upon the previous magnetic tweezer designs, microfabricated electromag

nets based on wires have been modeled analytically and have been much more straight

forward to develop. They also exert forces with sub-piconewton resolution. In the 

following paragraphs, I review some of the devices, discuss their limitations, and end 

by explaining how my own device builds upon these electromagnets. 

As Henighan et al. developed a magnetic tweezer to translate cells, Lee, Purdon, 

and Westervelt fabricated an array of microscale electromagnets to do the same [11]. 

Each electromagnet comprised of an 8 J.Lm by 100 J.Lm gold layer that was a few hun

dred nanometers thick and conducted up to 150 rnA. This current created forces of up 

to 40 pN on 3 ~tm paramagnetic beads attached to Saccharomyces cerevisiae-baker's 

yeast-cells [11 J. While capable of manipulating many cells, addressing individual 

cells was difficult as fields crossed and neighboring wires affected the local magnetic 

field. In order to move single cells, Lee et al. made a similar design of separately 

addressable microfabricated coiled wire pads, which was also combined with a mi

crofluidic device to allow cells to flow [60]. This device further maintained physiolog

ical temperatures with built-in temperature sensors and thermoelectric coolers using 

feedback. Although they fulfilled their purposes, neither device formed the basis of 

biophysical studies of the application of force upon cells. The devices additionally 

required numerical methods to solve their magnetic force profiles, and while the re

sponse of the thermoelectric may be very quick, it is not clear that the substrate 
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would conduct heat quickly enough to be effective on the scale of a few hundred 

microseconds. 

Though they have not been applied to biological systems either, microfabricated 

electromagnets built from solder have been well-described analytically [61, 62). These 

electromagnets formed a patterned pair of wires and generated magnetic fields from 

wire-induced forces, to sub-piconewton resolution, that acted as a sorter for a mi

crofiuidic device, without excessive heating (due to the large wire size) [62). The 

device further helped Shevkoplyas et al. determine the initial magnetization of super

paramagnetic beads [61), which had generally been considered to be negligible. This 

straightforward system was well described analytically but only exerted small forces 

of two to three piconewtons and has not been applied to biological systems. 

Though microfabricated electromagnets exhibit ease of modeling and production, 

compared to more traditional magnetic tweezer designs, such systems have not, to the 

best of our knowledge, been combined with microaspiration to study the membrane 

mechanical properties of lipid membranes. In this thesis, the development of such 

a device is presented, and its incorporation with pipette aspiration, to study the 

dynamics of tether formation and other biophysical properties of vesicles. 



Chapter 4 

Microfabrication of a Magnetic Force Transducer 

Most people spend more time and energy going around problems than in 

trying to solve them. - Henry Ford {63} 

fi:::::.. EVERAL criteria determine the design of the microfabricated magnetic force 

Q transducer (MFT). First, it must be of low cost. Second, the force profiles 

must be of a simple form. Third, the forces must be dynamically alterable. Fourth, 

the MFT must be integrable with a variety of microscopes. These criteria guide the 

device design. 

Microfabrication of the MFT followed nine steps. These steps were substrate 

cleaning, metal evaporation, resist spreading, soft-baking of the resist, photolitho-

graphic exposure, post-exposure baking of the resist, resist developing, electroplating, 

and finally lift-offing and etching. While this list may appear daunting, each step is 

straightforward and will be thoroughly discussed below. Before discussing methods, 

however, we describe the materials for the fabrication of the MFT below*. 

*Much of this chapter is based upon Stark [64J. 
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4.1 Materials 

4.1.1 Flesists 

Developing an MFT requires the use of the photoresist SU-8 2015. SU-8 2015 (Mi

crochem, Newton, MA) is a negative photoresist, that is the resulting pattern is the 

inverse of the mask used during photolithographic exposure. To obtain the required 

thickness of the gold wire during the later electroplating step, the SU-8 2015 must be 

spread to a thickness of 40 f.Lm. To obtain this thickness, one to three milliliters of 

SU-8 2015 are poured to completely cover the substrate, and so supplies last several 

months. However, as SU-8 2015 is very viscous, it requires a spreading cycle when 

spinning. On a separate note, we have not observed degradation of plastic flasks due 

to SU-8 2015, which occurs with other resists, such as the positive photoresist 81813. 

The reader should also be aware that several other resists are available to obtain 

other device characteristics. They will not be discussed in this chapter though. Some 

of these other resists are variants in the SU-8 series (such as SU-8 2, 25, and 50) that 

result in other resist thicknesses. Additionally, the AZ series from Microchemicals is 

often used for very fine features. Finally, 81813 is a very common positive photoresist 

and is discussed more fully in Appendix E. 

Occasionally, it is necessary to remove resists. All resists can be removed with 

long enough exposure to acetone and agitation from an ultrasound. Toluene and 

acid etches (such as piranha) can also remove resists; however, they are much more 

aggressive towards other materials, such as plastics or metals, thus making them less 
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suitable for use in this experiment [64]. 

4.1.2 Substrate 

In order to integrate into a microscope, a substrate was required that is optically 

transparent and polishable. To ensure electric current passes only through the elec

troplated wire, the substrate must be electrically insulated. Finally, as the current 

passing through the gold wire generates much heat, the substrate should be ther

mally conducting and not susceptible to fracture upon local heating. Sapphire satis

fies these requirements [65]. The substrates used in this work were 1.5 in by 2 in by 

1 mm (Swiss Jewel, Philadelphia, PA), allowing enough room to create the MFT and 

dissipate enough heat to keep temperatures in the device physiological. 

There are also several other materials available that could have been used as a 

substrate but failed to satisfy one of the criteria specified above. Pyrex is optically 

transparent, electrically insulated, inexpensive, and machinable. However, it is not 

a good heat conductor. Aluminum nitride has a thermal conductivity that is about 

4.5 times higher than that of sapphire and may be cleaved with a diamond scorer. 

However, it is optically opaque and is slightly more expensive than sapphire. Silicon 

is also commonly used as a substrate for microfabricated electronic devices, but is 

opaque [64]. Given these drawbacks, none of these other materials were more suitable 

than sapphire as a substrate. 
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4.1.3 Metals 

To provide a seed layer for electroplating, two metals, titanium and gold, will be 

required for evaporation. The clean room at Rice University uses titanium as an 

adhesive in the evaporator. This titanium is provided for free by the clean room. 

Without its use as an intermediary between the sapphire substrate and the gold seed 

layer, the gold layer is easily scratched off. Chromium is also a common intermediary 

in clean rooms; however, due to concern of contamination of magnetically sensitive 

samples that other groups prepare, chromium is not used at Rice [64]. 

Gold was used to form electrodes because of its high electrical conductivity. It 

is also biologically compatible while inert to most solutions. To ensure the highest 

electrical conductivity possible, 99.999% pure gold suitable for the evaporator (vapor 

deposition grade) is used and may be obtained from Cerac (Milwaukee, WI). Glassy 

carbon crucible liners, necessary for holding the gold within the evaporator, may be 

purchased from Kamis (Mahopac Falls, NY). 

4.1.4 Photolithographic Mask 

We buy chrome masks, necessary for defining the pattern in photoresists, from Fine

line Imaging (Colorado Springs, CO) with care taken to get a negative mask for use 

with SU-8 2015. Transparency masks may also be obtained from Fineline or another 

print shop for a lower cost than a chrome mask. However, the resolution is not as 

high, leading to a poorer quality microfabricated structure. Chrome masks may also 
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Figure 4.1 : The chrome mask used for photolithography. The dark portions of the 

mask will lead to areas of the resist that will be developed away, allowing access to 

the seed layer for electroplating. The light portions correspond to areas will the resist 

will not be developed away or electroplated. The number along the edge of the wire 

provide positing information while observing the final wires under a microscope. 
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be manufactured in the Rice clean room but is cost prohibitive due to the cost for 

the large patterns desired [64]. A schematic of the mask for this work is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The dark portions in the figure correspond to the areas of the chip that 

will be electroplated; light areas will not eventually be electroplated. With care, a 

well designed mask is the first step to a properly functioning device. 

4.1.5 Fluid Chamber 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) from Dow Corning (Midland, MI) forms the chamber 

that holds the vesicle solution. The PDMS consists of a 10:1 ratio of base to activator, 

which ensured mechanical flexibility and strength. A thickness of 1 mm keeps enough 

surface tension in the device to keep the fluid contained while allowing enough access 

to manipulate vesicles. A razor or an X-acto knife slices through the PDMS easily 

for custom shaping of the chamber. 

4.1.6 Electrical Connections 

Standard 16-gauge wire connects the pads leading from the MFT to the external 

current supply. The wire, which has its ends stripped, is held in place using a custom 

Delrin structural support. Other connection methods, such as using spring probe 

pins, could not carry sufficient current (up to 3 A) before overheating. Similarly to 

probe pins, the wires for wire-bonding were too thin and were additionally difficult to 

bond to the gold surface. Other alternatives were found to be too expensive (indium

based solder), too corrosive to gold (tin/lead-based solder), or too prone to spread 
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without much mechanical strength (silver-based conductive epoxy). 

4.2 Methods 

Creation of the MFT starts with cleaning the substrate, forming a seed layer, and 

spreading a uniformly thin layer of SU-8 photoresist. An SU-8 wire guide is then 

patterned atop. SU-8 resist is used to form the channel due to its ability to pattern 

structures tens of microns tall and due to its mechanical strength once fully cured. 

Patterning, itself, consists of several steps including spinning, baking, aligning, and 

developing (64). Each step is discussed below and is based upon the datasheets pro

vided by Microchem for SU-8 2015 (66). Finally, gold is electroplated onto the seed 

layer, forming the wires, and excess material is stripped away. 

4.2.1 Cleaning the Substrate 

In order for a layer of either titanium or photoresist to adhere to the sapphire sub

strate, the substrate must be cleaned of any particulate or organic matter. A 10:1 

(v/v) H2S04 :H20 2 (otherwise known as piranha etch) cleaning for five minutes at 

100 oc eats away most organic residue and several inorganic compounds (67). One 

should be wary when using a piranha etch as it is very reactive and exothermic. One 

should use nitrile masks, gowns, glassware, and gloves when working with piranha. 

Further, it should be disposed of in an acid waste container. After this strong clean

ing, heating the substrate in acetone for 5 minutes at 100 oc removes any remaining 
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organic residue on the substrate. Spraying the substrate for thirty seconds with IPA 

removes acetone residue; spraying for thirty seconds, thereafter, with methanol re

moves the IPA residue. Finally, blowing the methanol off the substrate with nitrogen 

gas, placing the gas stream parallel to the substrate, leaves the substrate sufficiently 

dry and clean for further use. Baking the substrate at 100 oc for 30 min after cleaning 

may also be necessary to remove water which has adhered to the substrate surface 

[64]. 

4.2.2 Evaporating 

After cleaning the substrate, a seed layer (see Figure 4.2) must be evaporated onto it 

in order to form the basis of the later electroplating step. To evaporate metal onto the 

wafer to form electrodes, a Sharon electron-beam evaporator was used. The Sharon 

electron-beam evaporator consists of three main units: the vacuum chamber, the high 

voltage supply, and the control unit. The vacuum chamber is where the substrate 

and gold source are placed and where the evaporation takes place. The high voltage 

supplyt provides several kilovolts in order to accelerate electrons from the electron 

gun. The electrons strike the source material, giving their energy to a metal atom, 

which then evaporates [64]. The evaporated atom then condenses on the sapphire 

substrate, forming the thin film. Finally, the control unit contains the software for 

setting the evaporation program, the source being used, and the shutters. 

Evaporation is a vital step for creation of the device, but it is also an expensive 

tBecause of the high voltage, care should be taken not to touch the leads. 
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Resist 

Gold 

Sapphire 

Figure 4.2 : Deposition on a sapphire substrate. The 100 nm-thick layer of gold 

adheres to the sapphire substrate via a 10 nm-thick layer of titanium (which is not 

shown as it is very thin); both layers are formed through evaporation. The SU-8 2015 

photoresist is spread on top of the gold to a uniform thickness of 40 J-Lm to form a 

uniform layer suitable for patterning. 
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step. While the metal evaporates, it not only coats the sapphire substrate, but also 

the inside of the vacuum chamber. Therefore, much of the source material is wasted. 

For example, assume one evaporates 50 nm of gold (molecular weight 19.3 gjcm3 ) onto 

a substrate. Then, since the area of the evaporation chamber that is evaporated upon 

is about 1 square meter, each run uses 50nm* 1m2 * 19.3 gjcm3 = 0.965 g of material. 

As a 25 gram source is typically used, 10-20 runs can be done conservatively. 

During a general run on the evaporator, 10 nm of titanium is put down at 1 A/s 

followed by 100 nm of gold at 2.0 Ajs. 10 nm of titanium provides a very strong 

adhesion layer for the gold. A thinner layer often leads to gold flaking or scratching 

off at unwanted times. Putting on 10 nm also ensures that the deposition rate steadies 

at 1 Ajs, establishing a more uniform-and lower resistance-layer. The thick gold, as 

noted above, provides a low resistance layer [64]. 

There are a variety of issues one should be aware of when using the evaporator. 

First, the evaporator costs $10 per use during main hours plus the cost of materi

als. Also concerning costs, as many pieces as possible should be put in the vacuum 

chamber during one run to avoid wasting material. Always ensure that the substrate 

shutter does not hit the substrate or substrate support plate by screwing the substrate 

support plate tightly to the evaporator. If it is hit, the substrate may fall during the 

middle of the run. In addition to causing possible damage to the evaporator, a fallen 

substrate needs to be removed and possibly put back into place, necessitating waiting 

for several more hours while the vacuum chamber pumps down. Finally, the clips 
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holding the substrate onto the substrate support plate create shadows on the sub

strate, or areas where the evaporated metals do not fall. Any designs should allow 

for shadows. 

Evaporation of titanium and gold form the seed layer on the sapphire substrate. 

With a patterned resist to guide electroplating, a gold wire will be formed. 

4.2.3 Spinning 

In order for a mask to form a pattern in photoresist with constant exposure, the pho

toresist must be uniform in thickness. Uncured photoresist is a solution of monomers 

and solvent resulting in a certain viscosity. If spun at a specified velocity for a certain 

amount of time, the resist spreads uniformly in a reproducible manner. A spinner 

accomplishes this task by revolving the substrate with photoresist atop at predeter

mined high speeds for set times. 

To form a 40-micron-thick film of SU-8 2015, as diagrammed in Figure 4.2, pour 

three milliliters of resist onto a substrate centered in the spinner. As SU-8 2015 

is viscous, one should ensure that the entire substrate is covered before spinning. 

Despite this precaution, SU-8 2015 still requires a spreading cycle of 500 rpm for 5 

seconds with a 100 rpm/s ramp. The spinning cycle is 1600 rpm for thirty seconds 

with a 300 rpm/s ramp, and if the substrate is not completely covered, one should 

clean the substrate with acetone, IPA, and methanol and spin again (64]. Further, 

if SU-8 2015 does not adhere, and cleaning the substrate as already described is not 
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sufficient, applying a coat of Omnicoat-a very viscous resist from Microchem-may 

act as an adhesion layer for SU-8. Omnicoat does provide a good adhesion layer, but 

can be difficult to remove during the later lift-off step. And as should be noted for 

every fabrication step, times and temperatures of any step vary depending on the 

desired thickness. 

Spinning ensures a proper thickness of resist, leading to proper straight gold wires 

after electroplating. 

4.2.4 Soft-baking 

After spinning the resist, it still is not photosensitive. To make the resist photo

sensitive, the solvent within the resist must be removed by heating the substrate to 

evaporate the solvent. This procedure is called soft-baking. 

To soft-bake SU-8 2015, heat the substrate to 65 oc for two minutes. Then increase 

the heat to 95 oc for five min and allow the substrate to cool to room temperature. 

Gradually raising and lowering the temperature reduces forming stress on resist due 

to heat shock. 

4.2.5 Exposing 

Once the photoresist has become photosensitive, one can expose it to ultra-violet 

light to destroy bonds in the resist, which leads to crosslinking of the individual resist 

monomers to eventually form a solidified polymer. The Rice cleanroom uses 365 nm 

light from the Suss aligner to photo-activate the resist. As seen in Figure 4.3, these 
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Figure 4.3: Pattern transferred to photoresist. The UV light from an aligner initiates 

a photochemical reaction in exposed resist. The shadows due to the pattern in the 

mask are thus transferred, leading to the eventual microfabricated structure in the 

resist. 
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exposed areas become the transferred pattern from the mask to the photoresist. The 

unexposed areas will form a barrier to electroplating; the electroplated wires will only 

form in the channels formed in the resist. The Suss aligner comes with a manual, so 

only tips and concerns shall be covered here. 

4.2.5.1 Alignment 

To properly expose the resist, with proper patterning, the substrate must be correctly 

positioned. Positioning is accomplished with the use of alignment marks, of the 

Weight Error Correction (WEC), and of substrate evenness. 

In order to ensure that a pattern is aligned correctly over the substrate, make 

sure the pattern has several widely-spaced alignment marks [64]. Then use both of 

the attached objectives on the microscope on the Suss aligner to see both alignment 

marks simultaneously. By adjusting the x-y position and rotation angle of the piece 

to align the marks, the substrate across the entire pattern will be aligned. 

The WEC setting adjusts for the varying weights of substrates used in the aligner. 

If adjusting the WEC setting is skipped, the substrate will be too far from the mask 

and finer features will not come out. Further, larger features may be of different 

dimensions than designed. If the WEC setting is not skipped, but fine features still do 

not come out, then do not turn the WEC knob the full two rotations counterclockwise 

as directed when bringing it flush to the substrate. The aligner may give an error, 

but finer features may come out. If the substrate is too close to the mask, it may 
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stick. While stuck, the substrate will not move in a smooth manner but will rather 

move jaggedly, making aligning difficult. 

If the substrate is not parallel to the mask, then the resist will not be uniformly 

exposed. The resulting pattern will not properly develop. Unevenness of the substrate 

will result from tape, resist, or other material on the mask or from uneven coverage 

of the 0-ring that seals the substrate to the aligner. 

The substrate may be aligned in all three spatial directions and parallel to the 

mask through alignment marks, weight error correction, and substrate evenness. Do-

ing these alignments ensures that a properly position pattern will be formed. 

4.2.5.2 Timing 

A well-formed micropatterned resist is sensitive to more than correct alignment; it 

is also sensitive to the total time exposed to ultraviolet light. Different resists and 

different resist thicknesses require diverse amounts of UV exposure in order to break 

all necessary bonds within the resist. Given the reflectivity coefficient arefl of the 

surface of a substrate, the power flux PI A emitted by the UV source, and the exposure 

dose E I A needed, the exposure time Tfab can be estimated by [64] 

1 EIA 
Tfab ~ --PIA. 

CYrefl 
( 4.1) 

For example, the reflectivity coefficient for gold is 2. The exposure dose for SU-8 2015 

at 40 f.Lm is about 250 mJ I cm2 , and the power flux is usually around 20m WI cm2 . 
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These values yield a r of about 6.25 sec. The exposure time may need to be adjusted 

if features are over- or under-cut but generally does not need to be [64]. 

Over- and under-cutting results from an exposure time that is too short or too 

long. In this situation, the sides of the pattern wall will not be normal to the substrate 

surface; they will be slanted. If the pattern is wider at the bottom than at the top, it is 

undercut. If it is thinner, it is over-cut. Being over- or under-cut can lead to structures 

with widths that are different than expected [64]. Additionally, depending upon the 

resist, improper exposure can cause cracking or keep resist from fully developing. 

Proper exposure times, however, lead to fully developed channels with orthogonal 

walls. 

4.2.6 Post-Exposure Bake 

Some resists, such as SU-8 2015, require a bake after exposure in order to drive an 

acid-catalyzed reaction that alters the solubility of the polymer in a developer [64]. 

The post-exposure bake (PEB) also causes some slight diffusion of the resist, which 

lowers interference effects. For a 25-micron-thick film of SU-8 2015, a bake at 65 oc 

for two minutes followed by a one minute bake at 95 oc activates the acid-catalyzed 

reaction enough for proper development. Under-baking may lead to the resist not 

solubilizing enough for proper developing, while over-baking may lead to it becoming 

too soluble. 
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Figure 4.4: A schematic of the substrate with patterned photoresist. The developer 

dissolved the non-crosslinked resist, leaving a channel that may be used to guide the 

growth of an electroplated wire. 
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4.2. 7 Developing 

After crosslinking, developing solubilizes non-crosslinked resist. Thus, for SU-8 2015, 

unexposed resist dissolves, leaving a negative pattern [64]. To develop the SU-8 2015, 

the entire substrate should be put in SU-8 Developer (Microchem) in an ultrasound 

sonicator (U /S) for three minutes. Immediately thereafter it should be put into an-

other volume of fresh SU-8 Developer, again for three minutes in the U /S. Afterwards 

the developer should be cleaned off with a rinse of IPA and then either methanol or 

deionized water [64]. The resulting substrate with developed channel in the photore-

sist is pictured in Figure 4.4. 

4.2.8 Electroplating 

The gold wire (see Figure 4.5) was formed in the channels in the SU-8 2015, the 

exposed portions of the seeding layer, by electroplating onto the gold layer. Plating 

occurred at 60 oc while being stirred at 220 rpm. The 25 J-Lm thick layer of gold took 

25 hr to plate with a current density of 275 ~LA/cm2 passing through the chip while 

submerged in a Techni-Gold 25 ES Au solution (Technic Inc., Cranston, RI). 

In order to ensure even plating via a constant current density, care must be taken 

to use a stable current supply. My system uses a custom built supply that follows the 

circuit diagram shown in Figure 4.6. The output at A1 , given an input Yin, is given 

by 

(4.2) 
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Figure 4.5: Figure depicting the electroplated gold wire within a photoresist channel. 

The gold grows on top of the exposed portions of the seed layers, growing at a rate 

of lJ.Lmjhr. 
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Rload 

Rs 

Figure 4.6 : A circuit diagram for an electroplating supply. The input voltage, Vin, 

is decoupled from its external ground by the differential amplifier A1 . The resulting 

signal is then converted, by amplifier A2 , into a constant current passing through 

R Th t · · b J Vaut,Al (1 !!:.J_) 
load· e CUrren IS given y Rzaad = R, + Rr · 
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with the output voltage decoupled from any external grounds. With all four resis-

tances in the inverter being the same in this system, Vout,A1 =-Yin· The signal then 

passes to A2 , which outputs a voltage such that the current flowing through Rtoad is 

constant and obeys 

(4.3) 

when Rs « Rf or R1 (68). Note that Equation 4.3 does not depend upon Rtoad, and 

so the current supplied through Rtoad is constant. The device thus ensures a constant 

current density for even plating. 

4.2.9 Lift-off and Etch 

After electroplating, the resist should be removed, leaving just the wafer and metal. 

To remove the resist, it must be solubilized, a procedure also known as lifting off. SU-

8 2015 may be lifted off if there is a coating of Omnicoat between it and the substrate 

(64). A substrate with SU-8 2015 and Omnicoat may be removed by placing it in 

Remover PG (Microchem) at 80 oc for five minutes. The Remover PG eats away 

the Omnicoat, leaving beads of SU-8 2015. Cleaning with IPA, DI water, and N2 (g) 

finishes the stripping procedure. 

To etch away the gold seed layer, one should expose the seed layer to a GE-8110 

KI,:I2 gold etchant (Transene, Inc., Danvers, MA) for 50 sec. Because the seed layer is 

several orders of magnitude thinner than the electroplated wire, the etchant removes 

the seed layer while not reducing the gold on the electroplated wires significantly. 
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Gold wire 

Figure 4. 7 : A depiction of the resulting micropatterned wire sitting atop a clean 

sapphire substrate. In practice, six wires are actually patterned for redundancy. 
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The thin remaining titanium seed layer may be removed by placing the substrate 

into a piranha solution for 3- 5 sec, or until the gray tinge of the titanium dissolves 

away. Immediately place the device into a large quantity of DI water to ensure that 

a minimum amount of titanium between the gold wire and the sapphire substrate is 

removed. Be sure to do this etching in a functioning fume hood as the fumes that 

form when the substrate is placed into the water are very acidic. An alternative etch 

to KI:I2 is aqua regia. Aqua regia is a 1:3 ratio of nitric and hydrochloric acids, is 

extremely aggressive, and able to etch away the entire device in a few minutes. If one 

must use aqua regia, instead of KI: :I2 , care should be taken to minimize exposure of 

the device to as short a time as possible. A diagram of the substrate with only the 

gold wire re1naining can be see in Figure 4.7. 

4.3 The MFT Device 

Figure 4.8 shows a central portion of a sapphire chip. In the previous section, the fab

rication procedure was demonstrated with one wire. In practice, however, the device 

is made with six gold wires- for redundancy- and electrical leads for application of 

currents to generate a magnetic field. Up to 6 A has been applied to the device for up 

to 5 s without destroying the gold wires, but 3 A or less were applied in experiments 

to avoid excessive heating. The device costs a few hundred dollars to fabricate- with 

the main cost being that of the gold. 

To complete the device, a copper stage holder is also machined to hold the sapphire 
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Figure 4.8 : Photograph of the MFT after microfabrication. The six gold wires are 

9 mm long with a 425-pm center-center spacing. The pads enable the connection of 

the microscale wires to macroscale sources. 
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piece. The stage holder fits snugly into the Zeiss microscope and does not block access 

to the micropipette. As final component of the device, a PDMS chamber on top of the 

MFT minimizes fluid evaporation. The PDMS chamber holds in the sample solution 

through surface tension and has access on one side for the micropipette. 

By following the steps detailed above, a magnetic force transducer can be built 

using standard microfabrication methods. The magnetic force transducer is easily 

integrated into a microscope as its sapphire substrate is optically transparent and 

optically polishable. Furthermore, the substrate readily dissipates heat but does not 

conduct electricity. The electricity, of up to 3 A, may rather be applied through the 

device, generating localized magnetic fields that can exert force on magnetic beads. 

If the bead is adhered to a vesicle, a tether may from from the applied point force, 

which forms the basis of the studies conducted in Chapters 5 and 6. 



Chapter 5 

A Microfabricated Magnetic Force 
'fransducer-Microaspiration System for Studying 

Membrane Mechanics 

Bring forward what is true. Write it so that it's clear. Defend it to your 

last breath! - Ludwig Boltzmann (69, p. 198/ 

("("'HE integration of a microfabricated magnetic force transducer and microaspi

~ ration, as detailed in this chapter, provides a new tool in a biophysicist's 

arsenal to investigate membrane properties under a mechanical stimulus. In partie-

ular, the combined system exerts a point force, with a controllable waveform, on a 

membrane while simultaneously holding the tension at a known constant. Such a 

device may be used to study biologically relevant mechanical properties such as ad-

hesion and mechanotransduction. The following chapter details the development of 

this technique and its application to the study of tether formation and dynamics. 

5.1 Abstract 

The application of forces to cell membranes is a powerful method for studying mem-

brane mechanics. To apply controlled dynamic forces on the piconewton scale, we 

designed and characterized a microfabricated magnetic force transducer (MFT) con-

sisting of current-carrying gold wires patterned on a sapphire substrate. The ex-
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perimentally measured forces applied to paramagnetic and ferromagnetic beads as a 

function of applied current agree well with theoretical models. We used this device to 

pull tethers from micro-aspirated giant unilamellar vesicles and measure the threshold 

force for tether formation. In addition, the interlayer drag coefficient of the membrane 

was determined from the tether-return velocity under magnetic force-free conditions. 

At high levels of current, vesicles expanded as a result of local temperature changes. A 

finite element thermal model of the MFT provided absolute temperature calibration, 

allowing determination of the thermal expansivity coefficient of 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl

sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine vesicles (1.7 ± 0.4x10-3 K-1) and characterization of the 

Joule heating associated with current passing through the device. This effect can 

be used as a sensitive probe of temperature changes on the microscale. These stud

ies establish the MFT as an effective tool for applying precise forces to membranes 

at controlled rates and quantitatively studying membrane mechanical and thermo

mechanical properties. 

5.2 Introduction 

Mechanical forces regulate a host of biological processes, and the controlled appli

cation of forces to membranes and cells is necessary to study mechanosensitive phe

nomena such as cell adhesion, mechanotransduction, and stem cell differentiation [70]. 

Several techniques have been developed for applying localized forces to cells, such as 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical tweezers, and magnetic tweezers [71]. While 
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these techniques have greatly advanced the field of cell and membrane mechanics, 

they are not without limitations. For example, the applied forces are usually not 

known a priori, and as quantitative biology advances, there is an increasing need for 

accurate knowledge of both the magnitude and the rate at which forces are applied. 

Moreover, many force application techniques are limited to cells attached to a mi

croscope coverslip. Optical tweezers generally require a high numerical aperture lens 

to form the optical trap [72], with lower depth of field that limits working distance 

[73]. AFM experiments are difficult to perform and interpret on cells that are not 

supported by a substrate. 

For these reasons, it can often be practically difficult to apply piconewton forces 

while simultaneously manipulating cells with micropipettes, such as during microaspi

ration and patch clamp experiments. Such integrated experiments are necessary for 

studies that require simultaneous control of a global parameter such as membrane 

tension or transmembrane voltage and application of a point force. .For example, cell 

adhesion is mediated by receptor-ligand interactions whose strength is dependent on 

membrane tension [74] and the rate of force application [75]. Thus, a full biophysical 

understanding of adhesive interactions requires methods for simultaneous control of 

membrane tension and application of precise forces. 

Early studies in cell adhesion noted that when adherent red blood cells were 

subject to fluid forces, long, thin tubes of membrane (termed tethers) formed [76]. 

Later, controlled tether formation became a powerful tool for systematic studies of 
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cell and membrane mechanical properties [33, 77]. In particular, tether experiments 

utilizing giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) provided a direct method to measure the 

membrane bending stiffness [13, 78], which regulates processes that involve dramatic 

changes in membrane curvature such as membrane fusion and microvilli formation. 

Tether experiments were also developed to measure dynamic membrane properties 

such as the interlayer drag coefficient opposing relative motion of the membrane 

leaflets [13, 42]. In these experiments, tethers were formed using gravitational force 

on glass beads or an additional pipette to retract a tether at a constant rate from 

an aspirated vesicle. In an alternative approach, magnetic forces have been used to 

pull tethers. Heinrich and Waugh used a large electromagnet based upon an iron core 

wrapped with a solenoid in order to pull tethers off aspirated vesicles and measure the 

membrane bending stiffness [53]. Hosu and Forgacs pulled tethers off adhered cells to 

study the effect of specific and nonspecific interactions in the tether formation process 

[57]. While tethers can be successfully pulled with a large iron-core electromagnet, 

such a device is bulky, produces a force profile that is difficult to model, and has a 

large inductance that can limit the force modulation bandwidth to the order of 102 Hz 

[12]. 

To address these limitations, we constructed a magnetic force transducer using 

microfabrication methods. Microfabricated devices have very low inductances that 

allow modulation of forces at frequencies several orders of magnitude faster than their 

larger counterparts [12]. In our design, the device is straightforward to construct with 
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standard photolithographic techniques, compact, inexpensive and easily integrated 

into standard microscopes. The force profile is also simple to model. Although 

microfabricated magnetic force transducers have been described before [11, 12, 59, 

61, 79, 80), they have not been integrated with micropipette techniques and used to 

measure membrane mechanical properties. 

Below, we describe the MFT device and present a detailed characterization of its 

magnetic force and thermal properties. We demonstrate the ability to form tethers 

from GUVs, and we measure threshold forces and tether dynamics. The thermal 

properties of the device are used to accurately measure the thermal expansivity coef

ficient of the membrane. This MFT-aspiration system is easy to operate and broadly 

applicable to a variety of molecular and cell mechanical experiments, and it is espe

cially attractive as a straightforward method for the controlled application of dynamic 

forces. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Magnetic Force Transducer Fabrication 

Following standard photolithographic techniques [80], we fabricated gold wires atop 

c-axis cut sapphire (1.5 in x 2 in x 1 mm, Swiss Jewel, Philadelphia, PA, [64]). A 

full development of fabrication can be found in Chapter 4. Briefly, the sapphire 

was cleaned in a 10:1 (v/v) H2S04:H20 2 piranha etch for 5min at 100°C followed 

by standard organics. Remaining moisture was removed via a 100 oc bake for 30 
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min. Two seed layers were evaporated onto the substrate using a Sharon E-beam 

evaporator: 10 nm of 99.99% Ti at a rate of 1 Ajs, and 100 nm of 99.999% Au ( Cerac, 

Milwaukee, WI) at 2 Ajs. To form boundaries of the gold wire during electroplating, a 

40 J.Lm thick layer of SU-8 2015 photoresist (Microchem, Newton, MA) was spun onto 

the sapphire substrate under a spreading cycle of 500 rpm for 5 s and a spinning cycle 

of 1600 rpm for 30 s. A thin layer of Omnicoat (Microchem) was used to improve 

adhesion between the gold seed layer and SU-8 2015. This was followed by a soft

bake of 65 oc for two min and 95 oc for 5 min. After baking, the resist was exposed 

to 365 nm UV light at an exposure dose of 250 mJ / cm2 using an MJB4 Mask Aligner 

(Suss MicroTec, Philadelphia, PA) and a patterned chrome mask (designed in house, 

made by Fineline Imaging, Colorado Springs, CO). A post-exposure bake at 65 oc 

for 2 min and at 95 oc for 1 min followed. The guide channels were finally formed 

upon development of the photoresist with two 3 min exposures to SU-8 developer in 

an ultrasound sonicator. 

A 25 J.Lm thick layer of gold was plated onto the exposed portions of the seeding 

layer over 25 hr. The layer was formed with a current density of 0.275 mAjcm2 passing 

through the chip while submerged in a Techni-Gold 25 ES Au solution (Technic Inc., 

Cranston, RI) at 60 oc while being stirred at 220 rpm. The SU-8 2015 and Omnicoat 

were then removed with Remover PG (Microchem) at 80 oc for 5 min. Exposure 

to a GE-8110 KI:I2 gold etchant (Transene, Inc., Danvers, MA) for 50sec etched 

the seed layer while not significantly reducing the gold on the electroplated wires. 
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Using a profiler (Dektak 6M, Veeco, Plainview, NY), we determined the wires were 

90 f-Lm wide and 25 f-Lm tall. As shown before, Figure 4.8 shows a central portion of 

a sapphire chip with six gold wires-for redundancy-and leads for application of 

currents to generate a magnetic field. Up to 6 A could be applied to the device for 

up to 5 s without destroying the gold wires, but 3 A or less were generally applied in 

experiments to avoid excessive heating. 

The device cost a few hundred dollars to fabricate-with the main cost being 

that of the gold. In addition to a low cost compared to many other force application 

systems, MFT devices of various patterns are possible, limited to the geometry and 

resolution of the chrome mask. Furthermore, a new device may be fabricated within 

two days. As such, it is quick and inexpensive to modify the system. To fit the 

sapphire piece, a copper stage holder was also machined to hold the sapphire piece. 

The stage holder fitted snugly into the Zeiss microscope and did not block access 

to the micropipette. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning) chamber was 

placed over the device to minimize fluid evaporation. It held in the sample solution 

through surface tension and had access on one side for the micropipette. 

5.3.2 Vesicle Formation 

The majority of vesicles were formed using the electroformation technique described 

by Zhou and Raphael [32, 34]. A detailed protocol may be found in Appendix A. 

A 15 f-LL chloroform solution containing 1 mgjmL 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
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phatidylcholine (SOPC) or, in the case of tether experiments, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleo

yl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC, both from Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, 

AL), which had been stored at -20 oc under nitrogen, was spread on each of two 

platinum electrodes and placed under vacuum for at least 2 hr. The electrodes were 

then submerged in 200 mM sucrose solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 

exposed to an alternating voltage. The voltage consisted of the waveforms: 10Hz at 

250m V to 1000 m V in 250m V increments, at 10 min each; then 6.6 Hz at 750 V and 

3.3 Hz at 500 m V, at 10 min each; finally 1.1 Hz at 250m V for 90 min. The vesicles 

were then collected and stored under nitrogen in a 4 oc refrigerator. For tether 

experiments, either 0.5mol% or 5mol% Biotin-X-DHPE (N-((6-(biotinoyl)amino)

hexanoy 1) -1, 2-dihexadecanoy lsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, triethy lammoni urn 

salt, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was added to the SOPC solution. 

5.3.3 Magnetic Bead Composition 

Paramagnetic beads (Spherotech, Lake Forest, IL) at 2.5% wjv were stored in 0.016 M 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 with 0.02% sodium azide. These 2.2 11m di

ameter beads further consisted of a 12% vjv "(- Fe20 3 nanoparticle-polystyrene blend. 

Streptavidin-coated ferromagnetic beads (Spherotech) at 1% wjv were also contained 

in 0.016 M PBS, pH 7.4 with 0.02% sodium azide, and the 4.4 J1ffi diameter micro

spheres consisted of an 8% vjv Cr02 nanoparticle-polystyrene blend. The beads were 

then diluted ten times, thoroughly mixed, and refrigerated. For force calibration ex-
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periments, a 2 J.LL stock bead solution was further diluted in 998 J.LL Milli-Q deionized 

water. For tether experiments, the 2 J.LL stock bead solution was mixed in a solution 

composed of 998 J.LL 210 mM glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 12.5 J.LL lOx PBS. Immedi

ately before experiments, the ferromagnetic beads were exposed to a 300 mT field for 

at least 5 sec to align the magnetic micro-domains within the beads. Only 200 mT is 

needed to ensure maximum remanent magnetization (81]. 

5.3.4 Vesicle Aspiration 

Aspiration pipettes were fabricated using a P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter Instru

ment, Novato, CA) on borosilicate capillary tubes (Kimble Chase, Vineland, NJ) and 

cut cleanly on a custom-built micro-forge. A 1% (BSA, Sigma) solution in 210 mM 

glucose was used to coat the pipettes, which were subsequently washed in a pure 

glucose solution. During experiments, pressure was maintained by attaching the mi

cropipette to a water reservoir with 10 J.Lm mm resolution (Robo Cylinder, IAI, Tor

rance, CA) and the height of the water reservoir corresponding to a neutral pressure 

at the pipette tip was periodically calibrated using vesicle debris or magnetic beads, 

both of which experienced neutral pressures at the same water reservoir height. Pres

sures from 4.9 Pa to 49 Pa were then used to aspirate the vesicle within the pipette. 

5.3.5 Force Calibration of MFT 

Force calibration of the MFT was conducted on an Axiovert 200M inverted microscope 

on a 20x Ph1 LD A-Plan (Zeiss, Thornwood, New York) with a 1.6x optovar. After 
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Figure 5.1 : Schematics of the MFT with an aspirated GUV and associated model 

of the magnetic field. (a) An electroplated rectangular gold wire sits atop an optical 

quality sapphire substrate above the microscope objective. Current (J) in the wire 

generates a magnetic field that exerts force upon the ferromagnetic bead adhered to 

the GUV, which can pull a tether. Free-floating beads were used to calibrate forces. 

Figure not to scale (b) Calculated magnetic field versus distance from the wire edge 

at half the height of the wire. Even though the wire is rectangular, the field (blue 

dots) matches well the r-1 curve (red line) expected for an infinitely thin wire. 
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beads were added, and if necessary, magnetized, a 1 s current pulse of 0.5 A to 3 A 

was sent through a single wire on the MFT via a custom-built computer interface. 

These high currents generated a magnetic field that decreased with distance from the 

wire. Any magnetic microbeads in the system experienced a force of attraction and 

were accelerated towards the wire. Figure 5.1a depicts a cartoon of the device. 

Images were taken with a Retiga 2000R (Qimaging, Surrey, BC) at 4x4 binning 

and with external triggering via Labview 2009 (National Instruments, Austin, TX) 

to obtain frame rates of up to "' 50 fps. Images were subsequently analyzed with 

custom tracking programs in MatLab 2009b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to obtain 

particles trajectories and velocities. 

The expected force profile is easily calculated from the known cross-sectional ge-

ometry of the wire, treating it as an infinitely long rectangular wire with uniform 

current density. We integrated the field, B, generated by the current, I, as: 

J-Lol Jr r 1 A 

B(r)=27rA }A!r-rol¢dA, (5.1) 

where J-Lo is the permeability of free space, A is the cross-sectional area of the wire 

normal to the current flow, r is the position of the bead, and r 0 is the location of 

infinitesimal element of the cross-sectional area. The integral extends over the wire 

cross section lying in a plane perpendicular to the wire and containing the location 

of the bead. Figure 5.1b shows the result of this calculation along the +fj direction 

at the wire's mid-height. The field is fit well by the equivalent expression for an 
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(5.2) 

where y is the distance from the center of the wire. We used this expression for the 

field in all force calibration measurements. 

5.3.6 Thermal Characterization of the MFT 

5.3.6.1 Finite Element Modeling 

The temperature profile within the device was modeled using the Transient Heat 

Transfer Conduction package on COMSOL 3.4. Details of the modeling may be found 

in Appendix B. All components of the MFT system were included in the model: the 

sapphire, gold wires, surrounding air, and PDMS and glass coverslip chamber filled 

with water. The model used time step sizes of no more than 0.01 s and contained 

over 140,000 mesh points. The model's outer boundaries were modeled with large 

enough spatial dimensions as to not affect the model's convergence; increasing the 

dimensions of the model's outer boundaries had negligible effect on the temperature 

profile. These outer boundaries were set so that they were closer to the wire than the 

boundaries in the real system. Additionally, each outer boundary's temperature was 

held at 293.15 K, and at all interior boundaries, the temperature was continuous. The 

heat source for the model was determined experimentally by measuring the voltage 

drop across the wire between the pads for each applied current and assuming that 

the dissipated power (IV) was deposited uniformly in the wire. The heat source in 
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the model was only present during the first 6 s of the simulation, while the simulation 

itself lasted up to 16 s, which matched experimental conditions. Swiss Jewel provided 

the thermal conductivity (32.5 W/m·K), density (397Qkg/m3 ), and heat capacity of sap-

phire (669.44Jjkg·K), and the parameters of PDMS were taken from the Polymer Data 

Handbook [82]. All other material parameters were from the COMSOL materials 

database. 

5.3.6.2 Membrane Thermoelasticity 

The area of the GUV membrane and the length of projection into the pipette are 

sensitive to the temperature of the local environment. Determination of projection 

lengths into the pipette of an aspirated vesicle was performed with a 40x DIC W Plan-

Apochromat (Zeiss) with a 1.6x optovar at 1x1 binning and frame rates of rv 28 fps. 

The projection length changed with current due to temperature rise of the membrane. 

The strain resulting from this temperature rise, a, was determined using 

(5.3) 

where Rp is the pipette radius, Rv is the vesicle radius, b..L is the change in projection 

length, and £ 0 is the initial projection length [34, 83]. Using the COMSOL model of 

the temperature rise of the MFT during current pulses lasting 6 s of 1, 2, or 3 A, a 

thermal area expansivity of the membrane was extracted from the observed strain. 
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5.3. 7 Tether Studies 

Tether studies consisted of first aspirating vesicles as described above (see Figure 5.1a). 

The vesicle was then slowly moved to a free-floating bead and tapped against it until 

the streptavidin-coated bead adhered to the biotinylated Biotin-X lipids within the 

GUY. The GUY-bead complex was then gently moved to within 100 t-tm of the MFT. 

A ramp waveform ( 1, 2, or 3 A for 3 or 6 s) was applied, and the resulting images 

were analyzed to obtain tether extension curves. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Force Calibration 

In order to verify our field profile and calibrate the force on the beads, we tracked 

the response of both paramagnetic and ferromagnetic microspheres, not attached to 

vesicles, as current was passed through the magnetic force transducer. The beads 

were in the low Reynolds number regime, so the velocities of the tracked particles 

were converted into forces using Stokes Law: 

Fstokes = -67rr]RV, (5.4) 

where Fstokes is the Stokes force, rJ the viscosity of water (0.89mPa · s), R the radius 

of the bead, and v the velocity. The Stokes force balanced the applied magnetic force 

Fstokes = -Fmag· For a magnetic bead, the force due to an applied magnetic field is 
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given as 

F mag = \7 (m · B) , (5.5) 

where m is the magnetic moment of the bead. For a paramagnetic bead with a 

magnetic susceptibility Xbead and radius R [61], Equation 5.5 reduces to 

Fpara = (5.6) 

As can be seen in Figure 5.2a, the force on free-floating paramagnetic beads follow 

a y-3 master curve over a current range from 0. 75 A to 3 A when normalized by 

the current squared. The maximum force seen for paramagnetic beads in this study 

was 5.4 pN. Taking the parameters of the fit curve and a bead radius of 1.1 f.J,m, we 

found a Xbead of 0.14. This value compares well to the susceptibility of 0.17 reported 

by Shevkoplyas et al. for superparamagnetic microbeads composed of iron oxide in 

a polymer matrix when applying Equation 5.6 [61]. The discrepancy between the 

values may be due to slightly different filling fractions between bead types, leading 

to different force strengths for similarly sized beads. Similarly, given the strong 

dependence on the radius, slight difference in bead size will yield different estimates 

in the susceptibility. 

Applying Equation 5.5 to a free-floating ferromagnetic bead, the force experienced 

lS 

f.J,om I~ 
F ferro= --2-2Y· 

1r y 
(5.7) 
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Figure 5. 2 : Normalized magnetic forces generated by the MFT and measured using 

magnetic beads. (a) The normalized force experienced by free-floating paramagnetic 

beads for several different currents scales as the square of the current and varies 

with distance from the wire (y) as \7 (B2
) ex y-3 (solid blue line), as expected for 

paramagnetic material. Each current is the binned average of several runs with a bin 

of 1 J.lm. (b) The force for free-floating ferromagnetic beads scales with the current 

and varies as \7 B ex y-2 (solid blue line). Each current is the binned average of 

several runs with a bin of 1 J.lm. 
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Figure 5.2b shows the force profiles of ferromagnetic beads normalized to I when 

exposed to fields generated by currents ranging from 0.5 A to 3 A. The maximum 

force seen for ferromagnetic beads was rv 20 pN, which is comparable to the forces 

applied using an iron-core-based electromagnet [53]. The low forces recorded for 3 A 

might have been due to non-negligible convective effects at higher current. Calibration 

at 3 A is also difficult due to high bead velocity. Other than at 3 A, these profiles 

fit a y-2 curve well, and yield a magnetic moment of 4x10-14 A · m2 . While the 

magnetic moment depends upon volume fraction and magnetization of the magnetic 

material, our measured value agrees reasonably well with a previously reported value 

of 3x10-13 A· m2 extrapolated from SQUID magnetometer results for similar beads 

[81]. Ferromagnetic beads were used for the biophysical studies in this work because 

larger applied forces were possible and the force profile did not decrease with distance 

as quickly as compared to paramagnetic beads. While paramagnetic beads had some 

practical advantages, including not requiring magnetization before use and of having 

magnetic moments that modulated linearly with external field in the field strengths of 

interest, the lower applied forces limited the use of paramagnetic beads for membrane 

tether studies. However, the calibration data on paramagnetic beads substantiates the 

quantitative calculation of forces in the device because different spatial dependence 

of the force provided an independent check of the expected magnetic field profile. 

While forces of rv 20 pN observed with ferromagnetic beads are not as high as 

those achievable with optical tweezers or macroscopic magnetic transducers, they 
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are large enough to conduct mechanical studies on vesicles or cell membrane blebs. 

Higher forces further from the wire would enable the study of longer tether lengths 

(> 100 Jl.m) and measurement of the nonlocal bending energy of the membrane [13, 

42] and investigation of the electromechanical properties of membranes under high 

curvature [84]. In principle, the forces may be increased by using beads of higher 

magnetic content or by increasing the current that the device can carry. Although 

thermal concerns limit the electrical current in the MFT described herein, the MFT 

design can be modified to roughly double the current limit based on our understanding 

of the thermal response of the device, which is described below. While it may be 

possible to increase the forces with optimization of bead properties, we have focused 

on our ability to apply controllable and calibrated forces rather than on investigating 

the magnetic properties of the beads. 

5.4.2 Membrane Thermoelasticity 

As in several other force application techniques, such as optical tweezers [85-88] and 

some magnetic designs [11], the MFT described here can cause localized heating 

of the solution bathing the membrane system. In this case, it is due to current 

flow producing Joule heat, which raised the temperature of the water near the wire 

and the vesicle. This temperature rise caused the membrane area to expand, which 

manifested itself as a visible increase in the projection length. In order to study this 

phenomenon carefully, we applied a 6 s constant current pulse through the MFT at 
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Figure 5.3 : Thermomechanical responses of aspirated vesicles in reaction to a 6 s 

pulse at 1, 2, or 3 A. (a) A time sequence showing the increase in Lp as current is 

applied. Once the current stops flowing, the projection length quickly returns to its 

original value. (b) The temperature estimate of the magnetic force transducer using a 

COMSOL model (dashed lines) shows an 12 dependence with maximum temperature 

changes of 33°C at 3A. Estimating the thermal area expansivity at 1.7xl0-3 K-1, 

the areal strain change of the vesicle with applied current may be converted into 

temperature changes (error bar plots of mean temperature with standard error with 

symbols serving as error bars if error bars are not displayed) for 1 A (N = 35), 2 A 

(N = 35), and 3 A (N = 30). The variation of temperature with position predicted 

by the COMSOL model may be seen in the inset with the solution of the model at 

t = 6 s with I = 2 A. The region of interest (ROI) depicts the range of positions of 

the GUVs during this study. 
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various current levels (1 A, 2 A, and 3 A). At the onset of current application, the 

projection length increased rapidly for the first few hundred milliseconds, and then 

grew more gradually, as can be seen in Figure 5.3a. When the current halted, the 

projection length returned to its initial extension with a similar temporal pattern. 

In order to understand the response of the vesicle, the temperature of the system 

was modeled using COMSOL 3.4, as detailed in Section 5.3.6.1. The result of this 

model may be seen as the dashed lines in Figure 5.3b. The temperature rise followed 

the 12 dependence expected for Joule heating, with a maximum temperature rise 

of 30 oc after 6 s with I = 3 A. At 2 A after 3 s, the maximum current at which 

the majority of experiments were conducted and the length of time for which most 

experiments took place, the temperature rise was ,..._, 10 °C, which resulted in nearly 

physiological temperatures and was only a factor of two greater than the heating 

reported in optical tweezers [85, 87]. Using larger wires, the Joule heating could 

be further reduced. The temperature rise was described by a double exponential 

with a fast time constant of 0.3 s and slow time constant of 3 s. Likewise, cooling 

followed a double exponential with time constants of 0.4 s and 4 s. The fast time 

constant related to the immediate warming of the solution and sapphire; the slow time 

constant corresponded to the gradual increase in the background temperature as the 

entire sapphire chip heated. The inset shows the position dependence of temperature 

and one can see that the temperature was relatively uniform in the region of interest 

(ROI) for our experiments (between 25 11m and 100 11m), with a variation of less than 
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2 oc for 2 A. This uniformity is chiefly due to the high thermal conductivity of the 

sapphire substrate. 

The ratio of area change to temperature change is the thermal area expansivity 

modulus ( ar) of the membrane. Using ar as a free parameter, we were able to match 

all the measurements of the areal strain in the vesicle to COMSOL temperature 

predictions (error bar plots in Figure 5.3b). This fit yields a thermal area expansivity 

modulus of SOPC GUVs of 1.7 ± 0.4xlo-3 K-1 . To our knowledge, this is the first 

determination of the area expansivity of SOPC, but the obtained value is reasonable 

as it falls between the values of 2.4 ± 0.4x10-3 K-1 measured in egg lecithin (83] and 

1.2 ± 0.4x10-3 K-1 reported for red blood cells (30]. Given that the elastic modulus 

of egg lecithin (0.14 Njm, (83]) is less than that of SOPC (0.211 Njm, (32]), which in 

turn is less than that of red blood cells (0.45 Njm, [30]), the thermal area expansivity 

of SOPC is expected to lie between that of egg lecithin and red blood cells. Thus, 

using knowledge of the temperature change from the COMSOL model, the MFT can 

be used to determine ar for aspirated membrane systems, or conversely, an aspirated 

vesicle can be used to determine the local temperature increase at microscale length 

scales if the expansivity of the vesicle is known. 

The uncertainty in our measurement of ar was dominated by systematic uncer

tainty in the results of the COMSOL model. The major contributions to uncertainty 

in the predicted temperature change were uncertainty in sapphire conductivity, and 

variation in the applied power, which changed slightly because the resistivity of the 
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wire increased as the temperature rose. By running simulations at the extremes of 

these parameters, we estimated a relative error of 20% as the uncertainty in the 

expansivity model. 

5.4.3 Membrane Tether Formation and Dynamics 

In order to demonstrate the ability of the MFT to study membrane mechanics, we 

conducted tether formation experiments by attaching ferromagnetic beads to micro

aspirated G UVs and tracking their position while applying a linear current ramp to 

the MFT. Once the magnetic force reached sufficient strength, a tether formed, as 

seen in Figure 5.4a for a representative tether, and continued to lengthen until the 

current stopped. At that time, the tether retracted, drawing the bead back to its 

original position. The length of the tether, Lt (Figure 5.4b) was time dependent. 

This trajectory may be seen in Figure 5.4c. The force on the bead increased lin

early with current while the bead was stationary, but when the force reached 2.4 pN, 

a tether formed. The bead then moved toward the wire, which also caused an increase 

in the force ramp experienced by the bead. At 3.2 s, the current stopped. Such tra

jectories are a powerful tool for studying membrane properties, including determining 

the force at which tether formation occurs. We found that the force threshold, Fth, 

depended upon the concentration of biotin-X in the vesicle. At 0.5 mol% biotin-X, 

2.1 ± 0.3 pN was required to pull a tether; while at 5 mol% biotin-X, 18.8 ± 5.4 pN 

was necessary. The adhesion strength depends upon membrane tension, the contact 
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Figure 5.4: Demonstration of a tether pulled from an aspirated GUV with the MFT. 

(a ) The time sequence displays a ferromagnetic bead being pulled from a vesicle upon 

application of current through the wire. Once current flow was halted, the tether 

dragged the bead back to its initial position against the vesicle. (b) A cartoon of the 

aspirated vesicle depicting the tether length, Lt, from the edge of the ferromagnetic 

bead to the vesicle surface. (c) Lt (blue line) and pulling force Fferro (brown line) 

during the linear ramp (see inset). A tether (Lt rv 0) formed when the force expe

rienced by the ferromagnetic bead (brown line) was sufficiently high. Once a tether 

formed , the force no longer followed a linear ramp since the distance to the wire was 

simultaneously decreasing. The force and force ramp increased until the current, and 

hence force, was turned off. The tether then retracted to its initial position only 

under the influence of membrane forces and viscous drag from the medium. 
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area and the concentration of receptors and ligands [74]. As the membrane tension 

was held approximately constant in our experiments, the greater required threshold 

force for higher biotin concentration likely reflects a greater contact area mediated 

by more adhesion sites between the streptavidin-coated ferromagnetic microbead and 

the biotinylated lipids, similar to previous observations in which the contact area was 

directly modulated (89]. 

Furthermore, with the ability to control piconewton forces dynamically, the effect 

of the force ramp df I dt on tether formation can be investigated, which has not been 

carefully probed experimentally to the best of our knowledge. Control of df I dt is essen

tial for understanding interactions mediated by specific receptor-ligand interactions, 

where the disassociation rate depends heavily on the rate of force application and 

molecular details of the bond [75, 90, 91]. In this work, we observed tether forma

tion at rates of 7.6 ± 1.9 pNis for 5 mol% biotinylated lipids and of 1.59 ± 0.25 pNis 

for 0.5 mol% biotinylated lipids. However, our MFT is capable of controlling force 

rates up to the order of 1x104PNis (see Section 6.4.1) and so could be used for dy

namic force spectroscopy of receptor-ligand interactions (91] by tailoring membrane 

and bead composition appropriately [75]. 

Returning to Figure 5.4c, the viscous force during tether return was driven by 

membrane tension and retarded by viscous drag. During the return, the bead expe

rienced no magnetic fields. The return itself was fairly constant as evidenced by the 

linear trajectory during this phase. In equilibrium tether systems, this force, Freturn, 
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is simply related to the bending stiffness and membrane tension by 

Freturn = 27r~, (5.8) 

where Tis the tension and kc is the bending modulus [13, 92]. However, in dynamic 

systems, Evans and Yeung found that viscous dissipation between the membrane 

leaflets is significant [42]. Following previous developments [13, 42], the interlayer 

drag coefficient, b, can be calculated using the return force by 

(5.9) 

where h is the membrane thickness, Rv is the vesicle radius, and Rt is the tether 

radius. The second term on the right, the viscous term, may contribute up to the same 

order of magnitude as the first term, the tension term, to the total force [13, 42], and so 

cannot be neglected. Using kc = 1.2x10-19 J [13] and Rt = 20 nm we obtained a value 

of b = 1.1±0.55x109 N·sjm3. (Note that although Rt was not measured independently, 

the calculated value of b only depends weakly on Rt). This is comparable to a value 

of b = 4.6x108 N·sjm3 measured by Raphael and Waugh [13] and the 108 magnitude 

estimate of Evans and Yeung for PC systems [92]. The interlayer membrane viscosity 

may be sensitive to the rate at which the tether flows, which can also be probed using 

the MFT. 
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5.5 Summary 

We have developed a microfabricated magnetic force transducer (MFT) that can be 

combined with microaspiration in order to study membrane mechanical properties 

via the application of point forces to the membrane. In this design, the transducer's 

magnetic field is straightforwardly modeled, and its field strength is adjusted by 

controlling the current passing through the wire. The ability to precisely control the 

current enables application of force rates from 1 to 104PN/s and application of various 

waveforms, including force ramps, pulses and sinusoids. The range of force profiles 

achievable in the MFT is difficult to reproduce in other force application systems. 

To demonstrate the utility of the MFT, several biophysical properties of giant unil

amellar vesicles were measured: the thermal expansivity coefficient ar, the threshold 

force for tether formation Fth, and the interlayer drag coefficient b. For SOPC vesi

cles, we found ar = 1.7 ± 0.4x10-3 K-1 in the temperature range of 22 to 50 oc, 

Fth = 2.1 ± 0.3 to 18.8 ± 5.4pN, depending on the concentration of biotin in the 

vesicle, and b = 1.1 ± 0.6x109 N·sjm3 • All these properties are consistent with previous 

measurements, establishing the MFT-microaspirator as a powerful tool for studying 

membrane mechanical properties. For example, the MFT can be used to quanti

tatively determine how changes in the chemical composition of the membrane by 

biologically important molecules-such as cholesterol, salicylate, or alcohols-alter 

the dynamic properties of membranes. In addition, different receptor-ligand pairs 

can be studied, and the MFT can be used to determine the relationship between den-
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sity of adhesion sites and force thresholds and to investigate the relationship between 

dynamic force application and adhesion strength. 



Chapter 6 

The Use of a Micromagnetic Tweezer to Study the 
Dynamics of Tether Formation 

Truth in science can be defined as the working hypothesis best suited to 

open the way to the next better one. - Konrad Lorenz {93} 

O'fl'HILE there are several possible applications of the magnetic force transducer

~ aspiration system, such as measuring the thermal expansion coefficient or 

interlayer drag coefficient of various membrane compositions, we have applied our 

newly developed system to study the dynamics of tether formation in a vesicle and 

how this formation depends on applied force ramp. A strong dependence was found 

between these two observables. To ensure there were no other dependencies, the vari-

ation of the observed force threshold and the force ramp were compared to position, 

temperature, current threshold and time until tether formation. To interpret the 

results, we propose an energy model consisting of two barriers and use it to begin 

mapping the energy landscape of tether formation. 

6.1 Abstract 

Tethers are important in many cellular functions from morphological changes to rna-

terial transfer. Much work has gone into studying the mechanics of tethers and tether 

formation, with particular focus on the role of the receptor-ligand bond. In many bi-
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ological systems, such as white blood cell adhesion, tethers form not under a constant 

applied force but rather under a dynamically changing force. To date, no studies 

have investigated the relationship between the force necessary to form a tether and 

the rate at which the force changes. In order to determine this interdependence, 

we have applied our previously developed microfabricated magnetic force transducer

aspirator system to investigate the strong relationship the threshold force of tether 

formation had on force ramps that spanned three orders of magnitude. Other pos

sible dependencies based on position, threshold current, temperature, and threshold 

time were investigated but found not to affect the measured relationship between 

threshold force and force ramp. We found the relation between these quantities to 

be well described by a two-barrier energetic model reminiscent of a model used for 

membrane lysis under dynamically changing tensions. Such studies form a basis from 

which the energy landscape of tether formation can be examined, including in model 

membranes containing cholesterol or in more complicated cellular systems. 

6.2 Introduction 

When a point force is applied to a membrane, a long and thin protrusion from the 

membrane with significantly higher curvature may form. This protrusion, also known 

as a tether, has been extensively studied for its biological importance in immune 

response [4, 5, 9] and cellular trafficking [6, 7]. Tether studies have involved under

standing the effect of temperature induced membrane undulation on tether mechanics 
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along with the competition of steric and van de Waals energies [28]. Research has 

also been conducted on how curvature affects protein diffusion in membranes [94], 

and on the effect of amphiphiles on such membrane properties as bending modulus 

and thermal expansion coefficients [32, 95]. The mechanics governing tethers has 

also been reviewed quite extensively, with Seifert's review being particularly detailed 

[96, 97]. 

Most of the previous work though focused on static tethers and ignored how the 

tether was actually formed. Examination of the dynamics of tethers gained traction 

with the development of a model including the interlayer drag between leaflets [42] 

and demonstration of its non-negligible contribution to relevant energetics [13, 42]. 

Maeda et al. studied tether formation by investigating the forces seen as an AFM tip 

with multiple monolayers was pressed against and slowly pulled away from a surface 

covered with monolayers. They found discrete forces for DPPC layers (and broader 

ones for DMPC layers) corresponding to tether formation with AFM speeds of be

tween 0.5tLmjs and 5QtLmjs [98]. A more recent experiment used microaspiration to 

examine the force threshold required to pull tethers from human umbilical vein en

dothelial cells at various velocities and found a phenomenologically determined power 

law to relate the dependencies [14]. Theoretically, initial models of tether formation 

derived from soap film theory, with tether formation being modeled as two concentric 

rings being separated. Two regimes were shown in this model: a tension regime at 

high tether radii, and a bending regime at low tether radii [99]. A similar develop-
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ment using the general shape equation with a surface parameterized by the angle 

of the tether showed that multiple tethers would coalesce during formation into one 

without an external agent (such as cytoskeletallinkage) separating them [100]. The 

force ranges at which tethers would form from vesicles adhered to a surface were de

veloped using thermodynamic considerations and found to depend upon the energy 

and volume associated with adhesion (101]. Very recently, Pospieszalska et al. formu

lated a rigorous viscoelastic model explaining when a protrusion (viscoelastic under 

low forces) from a cell changes into a tether (large forces with growth proportional to 

force) [102]. 

As the physics underlying tether growth has been extensively studied, the under

standing of specific adhesions-one method to exert force to develop a tether-has 

also been developed. Merkel et al. first examined adhesive dynamics using a technique 

they developed called dynamic force spectroscopy and used it to investigate the force 

required to break a streptavidin or avidin bond with biotin [75]. Recently, theoretical 

frameworks for adhesion have been discussed using thermodynamic considerations (to 

model de-adhesion of vesicles to study binding in cells) [7 4] or energetic considerations 

(to model how bond strength depends upon force ramp) (91]. 

With all these studies into tether dynamics, formation, and adhesion, none have 

yet, to the best of our knowledge, examined experimentally how the time rate of 

change in the applied force affects the force at which tethers form. To investi

gate this dependence, we utilized the combined magnetic force transducer (MFT)-
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microaspirator that we have previously developed in Chapter 5. This device generated 

localized, well-controlled magnetic fields that generated forces on magnetic beads. 

The beads were adhered to a microaspirated vesicle through biotin-streptavidin bonds. 

With a sufficiently large force, a tether would form and the subsequent trajectory of 

the bead-as a proxy for the tether location-measured. The resulting trajectory 

and recorded current information allowed the applied force and force ramp to be 

determined. 

This chapter begins by briefly reviewing the MFT-microaspirator system presented 

in Chapter 5. The relation between the threshold force of tether formation and the 

temporal change in the applied force will be presented, followed by several studies 

to examine any other correlations. Two models will be presented to describe the 

observed behavior: a one-barrier energy model and a two-barrier energy model. Using 

the more appropriate model, a first attempt at determining the energy landscape of 

tether formation will be presented. 

6.3 Materials and Methods 

To study how the threshold force of tether formation depends on the rate at which 

that force was applied, we made use of the joint magnetic force transducer-aspirator 

that was developed in Chapter 5. The MFT consisted of a sapphire substrate with 

gold wires patterned atop. The aspirator consisted of micro-forged pipettes. The 

vesicles used in the study were electroformed using lipids. Below, we give more detail 
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into the materials used for the experiments and the methods by which the experiments 

were conducted. 

6.3.1 Magnetic Force Transducer Fabrication 

We fabricated gold wires atop sapphire (1.5 in x 2 in x 1 mm, Swiss Jewel, Philadelphia, 

PA, [64]) following standard microfabrication methods (see Section 5.3.1). A lOnm 

99.99% Ti layer was evaporated unto a clean sapphire substrate using a Sharon E

beam evaporator. Evaporating 100 nm of 99.999% Au onto the Ti formed a seed layer 

for later electroplating. Electroplating required a barrier to direct where the structure 

would form. A 40 ~-tm thick, patterned photoresist layer made of SU-8 2015 photoresist 

(Microchem, Newton, MA) provided the shape for wire growth after exposure through 

a chrome mask (designed in house, made by Fineline Imaging, Colorado Springs, 

CO) with a MJB4 Mask Aligner (Siiss MicroTec, Philadelphia, PA). Subsequent 

development removed any uncrosslinked photoresist. Using a Techni-Gold 25 ES 

Au solution (Technic Inc., Cranston, RI), a 25 ~-tm thick layer of gold was plated onto 

the exposed portions of the seed layer over the course of 25 hr. Removing the SU-8 

2015 and the metal seed layer left wires that were 90 ~-tm wide and 25 ~-tm tall on top 

of the sapphire substrate. 

6.3.2 Vesicle Formation 

Vesicles were formed using the electroformation technique described by Zhou and 

Raphael [32, 34). Briefly, a 15 ~-tL chloroform solution containing 1 mgjmL 1-stearo-
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yl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (SOPC, from Avanti Polar Lipids, Al

abaster, AL) was mixed with Biotin-X DHPE (N-((6-(biotinoyl)amino)hexanoyl)-

1,2-dihexadecanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, triethylammonium salt, Invit

rogen, Carlsbad, CA). The Biotin-X DHPE provided receptor-ligand binding sites to 

streptavidin-coated magnetic beads. The resulting solution was spread on each of 

two platinum electrodes and placed under vacuum for at least 2 hr. The electrodes 

were then submerged in 100 mM sucrose solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

and exposed to an alternating voltage. After 2 - 3.5 hr, the solution, now containing 

vesicles, was collected and stored in a 4 oc refrigerator. * 

6.3.3 Magnetic Bead Composition 

Streptavidin-coated ferromagnetic beads of 4.4 J.Lm diameter (Spherotech) provided 

the point forces used to pull tethers. The beads at 1% wjv were contained in 0.016 M 

PBS, pH 7.4 with 0.02% sodium azide. The 8% vjv Cr02 beads were diluted by 

a factor of 5000 in 120 mM glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 mM lOx PBS solution. 

Ferromagnetic beads were magnetized by exposure to a 300 mT field for at least 5 sec, 

which was sufficient to obtain uniform magnetic saturation of all beads. 

6.3.4 Vesicle Aspiration 

Vesicle aspiration was applying negative pressures through a micropipette. Employ

ing a P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) and a custom-built 

*A more detailed description of vesicle formation is given in Appendix A. 
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microforge, we tapered borosilicate capillary tubes (Kimble Chase, Vineland, N J) to 

form micropipettes with rv 10 J-tm inner diameter. The pipettes were coated with 

a 1% (BSA, Sigma) solution in 120 mM glucose. Attaching the micropipette to a 

water reservoir with 0.1 mm resolution (Robo Cylinder, IAI, Torrance, CA) provided 

adjustable pressure, which was used to aspirate the vesicle within the pipette. 

6.3.5 Temperature of the System due to Ramping 

The temperature change of the combined MFT -aspirator system was determined in 

detail in Section 5.3.6. Briefly, a current waveform of square pulses of 1 A, 2 A, or 3 A 

was passed through the device while a vesicle was aspirated. The heating resulted 

in biphasic growth in temperature as seen in Figure 5.3b. The agreement between 

the developed numerical COMSOL model and the thermal expansivity of aspirated 

SOPC vesicles established the use of COMSOL to accurately imitate the thermal 

response of the MFT -aspirator to an electrical current stimulus. 

The electrical current applied for many of the experiments in the following studies 

used current ramps, as opposed to current pulses. To determine the response of the 

system to two commonly used ramps, a numerical approximation of the system un

dergoing an increase in current from 0 A to 3 A over 0.5 s, 5 s or 10 s was implemented. 

Figure 6.1 plots the temperature changes the model predicts during and after a ramp. 

Unlike the response seen with a square pulse, the system does not follow a biphasic 

increase but rather closely follows the same form of the ramp until current halts. Fol-
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Figure 6.1: Temperature change expected in the MFT-aspirator system during ramps 

in current. The ramps lasted 0.5s (solid blue line), 5s (dashed magenta line), lOs 

(short dashed red line) and with a maximum current of 3 A in all three cases. Although 

all three ramps reached 3 A, the system only heated ~T rv 12 oc with the 0.5 s ramp 

as compared to an increase of ~T rv 32 oc for the 10 s ramp. The anomalous dip in 

the curve after the sharp decrease in temperature evident in the curves was due to 

overshooting of the numerical model at high slopes. 
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lowing this form, the short pulse of 0.5 s (ramp of 6 A/s) heats the system b:..T rv 12 oc, 

while the longer pulse of 10 s (ramp of 0.3 A/s) heats the system up b:..T rv 32 °C. The 

MFT rapidly cools once the current is removed. While these temperature changes 

are significant, no noticeable systematic effects were observed in the studies in this 

chapter due to temperature (see Figure 6.6a below), and the more accurate model of 

a ramp will be used for determining temperatures in the following sections. 

6.3.6 Formation of a Tether 

Tethers were formed by applying a point force to an aspirated vesicle (Figure 6.2a). 

Typically, the vesicle would be placed "' 70 /Jill from the wire. A current ramp 

(with currents no higher than 3 A and lasting no more than 10 s) raised the force 

applied to the vesicle. Occasionally, the force would be large enough to form a tether 

(Figure 6.2b), and the resulting images collected. If the force was not great enough, 

the vesicle-bead pair would be moved closer to the wire and another attempt at 

tether formation conducted. By determining the trajectory of the bead during tether 

formation (Figure 6.2c), the threshold force and force ramp were calculated. 
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Figure 6.2 : The formation of a tether from an aspirated vesicle. (a) A schematic 

of a vesicle of radius Rv being aspirated by a pipette of radius Rp to a projection 

length Lp. An applied force f extended a tether of radius Rt to a length Lt. (b) 

A time sequence of a tether pulling off an aspirated vesicle. The magnetic bead, 

which applied the point force for tether formation, indicated the end of the tether. 

The bead, and tether, returned once current flow ceased. (c) The tether length and 

applied force during the tether extension depicted in (b). As the force increased, 

the membrane only slightly moved until a tether formed. At this time, Lt increased 

rapidly, moving toward the wire. As the distance to the wire decreased, the force 

correspondingly escalated in a non-linear fashion . 
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6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 On the Dependence between Force Threshold and Rate of Applied 

Force 

Extending work done previously in Section 5.4.3 on the applied force at which a tether 

forms, we have enlarged the dynamic range of the MFT from from a few pNis to over 

104 pNis. In order to vary the force ramps over this range, a variety of current ramps 

(d1lat) and distances from the wire were selected. Such selection was based upon the 

force ramp df I dt going as 

(6.1) 

where m is the magnetic moment of the bead as defined in Equations 5.5 and 5. 7, and 

v is the velocity of the tether the instant a tether formst. Force rates depended upon 

location, with slower force rates accessible far from the wire (see Figure 6.3a) and 

faster force rates accessible nearer to the wire (see Figure 6.3b). Taking advantage 

of the diversity of force rates accessible, the force ramps and tether formation forces 

of 170 tethers from 27 vesicle-bead combinations were determined. The results are 

plotted in Figure 6.4, and it is evident that the force threshold Fth depends mono-

tonically on df I dt. Threshold forces rose from rv 5 pN at low force rates to threshold 

forces above 60 pN at force rates near 12000 pNis. The magnitude of observed force 

thresholds observed for vesicles compare well to those calculated for human umbilical 

tThe velocity v was determined using the Stokes' Law as applied to the magnetic force the bead 
experiences. As the force the membrane exerted on the tether due to tension was on the scale of 
1 pN, it was small compared to the magnetic force and was ignored. 
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Figure 6.3 : Dependence of force rate on position. The current rate for both cases 

presented were 0.6 A/s. (a) As the vesicle was far from the wire, the force ramp was 

low (..-v 102 pN/s). The low force ramp led to a threshold force of......., lOpN (orange 

line with dots), which was indicated by the sudden increase in Lt (blue solid line). 

(b) Even with the same current rate, the force ramp experienced by this vesicle-bead 

combination was higher as it was closer to the microfabricated wire. At......., 104 pN/ s, a 

threshold force of ......., 40 pN initiated tether formation. 
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Figure 6.4: Establishing dynamics of tether formation for SOPC vesicles containing 

5 mol% Biotin. A tight relationship between the force threshold Fth and the applied 

force ramp dfjdt exists over a large range of force rates: dfjdt varies from rv 101 pN/s to 

rv 104 pN/s. An energetic model motivating the form of the dependence is developed 

in Section 6.4.4. 
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vein endothelial cells. Using only a micropipette, threshold forces for tether formation 

from these endothelial cells were reported as 55 pN as pressure decreased at a rate of 

rv 0.5 pN/ J.Lm2 ·s [14]. 

6.4.2 Verification of the Force Threshold-Force Rate Dependence 

Systematics based on position, threshold current, and temperature will be investigated 

in this section to determine possible influence on the relationship between Fth and 

dfjdt. To verify that the relation seen between Fth and dfjdt was not a result of some 

systematic dependence on location, the position y of each Fth corresponding to a 

datum in Figure 6.4 was determined and the result plotted in Figure 6.5a. A broad 

range of force thresholds was seen for each domain subset displayed. In some cases, 

particularly closer to the wire, the forces varied by several factors. The well defined 

maximum Fth at each y was the result of the current limit of a gold wire on the 

MFT. With this current limit, there was a maximum force each particular bead may 

experience when a certain distance from the wire. This systematic, nevertheless, 

did not explain the link between Fth and df / dt. There might have also been some 

interrelation between the current at which a tether forms Ith and the force ramp, and 

this could have led to the dependence seen in Figure 6.4. Plotting each pairing (see 

Figure 6.5b) revealed that much as Fth failed to vary tightly withy, Ith also did not 

depend tightly on dfjdt. In particular, at force ramps below 5000 pN/s, the threshold 

current ranged from at least 1.5 A up to 3 A, which was half the available current 
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Figure 6.5 : Investigating the correlation of location and current thresholds on force 

thresholds and force ramps. (a) Fth did not systematically depend upon the distance 

to the wire y. While there appeared to be a maximum force that a tether will form 

at each y, there was no lower bound. (b) The current at which a tether forms Ith did 

not depend upon df / dt, but rather only had certain values that are accessible at each 

force ramp. As the force ramp increased, the envelope available to Ith narrowed to 

around 2.5 A for some, as yet unknown, reason. 
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range. At much lower force ramps (dfjdt ;S 102 pN/s), however, lth varied across its 

entire range. The range in threshold current did narrow as the force ramp increased, 

indicating that at lower dfjdt, a large phase space was accessible to lth· Although such 

a narrowing appeared, the dependence of Fth on dfjdt did not purely derive from a 

systematic parallel between df / dt and lth. 

The change in temperature in the system due to Joule heating also might have 

significantly influenced the link between force threshold and force ramp observed. As 

seen in Figure 6.1, the temperature increase in the system associated with this and 

later data modulated from below 12 oc (with a linear current ramp lasting 0.5 s up 

to 1.5A) to over 27°C (with a ramp lasting lOs up to 3A). To investigate the effect 

temperature might have had on the force threshold, we determined the temperature 

at which each thresholding event took place using the calculated COMSOL models. 

The spread seen in Fth over a temperature range of b..T ,....., 6 K to over b..T ,....., 30 K 

is given in Figure 6.6a. Fth ranged from 5 - 20 pN at b..T ,....., 6 K to 10 - 80 pN at 

b..T ,....., 30 K. The greater spread at higher temperatures was a result of the increased 

heating that occurred at high force thresholds. Even though the spread in Fih widened 

at higher temperatures, the correlation between force thresholds and changes in tem

perature was weak (R2 < 0.25 with a best-fit linear regression). While the change in 

temperature of the system affected the areal strain of vesicles (see Section 5.3.6), it 

did not significantly influence the threshold force of tether formation. 

Systematics based on position, threshold current, and temperature have so far 
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Figure 6.6 : The influence of temperature on threshold forces of tether formation and 

the correlation of the time to tether formation on applied force ramp. (a) Although 

the temperature change in the MFT might have been significant, there was only a 

weak correlation between Fth and l:i.T. As evident by the spread in threshold forces at 

both low and high temperature changes, l:i.T had little effect on the threshold force. 

The correlation observed was rather due to high Fth requiring more current, resulting 

in heating. (b) The rate of force application did not determine how long, ith, it took 

a tether to form; there was a broad range of values of lth. 
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been investigated and found to not influence the relationship between Fth and dfjdt. As 

a final systematic, we examined how the time it takes a tether to form, fth, depended 

on force ramp. As seen in Figure 6.6b, fth ranged from 1 s to 9 s for the tethers pulled 

from the SOPC vesicles with 5 mol% biotinylated lipids even as dfjdt spanned from 

10- 104 pNjs. At high force rates (> 5x104 pN/s), tethers pulled at the greatest extent 

of time possible for the respective ramp ( rv 5 s or rv 10 s), but there was a bias at 

high force rates. The forces necessary to pull a tether only occurred at longer times. 

At lower force ramps with threshold forces accessible earlier, there appeared to be 

little correlation between fth and dfjdt. After having examined position, threshold 

current, temperature, and threshold time, the relationship between Fth and dfjdt did 

not depend upon any of these aforementioned systematics. 

6.4.3 A One Barrier Energy Model 

In this section, we examined the applicability of a one barrier energy model to describe 

the dependence of the observed threshold force of tether formation on the rate of 

applied force+. 

The logarithmic-like growth of Fth with respect to df/dt displayed in Figure 6.4 was 

reminiscent of the expected response of a system to a single energy barrier [15, 44-46] 

Assuming tether formation was characterized by an energy well and a single barrier, 

a possible energy landscape would be similar to the landscape seen in Figure 6. 7a. 

+A model based upon Newtonian mechanics was developed in Appendix C. While initially promis
ing, the Newtonian model was eventually discarded. 
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Figure 6. 7 : A one barrier energy model. (a) The potential energy E ( x) describing the 

tether system as a function of tether extension x when one energy barrier resists tether 

formation. (b) A force (dl/at) t resulting from a ramp dfjdt tilted the energy barriers, 

resulting in a decreased barrier height. These plots are based on those sketched out 

by Evans [45). 
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Normally, a membrane would sit in the energy well and only surmount the barrier 

to form a tether when thermal energy was high enough to surmount the barrier, as 

developed in Section 2.3. However, if a force was applied to the system, the energy 

barrier would decrease as displayed in Figure 6. 7b, increasing the probability that a 

tether would form. Using the development of interpreting energy barriers presented in 

Section 2.3, the force threshold Fth while a constant force ramp dfjdt is being applied 

to a system consisting of a single energy barrier is 

F, = f ln (toff dj) 
th f3 ff3 dt ' (6.2) 

where taff is the reciprocal of the barrier escape rate when Fth goes to zero, and ff3 

is the force scale determined by the ratio of the thermal energy to the location of the 

energy barrier [45]. Equation 6.2 shows that, if tether formation can be explained 

by a single energy barrier, then the force threshold goes as the natural log of the 

force ramp and would appear linear on a semilog plot. Figure 6.8 depicts the data 

given in Figure 6.4 on such a plot with a fit for the one barrier model. As is readily 

evident from the graph, the one barrier model does not describe the form of the force 

threshold-force ramp correspondence. A more involved model is needed to account 

for the more elaborate dependence between Fth and df / dt. 
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Figure 6.8 : Modeling the data of Figure 6.4 assuming a one barrier energy model. 

Using the development of Evans [45] for one barrier, the force threshold related loga

rithmically to the force ramp and appeared linear on a semilog plot (red dashed line). 

Comparing the one-barrier model to the 5 mol% biotin data (blue crosses) showed 

that a single barrier model did not describe the observed data well. 
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Figure 6.9 : Two barrier energy models for the tethering system. (a) An energy 

landscape with two barriers hinted at a more involved description of tether formation. 

(b) A ramp dfjdt tilted the energy landscape, resulting in decreased barrier heights 

and a reversal of which barrier dominated, yielding a two regime system. These plots 

are based on those sketched out by Evans (45]. 
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6.4.4 A Two Well Energy Model 

This section develops a more involved model to explain the correlation of Fth and 

dfjdt. Assuming the separation of a biotinylated lipid and its immediate neighboring 

lipids from the membrane is analogous to the separation of a receptor from a ligand 

[45] or to the rupturing of vesicles with increasing tension [15], then the energetics of 

the separation may be explained with an energy well and associated barriers, as seen 

in Figure 6.9a. Barriers in the tether system could include the energy needed to bend 

a membrane, to cause the membrane to flow against drag, or to separate the outer 

leaflet from the inner before bending of both leaflets. 

Regardless of the possible sources of the assumed barriers, the potential energy-

well and barriers-could be lowered through the imposition of an externally applied 

force [44, 45]. A force that changes at a rate df / dt would lower the potential energy 

with increasing extension of the membrane and increasing time, as seen in Figure 6.9b. 

Such lowering not only reduced the barrier heights, modifying which barrier domi-

nated. Using Equation 2.40 with n = 2, the force ramp dfjdt can be related to tether 

thresholds Fth by 

df 

dt 
(6.3) 

where taff,i and ff3,i are as defined in Section 6.4.3 for each respective barrier i. 

Equation 6.3can be understood intuitively as the formation of a tether occurring 
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when the inverse of the characteristic observation time as determined by the force 

ramp is equal to the transition rate [45]. 

Examining the system at high and low force ramp dfjdt for SOPC vesicles with 

5 mol% biotinylated lipids yielded fit parameters given in Table 6.1. The parameters 

characterized each regime with the resulting fits plotted in Figure 6.10. At low dfjdt, 

the system sampled a barrier, at x 13 = 1 nm, characterized by j 13 = 4 pN, while at 

high dfjdt, a barrier with a displacement at x 13 = 0.2 nm, characterized by j 13 = 21 pN, 

was accessed. The reciprocal of the attempt rate taff also dropped significantly at 

higher df / dt, which was expected as higher forces lead to lower lifetimes in the energetic 

framework presented [91]. While an energy barrier model has not before, to the best of 

our knowledge, been applied to studying tether formation from vesicles, it has been 

applied to biotin-streptavidin de-attachment [75] and membrane lysis with applied 

tension [15]. For receptor-ligand rupture, magnitudes for .{13 of 8 pN and 34 pN were 

measured [75]. Likewise, the values of .{13 for membrane lysis could be estimated from 

reported stresses and were 13 pN and "-' 300 pN [15]. These forces indicate that the 

reported levels of .{13 in our system are of the general correct order of magnitude. taff 

is related to the barrier height with no force applied and the attempt frequency. If we 

had information on one of these parameters, we could extract the other. The barrier 

height would in particular be very interesting to know, as it reveals the energy levels 

that govern the system. Attempt frequencies are difficult to estimate as they are 

determined by diffusive relaxation time, which is dependent upon the diffusion in the 
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Table 6.1 : Values corresponding to the fits presented in Figure 6.10. Errors are 

standard deviations. 

Barrier 1 
Barrier 2 

+ 5% Biotin 
70 ···Fit 

60 

z 50 
s 40 

'15 
~ 30 

ff3 (pN) I toff (ms) I 
4.3±0.2 230± 12 
20.9 ± 1.3 34±2 

103 

df/dt, log (pN/s) 

Figure 6.10: Application of the two-barrier model to force ramp dependent threshold

ing events for 5 mol% biotinylated SOPC vesicles. The two-barrier model (red dashed 

line, /(3,1 = 4.3±0.2pN, toff,1 = 230±12ms, /(3,2 = 20.9±1.3pN, toff,2 = 34±2ms) 

fitted the observed data (blue crosses from 170 tethers, 27 vesicle-bead combinations) 

over several orders of magnitude and showed a transition between the two states at 
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system and the local curvature of the energy landscape. While the diffusion coefficient 

of the membrane can be approximated as 10-3 - 1 p,m2/s [20], the local curvature of 

the energy landscape is unknown. The local curvature of energy can further adjust 

attempt frequencies by up to 6 orders of magnitude between diffusion relaxation and 

experimentally measured rates (45]! Even though the attempt frequency, and hence 

the energy barrier, can be difficult to determine, the values of toff we obtained are on 

the scale of other mesoscopic systems. In delinking of receptor-ligand pairs, tof f varied 

from 10-5 s to f"..J 30 s depending upon number of bonds involved with the coupling 

(45]. In membrane rupture experiments, toff ranged from 0.125s to f"..J 1ls [15]. Our 

report of the values of toff are also reasonable in relation to other biophysical systems. 

Comparing Fth to df / dt enables the study of the energy landscape of tether formation, 

and while the mechanisms for formation are still being investigate, this landscape 

appears to be a two barrier process 

6.5 Improvements 

While the combined magnetic force transducer-microaspirator system has formed a 

novel system and has been used to discover a relationship between the force thresh

old needed to pull a tether and the rate of force application, the system could be 

improved to allow yet a greater variety of experiments. These improvements are the 

implementation of higher forces further from the wire, increased camera capabilities, 

and improved adhesion rates between receptors and ligands. To pull tethers from 
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cells, forces on the order of tens of piconewtons must be applied [14, 103]. And in 

order to investigate the effect of curvature, especially the contribution of differen

tial areas or non-local bending, tethers of several hundred microns must be formed 

[13]. Large forces far from the wire may be attained by using beads with increased 

magnetic content or larger volumes. A device with increased cross-sectional area of 

the gold wire would also allow augmented current flow with less heating, leading to 

escalated applied forces. Large and uniform forces may be achieved by using param

agnetic beads experiencing forces caused by a large uniform background field Bbkgd 

and a magnetic field caused by the gold wire Bwire with a high gradient. In this 

situation, the force a paramagnetic bead experiences due to a total magnetic field 

Btotal = Bwire + Bbkgd with a magnetic moment m ex B would be 

Fpara V (m · Btot) ex V (IBwire + Bbkgdl 2) 

2IBwire + Bbkgdl · \7 IBwire + Bbkgdl 

ex Bwire. v IBwirel + Bbkgd. v IBbkgdl 

+ Bwire · \7 IBbkgdl + Bbkgd · \7 IBwirel 

~ Bbkgd · \7 IBwirel (6.4) 

since Bwire « Bbkgd and VBbkgd « VBwire· As such, with a large background field 

and magnetic field gradient, a large force may be applied to a paramagnetic bead 

even far from the wire. These increased forces would facilitate experiments on cells 
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far from the wire, allowing long tethers to be pulled. 

Increased camera capabilities entail increased spatial and temporal resolution. 

Augmented spatial resolution enables more accurate measurements of tether length, 

vesicle radius, and vesicle projection, improving error. Higher camera frame rates 

achieves greater temporal resolution. With such an improvement, the force threshold 

could be determined more accurately. Furthermore, the full trajectory during both 

extension and return would be more fully determined, enabling force-extension curve 

calculations and greater accuracy of dynamic parameters, such as interlayer drag. 

Greater spatial and temporal resolution, via an upgraded camera promotes more 

accurate measurements of several mechanical properties. 

Tether experiments are tedious affairs due to the low success rate of forming the 

receptor-ligand bond between the streptavidin-coated magnetic bead and the biotiny

lated lipid. Using an alternate receptor-ligand combination, such as an antibody

antigen pair [13], may possibly improve success rates of binding, greatly increasing 

data collection times. However, biotin-streptavidin bonds are generally known as the 

strongest non-covalent bond, so other receptor-ligand combinations may not be very 

helpful. Nonetheless, increasing binding rates, if possible, would improve the system. 

6.6 Outstanding Questions 

The relation between threshold force and force ramp is quite tight but is not expected 

to be. For example, Evans estimated that the the minimum fluctuation in threshold 
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force for one energy barrier should be equal to ff3 [45]. Extending to two dissimilar 

barriers, we estimated that the deviation in Fth should be on the order of > 10 pN for 

the control data. However, observed deviations were on the order of a few piconew

tons. Lower than expected noise has been seen in receptor-ligand de-binding events 

[45]. In the more related membrane lysis studies, however, observed noise matched 

theory [15]. The source of the tighter data in our system though remains unclear. 

Although it has not been studied in this thesis, the effective success rate of tether 

formation under a certain set of conditions (pressure, location, current ramp, cur

rent strength, osmolarity, freshness of lipids) was less than 50%. However, when a 

tether does form, the observed force at which it forms, Fth, depends closely on dfjdt. 

This implies some duality of configurations of the system. If the system were purely 

stochastic, a spread in Fth, at least above a minimum force threshold, would be ex

pected. Further, greater variation in times to threshold when pulses were applied 

(see Appendix C) would have been expected. These results imply that there is some 

systematic that we are not controlling that can configure the system in such a way 

that tethers do not form. Possible systematics include beads pinning to the substrate 

or much larger contact areas between the bead and vesicle. However, beads were 

typically seen to move freely along the membrane, and intermediary contact areas 

would also be expected to be observed. It is unclear what this hidden systematic may 

be. 
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6.7 Summary 

Tethers are increasingly being recognized as a vital structure for many biological 

functions, ranging from initiation of changes in cell morphology and function to the 

transfer of material from one cell to another. To understand this behavior further, 

many studies have been conducted, experimentally and theoretically, into the dynam

ics of tether motion and formation and into the adhesion sites that facilitate tether 

formation. However, no studies had yet examined the dependence of tether formation 

on force ramp from a simple model system: the vesicle. In this work we examined the 

link of the threshold force of tether formation on the time derivative of the applied 

force. We further examined the effect of several possible systematics on the relation

ship between force threshold and force ramp, including position, threshold current, 

temperature, and threshold time. However, none of these other variables correlated 

with the force threshold or force ramp. A two-barrier model was found to describe 

the observed behavior between threshold force and force ramp. Using this model, the 

dependence between threshold force and force ramp can be used as a means to inves

tigate the energy landscape of tether formation. In the next chapter, we examine how 

membrane modulators, such as the presence of cholesterol in the membrane, affected 

the system. 



Chapter 7 

Investigating the Effect of Modifiers on Tether 
Formation Dynamics 

All life is an experiment. The more experiments you make, the better. -

Ralph Waldo Emerson {104/ 

~N the previous chapter, a two barrier energy model was proposed and used to 

J interpret the observed dependence of the threshold force of tether formation as 

a function of applied force rate in 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcho-

line (SOPC) vesicles. This interpretation led to possible information about the energy 

landscape of tether formation including the presence of two barriers and details of 

these barriers. To continue upon this development, we proposed several variations of 

the system that could expand on our understanding of this energy landscape. Below, 

we present preliminary studies of these variations. For the majority of the assays, the 

modifiers did not significantly influence the relationship between observed threshold 

force of tether formation and force ramp (at the two standard deviation, 2-a, or 95% 

confidence interval level). One investigation on concentration of biotin-streptavidin 

bonds did show a more drastic result, but was difficult to reproduce from one lipid 

stock to another. Even with the difficulties though, some of the trends noted are 

suggestive and point to future work that may show the potential of the combined 

magnetic force transducer (MFT)-aspirator system to probe membrane mechanical 
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and energetic behavior. 

7.1 Introduction 

The mechanical properties, such as bending modulus or interlayer drag coefficient, 

of a membrane tether are primarily determined by the properties of the dominant 

lipid constituent, such as SOPC. However, even small amounts of different lipid con

stituents may greatly affect membrane properties. In this chapter, we investigated 

how variation based upon cholesterol concentration, tension, biotinylated lipid con

centration, and concentration of the charged lipid 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phospho-L-serine (SOPS) modulated the force threshold-force rate dependence for 

tether formation investigated previously (see Chapter 6). 

Cholesterol modulates membrane mechanical properties by increasing the lipid 

structural order parameter, or the packing parameter (see Section 2.2.2). The in

creased packing has been known in vesicles consisting of other lipid compositions to 

exhibit the formation of phases, including liquid-disordered and liquid-ordered states 

[20]. These phases increase the bending modulus [36, 37] and the compressibility [37] 

of a membrane. Due to the influence of cholesterol in other systems, we investigated 

below whether it also affected tether formation. 

In addition to influencing membrane mechanics through cholesterol, modifying the 

pressure difference applied to an aspirated vesicle directly adjusts the tension within 

a membrane, which may affect tether formation [30]. By using the microaspirator 
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in the joint magnetic force transducer-aspirator system, the pressure can be easily 

modified to examine the threshold force of tether formation as the applied force ramp 

varied. 

Receptor-ligand concentrations, such as biotin-streptavidin bonds, are known to 

influence de-adhesion of cells and vesicles from surfaces [7 4] based upon contact area 

and bond strength. While strength of the streptavidin-biotin bond was not investi

gated in this work, a decrease in contact area would lead to fewer lipids being involved 

in tether formation. Such a reduction could reduce the energies required to pull a 

tether. 

Phosphatidylserine is a singly charged lipid headgroup that increases the inter

facial exclusion pressure of the membrane [105]. SOPS, whose head group is phos

phatidylserine, may adjust the bending of the membrane, and so influence tether 

formation. 

This chapter reviews the modifications to the materials and methods of previous 

studies in order to enable the assays outlined above. Initial results of each assay

cholesterol, tension, receptor-ligand, and phosphatidylserine--are then presented and 

reviewed in the context of the two barrier energy model. Finally, open questions and 

possible overall improvements to this system are discussed. 
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7.2 Materials and Methods 

The majority of the materials and methods used in this chapter mirror those of 

Section 6.3. Modifications to the previous experiments included the use of cholesterol 

and SOPS, and the variations on the concentration ofBiotin-X-DHPE (N-((6-(biotin

oyl) amino) hexanoyl )-1 ,2-dihexadecanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, triethyl

ammonium salt, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Further adjustments consisted of the 

introduction of a humidity chamber and the improvement of the solution chamber in 

order to stabilize neutral pressure drift. 

7.2.1 Lipids 

Cholesterol (25 mg powder from Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) was diluted to 

1 mgjmL using ACS grade chloroform and added to SOPC stock solution to concentra

tions of 25 mol%, 35 mol%, or 45 mol%. Similarly, SOPS (10 mg powder from Avanti 

Polar Lipids) was diluted to 1 mgjmL and added to SOPC stock solution to a concen

tration of 10 mol%. Biotin-X-DHPE varied in concentration from 1 mol% to 5 mol% 

for biotin studies. Exact compositions are given in Appendix A, and all lipid stocks 

for a study were made at the same time to ensure evaporation of chloroform between 

stocks was kept to a minimum. Using the otherwise standard vesicle making protocol 

safeguarded uniformity between vesicle batches. 
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7.2.2 Humidity Chamber 

A humidity chamber was constructed to reduce the changes in neutral pressure in the 

micropipette and in the osmolarity of the dextrose solution during experimentation. 

This humidity chamber was constructed from a commercially-available thick-walled 

storage plastic container; the container was machined to allow access to the solution 

chamber by the microaspirator and current wires. Drilling through the large fiat 

surface of plastic and bonding a coverslip atop facilitated optical visualization through 

the humidity chamber. One additional modification was made to the container to 

turn it into a humidity chamber; a port in the back of the chamber connected to 

three sequential bubblers filled with doubly-deionized water and fed with N2 (g). The 

bubbling raised the relative humidity within the chamber consistently between 95 and 

99%. Such high humidity lowered the rate of evaporation, leading to more stabile 

levels of neutral pressure-as seen in Figure 7.1-and solution osmolarity. An added 

benefit to using nitrogen gas in the humidity chamber was a general increase in the 

stability of vesicle integrity and the long-term strength of the biotin-streptavidin 

bond. 

7.2.3 Solution Chamber 

To further reduce the drift seen in the neutral pressure of the microaspirator, the 

PDMS chamber used in Chapter 5 was replaced with a plexiglass chamber. The new 

chamber had a larger volume at rv 1 mL but was placed in a similar location. While 
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the increased volume and the change in material properties of the chamber affected 

the thermal calculations expounded upon in Section 5.3.6, the relevant temperature 

within the system would have been lower due to the high heat capacity of water. 

As the temperatures would be lower than before, the temperatures calculated in 

Appendix B will be used as conservative estimates of the actual thermal state of the 

system for the following work. In addition to a change in heat distribution, the new 

chamber introduced another change: the use of vacuum grease to adhere the chamber 

and coverslip. As vacuum grease is inert, no ionic contribution to the solution was 

expected or seen. Overall, no effects were seen in the experiments due to this new 

ingredient. 

Even though the experiments were unaffected, care had to be taken when removing 

the grease in order to not harm the electromagnet. Dripping rv 10 mL chloroform on 

the grease while titled, followed by a clean with ethanol, methanol, and N2 (g), cleaned 

the MFT sufficiently while leaving the wires intact. Wiping the grease with lens paper 

slightly damaged the wires while hexane spread the grease. Acetone had little effect 

as it evaporated too quickly to dissolve much grease, and letting chloroform sit on the 

transducer simply spread the grease around as little globules. Regardless of the extra 

care required to maintain the chamber and MFT, the drift of the neutral pressure 

reduced to between 1 Pajhr and 10 Pajhr. Figure 7.1 depicts the change in neutral 

pressure L:lp0 over several hours over the course of a typical experiment. Over the 

course of over 3 hr, the rate of change in L:lp0 kept consistent at 3 Pajhr. The increased 
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Figure 7.1 : Sample drift in the neutral pressure. With the addition of the humidity 

chamber and the modified solution chamber, the change in the neutral pressure, ~po, 

in this sample was a constant 3 Pajhr over 3.5 hr. Typical neutral pressure drifts ranged 

from 1 Pajhr to 10 Pajhr. 
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stability greatly improved the length of time a vesicle-bead pair could be used. 

7.2.4 Tension Determination 

Most of the studies presented below focus on how the material composition of the 

membrane affected the force threshold-force rate relationship previously observed. 

One study, though, made use of the adjustability of the water reservoir to study 

membrane tension. Equation 2.14 gave a relationship between tension and pressure: 

(7.1) 

By adjusting the pressure, the tension was proportionally adjusted. During tension 

studies, the position of the vesicle, rate at which the current increased in the electro-

plated gold wire, and the tension were adjusted until a tether formed. Once a tether 

formed, the position and current ramp would be held constant while the pressure was 

adjusted in 1 - 2 Pa increments. 

7.2.5 Tethering Protocol 

For the modifier studies, we implemented a standard method to obtain tethers. Once 

a vesicle-bead combination was brought to the wire, it would be placed rv 70 f.-LID from 

the wire. The pressure would then be adjusted until the length of the projection 

was roughly equal to the diameter of the pipette. A current ramp of 0.6 A/s would 

subsequently be applied for 5 s, reaching a maximum current of 3 A. If no tether 
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formed, a lower current ramp would be applied (0.3 A/s for 10 s) or the pressure reduced 

by 1 Pa. If still no tether formed, the pressure would either be reduced further in 1 Pa 

increments until no more than rv 3 Pa above neutral pressure or the vesicle-bead 

combination would be moved rv 20 11m closer to the wire and the ramp and pressure 

protocol repeated. Once a tether formed and returned, at least 1 min passed before 

the next attempt to pull a tether took place. A minimum of 3 tethers were taken at 

each condition. After forming at least 3 tethers, the location would then be varied for 

the vesicle-bead combination in order to access a variety of force ramps. If the tether 

stopped forming, the pressure would be reduced in 1 Pa increments or a lower current 

ramp used in order to try to form another tether. Finally, for the tension studies, 

the location of a vesicle-bead combination would not be varied (once tethering had 

commenced) until several pressures were set for each location (usually up to 6 Pa 

lower and 1 - 2 Pa higher). 

7.3 The Effects of Membrane Modifiers on Tether Formation 

In this section, we examine how various modulations to the vesicle-----cholesterol con

centration, tension, biotin concentration, and phosphatidylserine concentration

influence tether formation. While these preliminary studies will show that many 

of the effects are statistically insignificant at the 2-0" (95% confidence interval) level, 

the energetic model introduced in Chapter 6 may be used to suggest possible trends 

in the modifiers' influence on the energy landscape of tether formation in a few cases. 
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Figure 7.2 : The result of cholesterol on the dependence of observed force threshold 

on the force ramp. While the form of the relationship did not vary appreciably, fewer 

tethering events were noted at lower force ramps when cholesterol concentrations were 

35 mol% or 45 mol%, indicating that other mechanisms not describable by the two

barrier model might influence tether formation. However, additional data is needed 

to verify this possibility. 
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7.3.1 Cholesterol 

Cholesterol is known to affect the mechanical properties of membranes. Cholesterol 

alters the lateral diffusion of phospholipids within the membrane [106], the devel

opment of phase separated states [21, 22], the bending elastic constant [107], the 

elastic moduli [108], and the curvature [41, 109). To study the perturbation caused 

by cholesterol on tether formation, the composition of the membrane was altered to 

include 25 mol%, 35 mol%, or 45 mol% cholesterol. The subsequent tether pulling ex

periments formed the basis of the force threshold-force ramp magnitude curves, which 

may be seen in Figure 7.3. 

For 25 mol%, 35 mol%, and 45 mol% cholesterol, the relationship between Fth and 

df / dt resembled the control data strongly, indicating that cholesterol had no major 

effect on tether formation. Although the data did not differ appreciably from control 

data in Figure 7.3, the two-barrier model, as described in length in Sections 2.3 and 

6.4.4, could still be applied to the data to ascertain if there were any statistically 

significant changes in the fit parameters. Figure 7.3 depicts individual fits to the var

ious cholesterol concentrations and Figure 7.4 displays all data with appropriate fits 

together with the fit to control. The fits matched near the transition ("" 2x103 pNjs) 

but diverged at low and high force ramps. The ordering of the fits reflected the 

pattern observed for the fit parameters stated in Table 7.1. The 113 values appeared 

to lower at the 2-a level (95% confidence interval) from 0 mol% to 25 mol% choles

terol. At 45 mol%, the 113 values were larger than either the 0 mol%, 25 mol%, or 
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Figure 7.3 : Examination of the individual modifications seen in Figure 7.4 for the 

effect of varying cholesterol concentration on the relation between Fth and rlfjd:t. (a) 

The control system for the cholesterol studies with 5 mol% biotinylated SOPC vesicles 

(blue crosses) with the two-barrier model fit (red dashed line). (b) Effect of the 

addition of 25 mol% cholesterol ( N = 4 7, 7 vesicles) to the membrane. (c) 35 mol% 

(N = 22, 7 vesicles) cholesteroL (d) 45mol% cholesterol data (N = 26, 9 vesicles). 

Fit parameters for all cases are given in Table 7.1. 
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Figure 7.4: A combined semilog plot of the cholesterol data (markers) with associated 

fits (lines) compared to control data (red solid line) with the fits extended to the full 

range of available data. The extended fits showed that as the cholesterol concentration 

increased (25mol%, 35mol%, to 45mol%), the fit lines decreased at low force ramp 

but increased at high force ramp. The fit line for the control data, with Omol% 

cholesterol, fell between that for 35 mol% and 45 mol%. Fit parameters for all cases 

are given in Table 7.1. 



Table 7.1 : Values to the fits of data presented in Figure 7.3. The fit parameters are displayed graphically in Figure 7.5. 

Xf3 was determined by kBT/Jp::::::: 4.1pN·nmjfp· All errors presented in this chapter are two standard deviation (2-0" or 95% 

confidence intervals) errors. 

I [Chol] (~olcyo)_[/{3,1 (pN) I Xf3,1 (nm) I toff,l ~msfl ff3:;-(pN}] x~~-(nill}[ i@ (msf[nTrans1t10rl(ilNTsfl 

0 4.3 ± 0.2 0.95 ± 0.04 230 ± 12 20.9 ± 1.3 0.20 ± 0.01 34±2 760 
25 3.0 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.1 430 ± 36 12.4 ± 1.2 0.33 ± 0.3 65 ±9 270 
35 4.2 ± 1.1 0.97 ± 0.24 310 ± 240 19.2 ± 1.9 0.21 ± 0.02 39± 6 690 
45 6.9 ± 0.7 0.60 ± 0.06 140 ± 20 32.3 ± 7.7 0.13 ± 0.03 19±4 2300 
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35 mol% cholesterol levels at the 2-0" level. The 35 mol% cholesterol ff3 levels were 

not statistically different than either the 0 mol% or 25 mol% cholesterol values. For 

toff, 0 mol%, 25 mol%, and 45 mol% cholesterol were all distinguishable at the 2-0" 

level, with 25 mol% at the highest value and 45 mol% at the lowest. toff at 35 mol% 

cholesterol was not statistically significant at the 2-0" level compared to 0 mol%. 

By examining the individual parameters (Figure 7.5), it was apparent that the 

trends observed were at most suggestive at a 2-0" level of confidence. In order to 

ascertain if the noted trends do in fact occur, more data at the extremes of low and 

high force ramp regimes must be obtained to reduce the error in the model fits. If 

the variation in fit parameters do hold up, the changes might be explained by the 

complicated phase state of the membrane caused by the increase in lipid packing 

parameter due to cholesterol. At 25 mol% and 35 mol% cholesterol, the vesicles might 

have existed in an unmixed liquid ordered-disordered phase (Veatch and Keller saw 

unmixed liquid:liquid coexistence for similar lipid systems at these concentrations 

[21]). Traversing the phase regime could explain the difference in behavior from 

0 mol% to 25 mol% as opposed as that seen from 25 mol% to 45 mol%. Furthermore, 

the presence of a more packed membrane at high concentrations might explain the 

paucity of tethers observed at low force ramps; the greater cohesion and higher fluidity 

of the membrane [36, 107, 110] was able to withstand tether formation and respond 

within the time scales set by the low force ramps. A dependence of tether formation 

on the presence of different lipid phases, especially through lipid rafts-local regions of 
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Figure 7.5 : Graphical representation of the fit values presented in Table 7.1. (a)The 

value of ffJ,l lowered significantly (at the 2-a level) from 0 mol% to 25 mol% cholesterol 

and increased in a statistically significant manner for 45 mol%. 35 mol% cholesterol 

did not vary significantly from either 0 mol% or 25 mol%. (b) Reversing the trend 

seen in (a), toff,l grew from Omol% to 25mol% with 2-a confidence, only to de

crease statistically at 45 mol%. 35 mol% cholesterol again did not vary significantly. 

(c) Mirroring ffJ,b !13,2 also decreased statistically from Omol% to 25mol%, and in

creased significantly (2-a level) from 25 mol% to 45 mol%. 35 mol% was not distin

guishable from 0 mol%. (d) t 0n,2 shows suggestive difference in mean values between 

0 mol%, 25 mol%, and 45 mol% cholesterol. 35 mol% was again not distinguishable 

from Omol%. 
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the membrane with significantly greater cholesterol concentration that are believed to 

influence membrane receptors [23) and membrane fusion [20), would be intriguing to 

the biological community, particularly concerning the applicability of the dependence 

to tether formation between white blood cells and blood vessel walls. While the trends 

observed with the presence of cholesterol in the SOPC vesicle are at most suggestive 

and could be interesting to a wide variety of biological fields, more data, particularly 

away from the transition regime, must be obtain to substantiate any strong claims. 

Interestingly, there might have been a force ramp range (:S 200PN/s) at which 

higher cholesterol tethers (35 mol% and 45 mol%) did not form, indicating a mech

anism that affected tether formation that the two-barrier model failed to take into 

account. It is natural to ask if there was a bias in the number of attempts to pull 

tethers at low ramp rates for various cholesterol concentrations. For the 0 mol%, 

25 mol%, 35 mol%, and 45 mol% samples, there were 170, 47, 22, and 26 successful 

attempts to pull tethers. If we were to assume that the number of tethers pulled per 

attempt is independent of cholesterol, the successful pull rate from the 0 mol% data 

at low force ramp range (38 tethers, 22% success out of 170 tethers) would predict 11, 

5, and 6 tethers to form at low force ramps for 25 mol%, 35 mol%, and 45 mol% re

spectively. Additionally, all tether experiments started "' 70 f.-LID away from the wire, 

where the expected force ramp would be low. As such, a large number of attempts 

were made to form tethers at the low range. Mere presence of cholesterol did not 

induce such behavior, however; at 25 mol%, tethers were found to form at even lower 
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force ramps than the control. While this intriguing observation might have been a 

result of cholesterol on membrane behavior, it could simply have been a result of too 

few attempts at tether formation. 

7.3.2 Tension 

Many aspects of membrane mechanics, including tether behavior after being formed 

(Section 2.2.5), depend upon tension [13, 14, 32, 34, 42, 53]. To study the possible 

effects the tension T of a vesicle might have had on the force threshold-force rate re-

lationship, T was varied from 1x10-6 Njm to 1x10-4 Njm* and the resulting Fth versus 

dfjdt plots analyzed (see Figure 7.6). As seen in Figure 7.7, the connection between the 

observed force threshold and the applied force ramp did not significantly vary. The 

two-barrier model developed in Section 6.4.4 could be applied to determine any sta-

tistically significant variations. The data did not appear distinguishable in Figure 7.7, 

particularly in the transition regime. As can be seen in Figure 7.8, the indistinguisha-

bility of the data was reflected by the indistinguishability of the fit parameters at the 

2-0" level. 

When examining the means only, even though not statistically significant, the 

means of the parameters for tension appeared to behave comparably to cholesterol, as 

can be seen in Figure 7.8. Like the increase of ff3 with higher cholesterol concentrations 

*The tension study was conducted before the humidity and solution chambers detailed in Sec
tion 6.3 were constructed and the neutral pressure stabilized. Through multiple measurements of 
the neutral pressure, the neutral pressure at any time was extrapolated with errors no more than 
10% expected. 
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Figure 7.6 : The separated effects of varying tension on the relationship between Fih 

and df/dt for Figure 7.7. (a) Tethering events with tensions ranging from 1x10-6 -

1xlo-5 Njm (19 tethers from 6 vesicles). (b) Data for tensions ranging from 1x10-5 -

2.5x1Q-5 N/m (43 tethers from 7 vesicles). (c) 2.5xlo-5 - 5x1Q-5 N/m tension data (26 

tethers from 6 vesicles) (d) 5xlo-5 - 1x1Q-4 N/m data (17 tethers from 4 vesicles). 
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Figure 7.7 : A combined semilog plot of the tension data (markers) with associated 

fits compared to control data (red solid line). If the two-barrier model fits (lines) 

hold with reduced error in parameter values, the fits would imply a similar behavior 

as seen for the cholesterol study: increasing tension might have led to reduced force 

thresholds at low force ramps ( ,..._, 102 pN/s) but higher force thresholds at high force 

ramps ( ,..._, 104 pN/s). Much like the cholesterol studies, however, more data at both 

extremes in force ramp are needed to substantiate the implied dependence of tension 

on observed force thresholds given the subtle differences in data in the transition 

regime. Pressures in the legend are in units of Njm. Fit parameters for all cases are 

given in Table 7.2. 



Table 7.2 : Values to the fits of data presented in Figure 7.6. All errors are standard deviations. x~ was determined by 

ksT/!(3 ~ 4.1pN·nmj!(3. 

I T (Njm) I f~.l (pN) I x~,l (nm) I toff,l (ms) I !~.2 (pN) I X~,1 (nm) I toff,2 (ms) I Transitio§_(PNjsJ:J 
1x1o-o- 1x10-5 2.9 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 0.5 380 ± 230 12 ±4 0.35 ± 0.12 73 ± 34 200 

1x1o-i.)- 2.5x10-5 5.2 ± 0.4 0.79 ± 0.05 190 ± 16 24±3 0.17 ± 0.02 27±4 1100 
2.5x1o-5 - 5x10-5 5.6 ± 0.5 0.73 ± 0.07 200 ± 16 37± 20 0.11 ± 0.06 24±3 1600 
5x1o-5 - 1x10-4 6.9 ± 2.4 0.60 ± 0.20 130 ± 40 65 ± 200 0.06 ± 0.20 20 ± 15 2600 
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Figure 7.8 : Graphical representation of the fit values presented in Table 7.2. No 

statistically significant variations were seen for (a) /p,l, (b) toff,l! (c) /{3,2, or (d) toff,2 

at the 2-o- level for tensions 1 (1x10-6 - 1x10-5 Njm), 2 (1x1o-s - 2.5x10-5 Njm), 3 

(2.5x1o-s - 5x10-5 Njm), or 4 (5x1o-s - 1x1o-4 Njm). 
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(once above control), the mean of ff3 rose monotonically by 2-3 fold as T increased 

from rv 10-6 Njm (1 in Figure 7.8) to rv 1x10-4 Njm ( 4 in Figure 7.8, with values 

given in Table 7.2). The mean of ff3 on the highest tension of~ 1x10-4 Njm had 

very large error for the high force ramp regime, indicating that at highest tension, 

the force threshold-force ramp behavior might be better modeled by a single energy 

barrier, as opposed to two barriers. The mean of taff also lowered as tension rose, 

much as it lowered for increasing cholesterol (except the control). The mean of taff 

decreased by about a factor of 3 in both the low and high force ramp regimes. To be 

certain of any suggested relationship, however, more data at the low and high force 

ramp regimes are needed to reduce observed uncertainties, particularly as none of 

these trends are significant at the 2-0" level. If the trends do hold up, an interesting 

analogy between tension and cholesterol might be asserted: a raise in cholesterol 

concentration increases packing within the membrane and an intensification of tension 

smooths thermal fluctuations, reducing membrane disorder. This hypothesis could be 

tested by controllably reducing the temperature of the MFT-aspirator device using 

a thermoelectric or water cooling to just above freezing. If the hypothesis holds, 

the reduced thermal fluctuations should lead to the removal of one of the barriers in 

the energy landscape of tether formation. The effect would be subtle, however, as 

temperature was not observed to greatly affect tether formation at room temperature 

and above (see Figure 6.6a). 

Any influence of tension-after the errors in the fit parameters were reduced to 
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statistically significant levels-could also be investigated by incorporating salicylate 

into the membrane. Salicylate is known to disrupt the membrane [32] and should 

make it easier for tethers to form, resulting in a decrease in tof f. Further, the barrier 

dependent on tension would dominate at lower tensions as other, lower energy pro-

cesses would also be disrupted, resulting in a decrease in energy barrier height. Given 

the very small effect of tension suggested by the previous studies, large concentrations 

of salicylate of up to 5 mM or 10 mM should be used to obtain the largest possible 

changes in membrane properties. 

7.3.3 Biotin Concentration 

The number of receptor-ligand bonds in the adhesion between the membrane and 

bead is also expected to modulate tether response [74, 89)t. To investigate the possi-

ble functional dependence on biotin concentration, vesicles containing 1 mol% biotiny-

lated DHPE lipids were compared to those containing 5 mol% biotinylated lipids and 

plotted in Figure 7.9a with relevant fit parameters given by Table 7.3. While both 

the 1 mol% and 5 mol% biotinylated lipid data showed the presence of two force ramp 

regimes (Figure 7.9), indicating a two-barrier energy landscape, the fit for 1 mol% 

data altered much more between regimes. For all measured tether formation events, 

the observed threshold forces for 1 mol% biotin were lower than 5 mol%. However, 

at higher force ramps (,2: 2x103 pN/s), the relation, according to the model fits, was 

tThe biotin study was conducted before the humidity and solution chambers detailed in Sec
tion 6.3 were constructed but extrapolated values of the neutral pressure were not expected to 
exceed 10%. 
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Figure 7.9 : The effect of biotinylated DHPE concentration on the relation between 

Fth and df/dt. (a) The observed force thresholds (markers) for 1 mol% biotinylated lipid 

(green, 80 tethers from 7 vesicle/ bead combinations) were lower than for 5 mol% (blue, 

100 tethers from 13 vesicle/ bead combinations) until higher force ramps ('""-' 103 pN/s) 

at which point the force threshold were higher than those predicted (lines) for 5 mol%. 

Using the two-barrier model, the change between the low and high force ramp regimes 

are greater for 1 mol% than for 5 mol%. (b) The 1 mol% biotin data. (c) The 5 mol% 

biotin was noisier than the 1 mol%. Both sets of data appeared to span only within the 

transition regime. The vesicles used in the biotin study were prepared from different 

stock than the vesicles used for the other studies in this chapter and so have slightly 

different values in fit parameters for 5 mol% biotin, as seen in Table 7.3. 
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expected to reverse. Investigating this possible transition might illuminate what 

mechanisms lead to the two-barrier model, but it is currently unclear what these 

mechanisms might be. It should also be noted that other than /(3,2 , none of the fit 

parameters were distinguishable at the 2-0" level. As such, any trends in the mean 

were not statistically significant, while that for /(3,2 was only suggestive. 

If the trends in mean of the fit parameters are maintained even with tighter stan

dard errors, the increase in mean of toff in both regimes (Table 7.3 and Figure 7.10) 

suggested that the energy barriers to tether formation might have increased with a 

greater concentration of binding sites. Contributions of the lipid DHPE itself, which 

has a slightly shorter tail length (17 carbons instead of 18) and no carbon double 

bonds in the tail, was not expected to contribute significantly to the change in tether 

formation as the shorter tail length was countered by the greater saturation of carbon 

bonds. If the relation were to hold, it would confirm the previously seen observations 

that the number of receptor-ligand bonds, corresponding to contact area, influence 

force response of membranes [74, 89). The statistical insignificance in the values of 

/(3,1 but suggestive significance (at the 2-0" level) of the mean of /(3,2 at the two con

centrations implied that tether formation could be less sensitive to contact area at 

low force ramps than at high force ramps. However, until tether formation events 

at high force ramps (> 104 pN/s) and at low force ramps ( < 102 pN/s) are obtained in 

order to reduce the errors, such an implication is uncertain. 

It is not demonstrated above, but the stability of the lipids was particularly im-



Table 7.3 : Values to the fits of data presented in Figure 7.9. All errors are standard deviations. x13 was determined by 

ksT/!{3 ~ 4.1pN·nmjff3· 

I [Biotin] (mol%) I f/3,1 (pN) I Xf3,1 (nm) I toff,l (ms) I f/3,2 (pN) I Xf3,2 (nm) I toff,2 (ms) I Transition (~N/s) _ _] 
1 3.3 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.2 350 ± 110 14± 1 0.30 ± 0.02 63±8 290 
5 3.2 ± 1.2 1.3 ± 0.5 550 ± 140 7.7 ± 2.3 0.5 ± 0.2 230 ± 190 57 
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Figure 7.10 : Graphical representation of the fit values presented in Table 7.3. (a) 

No significant difference in ff3,l between 1 mol% and 5 mol% biotinylated lipid was 

present. (b) While the mean of toff,l slightly grew with greater biotin concentration, 

it was not significant at the 2-0' level. (c) Unlike ff3,b !13,2 reduced from 1 mol% to 

5 mol% at the 95% confidence interval level; the mean lowered by 6 pN. (d) The mean 

of tof/,2 augmented from 1 mol% to 5 mol%, but the large error at 5 mol% indicates 

the change was insignificant. 
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portant for biotin concentration studies. When attempting to reproduce the above 

effect with stock solutions derived from another batch of Biotin-X DHPE and SOPC, 

no variation was found between SOPC vesicles containing 0.5 mol%, 8 mol%, and 

15 mol% Biotin-X DHPE. It should be noted though that few vesicles formed and 

fewer than 10 tethers were able to be formed from any of the three batches, even 

after varying PBS concentration (which affect biotin-streptavidin binding) and sub

stantial cleaning of all components of the system. Furthermore, when comparing the 

5 mol% biotinylated lipid assay presented in Figure 6.4 to that in Figure 7.9, there 

is significant difference in magnitude (""' 25%) but not shape between the two. Since 

the stock for the vesicles used in this study were made a few weeks after aliquot

ing the original stock, the concentrations in this study were expected to be higher 

than reported. The relative concentration betweeii the 1 mol% and 5 mol% biotiny

lated lipids were, however, correct. Reproduction of the interesting dependence on 

receptor-ligand concentration could illuminate a strong dependence of tether forma

tion on contact area of the membrane involved. However, great care must be taken 

that all supplies are less than a few weeks old and were aliquoted into appropriate 

stock solutions immediately upon opening of the sample. 

7.3.4 SOPS 

So far we have examined the effects of cholesterol, tension, and biotin concentration 

on the relationship between observed tether formation force and applied force ramp. 
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The influence of cholesterol was suggestive at best, and tension appeared to not be 

influential. Biotin concentration had a significant effect on the form of the threshold 

force-force ramp relationship, but reproducibility from one stock solution of lipids 

to another was extremely limited. Additionally, trends in fit parameters were not 

significant. As a last study, we investigated how lipid headgroup structure might 

impact tether formation; we incorporated 10 mol% of of 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glyce

ro-3-phospho-L-serine (SOPS), a charged lipid, into the membrane. Small amounts 

of SOPS stabilize vesicles, but upon the incorporation of 10 mol% SOPS into the 

membrane we observed reduction in not only the number of vesicles formed but also 

the effectiveness of binding between the biotin and streptavidin groups. Nonethe

less, sufficient data was obtained to distinguish the existence of two regimes (see 

Figure 7.11). Considering the difficulty in forming vesicles with high concentrations 

of SOPS, the two-barrier fit to 10 mol% SOPS mirrored that of control data, with a 

slightly increased force ramp at which a transition occurred. As seen in Table 7.4, 

an increase of SOPS concentration from 0 mol% to 10 mol% led to no statistically 

significant change in either ! 13,1 or ! 13,2 (at the 2-o- level). Unlike the previous studies, 

which showed consistent behavior in toff for both regimes, SOPS seemed to raise 

the mean of toff,l slightly with more SOPS (but not statistically significantly) but 

decrease toff,2 (suggestive at the 2-o- level). This suggested effect may be exacerbated 

by adjusting the pH of the system, changing the charge state of the phosphatidylse

rine. Care must be taken to distinguish between the effect of pH on the mechanical 
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Figure 7.11 : The influence of SOPS on the force threshold-force ramp relationship. 

The effect of 10mol% SOPS (blue markers, 17 tethers from 6 vesicles) on the relation 

between Fth and ~/dt. While it was difficult to obtain tethers and data, a two regime 

system was evident. The two-barrier fit for 10 mol% SOPS (blue dashed line) followed 

the control data (red solid line) well in the low force ramp regime, and slightly less 

so in the high force ramp regime. 



Table 7.4 : Values to the fits of data presented in Figure 7.11. All errors are standard deviations. Xf3 was determined by 

ksTfJ13 :::::: 4.lpN·nmjJ13 . These values are displayed graphically in Figure 7.12. 

I [SOPS] (mol%) I /{3,1 (pN) I Xf3,1 (nm) I toJJ,l (ms) I /{3,2 (pN) I Xf3,2(nm}j tof1,2 (ms) I Transition (PNj--:) J 

0 4.3 ± 0.2 0.95 ± 0.04 230 ± 12 20.9 ± 1.3 0.20 ± 0.01 34±2 760 
10 4.0 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.1 310 ± 70 25 ±4 0.16 ± 0.03 25±4 2400 
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Figure 7.12: Graphical representation of the fit values presented in Table 7.4. (a) No 

significant difference in (a) /{3,11 (b) toff,b or (c) ff3,2 between Omol% and lOmol% 

SOPS at the 2-a level was observed. (d) toff,2 lowered in a statistically significant 

manner with higher SOPS concentration. 
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properties of the membrane as the mechanical properties, such as bending elasticity, 

of phosphatidylcholine are also known to be influenced by pH (34]. Likewise, alter

ing the strength of electrostatic screening may affect streptavidin-biotin binding. If 

the different effects are discerned, any electrostatic interactions that impact tether 

formation might be evaluated. 

7.4 Improvements 

As the threshold force depends upon the force ramp in a logarithmic-like manner, it 

is very insensitive to modifications in the membrane. Conversely, due to the exponen

tials of the two-barrier model, the fitting parameters are sensitive to the regime and 

quantity of the data collected. Using lipid stocks that are no more than a few weeks 

old and have been properly aliquoted will ensure that data is still discernible between 

various assays, even with only slight differences in magnitude. Taking large data sets 

may not obtain the range in force rates desired to ensure an extremely accurate fit, 

but it does confirm reproducibility of studies. Pains should be taken to study as wide 

a range of applied force ramps as possible. 

7.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we investigated not only how cholesterol, but also tension, biotiny

lated lipids, and phosphatidylserine affected the behavior of the relationship between 

the force threshold of tether formation and the rate of applied force. We found that 
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cholesterol, tension, and phosphatidylserine generally did not alter the parameters 

in a two energy barrier fit significantly at the 2-(J (95% confidence interval) level. 

Differences at the 2-(J level did occur for 25 mol% and 45 mol% cholesterol (for all 

parameters) and for lOmol% SOPS in taff,2 , but all differences were suggestive, not 

certain. Likewise, while the form of the relationship between Fth_dfjdt appeared to 

change with a change in concentration of biotinylated lipids, the observed behavior 

was difficult to reproduce from one stock to the next, due to sensitivity of lipids to 

oxidation, and the fit parameters (except ff3, 2 ) did not vary significantly at the 2-(J 

level. The preliminary trends detailed may be substantiated by extending the range 

of data away from the transition point, where only one energy barrier dominates. 

The mechanisms dominating the energy landscape may also be further investigated 

by adjusting solution pH, lowering temperature, or adding salicylate. Finally, the 

joint magnetic force transducer-microaspirator system could be extended to cells un

dergoing tether formation. Using the force threshold-force ramp relationship, the 

mechanics in the more complicated cellular system could be probed. 



Chapter 8 

Concluding Remarks and Future Work 

When I examine myself and my methods of thought, I come to the con-

elusion that the gift of fantasy has meant more to me than any talent for 

abstract, positive thinking. - Albert Einstein [111 J 

~IS thesis details the fabrication of a joint magnetic force transducer-microaspirator. 

~ The magnetic force transducer-microaspirator system was designed to apply 

point forces to membranes using a well-controlled and well-characterized magnetic 

field. The well-controlled fields enabled force rates from 1 to 104PN/s and force pulses 

to be applied to membranes. Using the applied forces, a strong dependence of the 

threshold force for tether formation on the applied force ramp was discovered. To un-

derstand such dependence, we developed a two-barrier energetic model and applied it 

to the tether system under various perturbations: cholesterol concentration, tension, 

biotin-site concentration, phosphatidylserine concentration. Cholesterol, tension, and 

phosphatidylserine modified the system subtly, and trends were found that indicate 

cholesterol and tension may have modified the tether energy landscape in similar 

fashions. Both cholesterol and tension may have provided greater order to the sys-

tem, but more studies at the low and high force ramp regime are needed to confirm 

the trends noted. Phosphatidylserine responded distinctly between the low and high 

force ramp regimes. The strongest change was seen with biotin-site concentration, 
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with higher force thresholds observed for higher concentration of biotin. The stabil

ity of the lipid system, however, precluded verification with another stock solution 

of lipids. While many of these studies still require verification, the implied trends 

indicated that the energy landscape of tether formation could be mapped out and the 

mechanisms governing tether formation determined. In addition to force threshold 

dynamics, the drag between bilayers was estimated to be b = 1.1 ± 0.6x109 N·sjm3 • 

Finally, using the MFT in combination with a thorough COMSOL modelled to the 

determination of the areal expansion of SOPC vesicles (1.7 ± 0.4x10-3 K-1 ) due to 

temperature change. 

This now-established technique may be used in the future to further study the 

influence of cholesterol on tether formation from cell membranes by exploring sys

tem response at extremely low force rates, where low energy barriers would become 

apparent. Further studies may also be conducted that further examine how other 

modifications to the membrane, such as membrane disruptors like salicylate, influ

ence tether formation dynamics. Finally, a detailed examination of the response of 

force threshold to force ramp over many cholesterol concentrations would allow a 

comprehensive study of phase regimes on tether formation. 

In order to study the energetics of tether formation off of cell membranes or cell 

blebs (portions of the cell membrane that have separated from the cell), the forces that 

magnetic beads in the magnetic force transducer device exerts must be raised by at 

least an order of magnitude [14]. Higher volume fraction of magnetic material in the 
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beads or volume of each bead raises the force. Furthermore, by using paramagnetic 

beads with a large consistent external magnetic field, large uniform forces far from 

the wire may be established. These considerations would drive any revisions of the 

device. 

We have detailed the fabrication of a magnetic force transducer-microaspirator 

system. This new system was used to measure, for the first time, the dependence 

of the observed force threshold of tether formation on the applied force ramp. This 

dependence was modeled by a proposed two-barrier energy landscape. Finally, possi

ble means to influence the relationship between force threshold and force ramp were 

investigated with cholesterol, tension, biotinylated lipid concentration, and SOPS; 

several trends were suggested but additional studies are required to verify them. 
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Appendix A 

Vesicle Making Protocol 

Chemistry has been termed by the physicist as the messy part of physics, 

but that is no reason why the physicists should be permitted to make a 

mess of chemistry when they invade it. - Frederick Soddy {112] 

(('HIS appendix explains how to grow polydisperse giant unilamellar vesicles by 

~ electroformation. The vesicles may grow up to a diameter of up to rv 30 11m, 

but the majority of vesicles are only a few microns in diameter. Monodisperse vesicles 

may be formed using the extrusion method [107, 113, 114], but will not be covered 

here. The necessary stock solutions will, however, be discussed. Additionally, the 

cleaning, desiccation, electroformation, and storage procedures will be given below. 

A.l Stock solutions 

Standard lipid stock solutions that have been used in the author's doctoral work have 

included components consisting of 18:0-18:1 PC 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-

phocholine (SOPC, Mw = 788 g/mol), 16:0-18:1 PC 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-

3-phosphocholine (POPC, Mw = 760. g/mol), N-((6-(biotinoyl)amino)hexanoyl)-1,2-

dihexadecanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, triethylammonium salt (biotin-X 

DHPE, 111w = 1133 g/mol), 18:0-18:1 PC 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-

serine (SOPS, Mw = 812g/mol), and cholesterol (Mw = 386g/mol). SOPC and POPC 
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Table A.1 : Solution recipes for SOPC-Biotin-X lipids 

I %by mole I Material I Volume (Jl,L) I 
0.5 Biotin-X 7.2 
99.5 SOPC 1000 

1 Biotin-X 14.5 
99 SOPC 1000 
5 Biotin-X 75.6 

95 SOPC 1000 
8 Biotin-X 125 
92 SOPC 1000 

Table A.2 : Solution recipes for POPC-Biotin-X lipids 

I % by mole I Material I Volume (~tL) I 
0.5 Biotin-X 7.5 
99.5 POPC 1000 

1 Biotin-X 15.1 
99 POPC 1000 
5 Biotin-X 78.5 

95 POPC 1000 
8 Biotin-X 129.7 
92 POPC 1000 

Table A.3 : Solution recipes for SOPC-Biotin-X-SOPS lipids 

I % by mole I Material I Volume (~tL) I 
0.5 SOPS 5.4 
5 Biotin-X 76 

94.5 SOPC 1000 
1 SOPS 11 
5 Biotin-X 76.4 

94 SOPC 1000 
5 SOPS 57.2 
5 Biotin-X 79.8 

90 SOPC 1000 
8 SOPS 94.7 
5 Biotin-X 82.6 
87 SOPC 1000 
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Table A.4 : Solution recipes for SOPC-Biotin-X-Cholesterollipids 

I % by mole I Material I Volume (p;L) I 
5 Cholesterol 27.3 
5 Biotin-X 79.8 

90 SOPC 1000 
15 Cholesterol 92 
5 Biotin-X 89.8 

80 SOPC 1000 
25 Cholesterol 175.2 
5 Biotin-X 102.6 
70 SOPC 1000 
35 Cholesterol 286.2 
5 Biotin-X 119.8 

60 SOPC 1000 
45 Cholesterol 441.5 
5 Biotin-X 143.7 
50 SOPC 1000 
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have the proper spontaneous curvature to form bilayer vesicles. Biotin-X DHPE con

sists of biotinylated lipids that provide adhesion sites, and SOPS disrupts membranes. 

Cholesterol is a sterol that provides long range order to membranes. All stock solu

tions should be stored in amber (brown) glass vials in the -20 oc freezer. Stock solu

tions for SOPC-Biotin-X (Table A.1), POPC-Biotin-X (Table A.2), SOPC-SOPS

Biotin-X (Table A.3) and SOPC-Biotin-X-Cholesterol (Table A.4) vesicles are given 

below with all concentrations of source material at 1 mgjmL. 

A.2 Cleaning 

The first step in forming vesicles is to clean the electrodes and chamber in order to 

ensure there is no contamination in the sample. Contamination may lead to vesicles 

forming improperly or not at all. 

1. Rinse the electrodes with pure ethyl alcohol, 

2. Soak the electrodes in chloroform in a clean beaker until steps 3. and 4. are 

completed, 

3. Rinse the chamber with pure ethyl alcohol, while making sure to also rinse out 

the electrode holes, 

4. Dry the chamber, including electrode holes, with nitrogen, 

5. Rinse the electrodes with clean chloroform, 

6. Dry the electrodes with nitrogen, 
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7. Place electrodes in the chamber and place the chamber in the vacuum desiccator. 

A.3 Lipid Desiccation 

Lipids are stored in chloroform. In order for the vesicles later to form in aqueous 

solution, the chloroform must be removed. Vacuum desiccation accomplishes this 

task. 

1. Clean the 50 J-tL Hamilton syringe with clean chloroform, 

2. Sonicate the lipid solution for 2 min, 

3. Place 15 J-tL of lipid solution on each electrode evenly, 

4. Seal the chamber, electrode, and lipid solution in the vacuum desiccator, 

5. Desiccate for at least 2 hr, 

6. Purge the vial containing the lipid solution with nitrogen, 

7. Secure the lid of the vial with parafilm, 

8. Cover the entire vial with aluminum foil if the lipids are fluorescent, 

9. Place lipids back in -20 oc freezer. 

A.4 Electroformation 

After waiting at least 2 hr in order for the chloroform to desiccate, the resulting lipid

covered electrodes may be used to form vesicles. Growing the vesicles in a sugar 
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solution, such as in a sucrose solution, facilitates viewing vesicle membranes in the 

future via a difference in index of refraction between the internal solution of the vesicle 

and a separate external solution, such as 120 mM dextrose solution (0.216 g dextrose 

in 10mL DI water ). Further, with a difference in the osmolarity of the solutions 

inside and outside the vesicle, excess surface area area may be adjusted. Finally, 

a longer exposure to a low frequency signal, i.e. 150min in step 4(g), creates an 

increased number of vesicles. 

1. Make 10 mL of 100 mM sucrose solution, or 0.342 g sucrose in 10 mL DI water, 

2. Place the sucrose solution in a 10 mL syringe with a filter, 

3. Cut a pipet tip to fit the filter and place on the filter, 

4. Make sure Lab View Program is set to correct settings: 

(a) 250mV amplitude, 10Hz, 10min 

(b) 500 m V amplitude, 10Hz, 10 min 

(c) 750 m V amplitude, 10Hz, 10 min 

(d) 1000mV amplitude, 10Hz, 10min 

(e) 750mV amplitude, 6.6Hz, 10min 

(f) 500 m V amplitude, 3.3 Hz, 10 min 

(g) 250m V amplitude, 1.1 Hz, 90 - 150 min, 

5. Remove the chamber from the vacuum desiccator, 
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6. Secure both sides of the chamber with cover slips to keep fluid from leaking 

(making sure to leave some access to the chamber), 

7. Fill the chamber with sucrose solution, 

8. Place the chamber securely on the microscope stage and attach alligator clips, 

9. Use the microscope to watch the vesicle formation, if desired, 

10. LabView program will cease running on its own. 

A.5 Storage 

Proper storage of the vesicles prolongs the stability of the biotin groups on the Biotin

X DHPE lipids. The biotin groups are necessary to adhere the magnetic beads to the 

vesicle. 

1. Drain the solution from the chamber, using a glass Pasteur pipet, 

2. Release the back into the chamber, 

3. Repeat step 1., 

4. Place the solution in an amber vial, 

5. Purge the vial using nitrogen, 

6. Parafilm and foil the vial, 

7. Label with substance, date, and initials, 
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8. Place in the 4 oc refrigerator, 

9. Rinse the chamber and electrodes briefly with pure ethyl alcohol. 



Appendix B 

Numerical Modeling with COMSOL 

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain, and 

as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality. - Albert Einstein 

{115} 

~ UE to the complicated geometry and large differences in material properties 

~ of components of the magnetic force transducer (MFT), ascertaining its 

thermal response analytically is strenuous, and possibly unfeasible. However, the 

thermal response may still be calculated using numerical methods. In particular, the 

thermal characteristics have been modeled using the commercial package COMSOL. 

COMSOL is a graphical user interface that allows the user to develop pictorially a 

three dimensional model of a system with defined governing equations and conditions; 

COMSOL then uses finite element methods to solve the system, either in a static or 

a dynamic state. The material model governing the system is presented below. This 

presentation will be followed by a discussion of the material properties of each of the 

components. Specifics necessary for numerical evaluation ends the development in 

this appendix. 
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B.l Governing Relations 

The high current density, up to rv 109 Afm2 (corresponding to rv 3 A), that passes 

through the wire generates much heat. The heat is dissipated by diffusion through 

connected material, or in other words, via conduction. In particular, the sapphire 

substrate dominates the heat dissipation process (as discussed below). Surprisingly, 

convection plays little role at the current densities used in this thesis. This may be 

due to geometric constraints limiting fluid flow. Regardless, the heat transfer within 

the system at temperature, T, spreads the power density, q, according to the heat 

conduction equation [116] 

pCP ~~ = q + \7 · (k\i'T), (B.l) 

where p is the relevant density, Cp is the heat capacity, t is the time, and k is the 

thermal conductivity. The first right hand term in Equation B.l states that a source 

of heat may cause an increase in temperature; the second right hand term behaves as 

a diffusion term that is scaled by the thermal conductivity, which is isotropic for all 

components of the MFT system. Finally, the density and heat capacity, which scale 

the temperature rate, determine how quickly the system responds. 

B.2 Material Properties 

The COMSOL model is composed of a graphical representation of the three dimen

sional geometry of the MFT system. The representation consists of blocks correspond-
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(a) Gold (b) Water 

(c) PDMS (d) Glass 

(e) Sapphire (f) Air 

Figure B.l : The geometric regions of the MFT. Each subfigure depicts one of the 

main material types used in the COMSOL simulation. The blue shading highlights 

the selected material. (a) The blue shading indicates the gold pads and gold wire, 

but only the wire is assumed to generate heat. (b) Water surrounds the gold wire 

and dissipates heat. (c) PDMS creates a chamber that contains the water. (d) A 

glass coverslip provides the top of the chamber and contributes to containing the 

water through capillary action. (e) Sapphire serves not only to provide support to 

the substrate but to act as a heat sink, spreading much of the power away from the 

wire. (f) A layer of air several millimeters thick also slightly attenuate temperature 

increases by removing heat from the sapphire substrate through convection. 
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ing to each material (see Figure B.l), each with its own set of material properties. 

The materials modeled for this work are gold wires and pads (Figure B.la), water that 

surrounds the gold and dissipates heat (Figure B.l b), a polydimethylsiloxane cham-

ber to contain the water (PDMS, Figure B.lc), a glass coverslip on top of the PDMS 

to provide capillary action in holding the solution (Figure B.ld), a sapphire substrate 

and heat sink (Figure B.le), and air surrounding the entire device (Figure B.lf). 

The thermally relevant properties for these materials is enumerated in Table B.l. 

The power density, q90zd, for the gold wire is scaled by the Heaviside function, H (tstop- t), 

where tstop is the time that the current stops flowing through the wire*. The mag-

nitude for q90zd was experimentally determined using a four-point probe method to 

determine the current passing through the device and its respective voltage drop; the 

power was taken as P = IV. Additionally, the density, Pain of air was determined 

using the ideal gas law (assuming standard pressure). As can be see in Table B.l, the 

thermal conductivity of sapphire, ksapph, is several orders of magnitude larger than 

glass. It is also significantly larger than the conductivity of water at the relevant 

temperatures for this experiment (0.6062 w /m·K). As such, the sapphire substrate is 

the main component dissipating the Joule heat generated by the microfabricated gold 

wire. 

*The particular function is fismhs, "a smoothed Heaviside function with a continuous first deriva
tive and overshoot on both sides of the step." [116] 
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B.3 Numerical Considerations 

In addition to correct material properties, COMSOL must have proper boundary 

and initial conditions in order to converge. All initial temperatures were set at T = 

293.15 K, as were all outer boundaries. Boundaries between one component and 

another obeyed continuity. Within all the components, 184,833 mesh points-the 

maximum the computer could handle without freezing-determined spatial evaluation 

locations. Temporal evaluation took time steps of no larger than 0.1 sec with an initial 

time step of 0.001 sec, which was automatically determined by COMSOL. 
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Table B.1 : Material Constants for the MFT COMSOL model. T denotes the magni-

tude of temperature in Kelvin. The values for water are not included as its material 

properties relevant for this work came from involved built-in functions in the COM-

SOL library. All other values were from the COMSOL 3.4 Materials Library included 

with the program, unless otherwise noted. 

I Material I 
Gold 318 19300 128 

1. 65 x 1011 (wire) 
0 (pads) 

PDMS 
0.15 0.97 1460 0 

[82] 
Glass 1.05 2500 840 0 

Sapphire 
32.5 [118] 3980 757.2 0 

[117] 

Air (T- 3. 7142)0.8616 351 0.0769T + 1076.9 0 r 



Appendix C 

A Newtonian Explanation of Tether Formation? 

If the theory turns out to be right, that will be tremendously thick and tasty 

icing on the cake. - Brian Greene {119} 

('l( possible model to explain the dependence of the force threshold to pull a 

~ tether to the force ramp, as seen in Figure 6.4, is a purely Newtonian model 

that assumes that any energetic barriers or topological reorganization of the mem-

brane could be combined together into a distance L such that a tether would form 

once the membrane had extended this distance. This section develops the Newto-

nian model and compares it to the observed relationship of Figure 6.4 and to force 

threshold studies conducted with pulsed, instead of ramped, current. 

Given that the magnetic bead that provided the point force to the membrane was 

in the low Reynolds number regime, the velocity of membrane motion at the point of 

force application is given by 

(C.l) 

where {3 is the drag constant and f = (df/dt) t, with df/dt as the force ramp. After a 

timet, the membrane would move a distance 

X (t) = t X (t') dt' = t (dfjdt) t' dt' =! (dfjdt) t2, 
Jo Jo f3 2 f3 

(C.2) 
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leading to a time taken until a tether formed as 

(C.3) 

and finally a threshold force was given by 

Fth,ramp = ( df I dt) lth = .J2iiL ( df I dt) 1/ 2 • (C.4) 

This exponent of 0.5 for dfldt was similar to the exponent of 0.42 observed for SOPC 

vesicles with 5 mol% biotinylated lipids when experiencing a force ramp (see Fig-

ure C.l) and so suggests that this Newtonian model explains the force threshold-force 

rate dependence observed . 

Applying the same logic to a pulse of constant force f, 

X (t) = t ± (t') dt' = t f_dt' = Lt. Jo Jo f3 f3 
(C.5) 

This led to a expected lth of 

f3L 
lth,pulse = J · (C.6) 

This model predicted that if a force pulse equal to Fth,ramp was applied to a magnetic 

bead attached to a vesicle, a tether would form in less time than it would during a 

ramp but it would not form instantaneously. Further, the time taken to form a tether 

with a pulse lth should be inversely proportional to the applied force. 
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+ 5% Biotin 
--·Power fit (exponent= 0.43) 

10
3 

<1>, log (pN/s) 

Figure C.l : Log-log plot of Fth against dfjdt for standard SOPC vesicles with 5 mol% 

biotinylated lipids. A power law with exponent 0.43 fitted the data. 
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To test this model and demonstrate the versatility of the transducer, square pulse 

studies were conducted by first pulling tethers from a vesicle using the standard 

ramp protocol to establish a control. Second, current pulses of varying magnitude 

were applied. The time taken to form a tether tth and the normalized force deviation 

from force threshold during a ramp !:lf were determined for each tether formed during 

a pulse. !:lf is defined as 

f:lJ = Fth,pulse- Fth,ramp. (C.7) 
Fth,ramp 

Figure C.2 depicts the spread of tth with assorted !:lf. As can be viewed in Fig-

ure C.2a, the majority of tethers formed within 200 ms, even as !:lf varied up to 20%. 

Longer times indicated either the presence of an energy barrier, in contradiction to 

the Newtonian model, or anomalous stickiness of the membrane. Furthermore, there 

was little correlation between the two observables (see Figure C.2b). Finally, as (3L 

was the same between whether the force was ramped or pulsed, 

(dfjdt) t~h ramp 
Fth,ramptt,pulse = 2 ' · (C.8) 

From Figure C.2b, tth,pulse was a fraction of a second. From Figure C.1, Fth,ramp was 

on the order of,...., 101 pN. Further, dfjdt was on the order of 102 - 103 pN/s and tth,ramp 

was several seconds. So the right hand side was several orders of magnitude less than 

the right hand side. 
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Figure C.2 : The time until a tether forms tth after a force is applied as a function 

of the normalized applied force difference !:if. The normalized force is the ratio of 

the force difference at which a tether forms for a pulse and a ramp to the force at 

which a tether forms for the corresponding ramp. (a) Most tethers pulled within 

20% of I).J = 0 (40 of 62 tethers from 11 vesicles), and 49 of 62 tethers took less 

than 0.5 s after application of force to initiate formation. Even though the tethers 

are concentrated at short times and near l).j = 0, some tethers formed over 150% 

higher. Other tethers took up to 6s to initiate, possibly due to anomalous stickiness. 

(b) Even at low tth, there is little correlation between tth and f. 
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The lack of correlation, the typically low times observed during a pulse protocol, 

and the contradiction in determination of (3L between the two models indicated that 

the Newtonian model, in fact, did not hold up to scrutiny. 



Appendix D 

Magnetic Field Effect On Lipids 

I am no poet, but if you think for yourselves, as I proceed, the facts will 

form a poem in your minds. - Michael Faraday {69, p. 145] 

~ EAT dominated the growth of the projection of an aspirated giant unilamellar 

~ J vesicle (GUV), as discussed in Section 5.4.2 with experimental work presented 

in Section 5.3.6 and modeling in Appendix B. However, recent work suggests that the 

magnetic field may affect membrane mechanical properties through increased mag-

netic flux density or due to an imbalance in the transmembrane hydrostatic pressure 

[120, 121]. These works examined the effects of a static magnetic field. As noted 

above, this thesis has already addressed the reaction of the G UV to a static applied 

current. The case of an alternating current (AC), though, is presented below*. 

D.l Methods 

To examine the consequence of an AC field on the mechanical behavior of a GUV, 

alternating currents at various frequencies flowed through the magnetic force trans-

ducer near an aspirated GUV. Vesicle were generated via electroformation as outlined 

in Section 5.3.2 and aspirated as covered in Section 5.3.4. Briefly, 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-

*The experiments conducted to obtain the results presented here were done, under the guidance 
of the author, by Shinji Strain of the University of Texas during his participation in a Research 
Experience for Undergraduates program at Rice University. 
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sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (SOPC) lipids were desiccated onto two platinum 

electrodes. Under a multi-step alternating voltage, the lipids spontaneously self-

assembled in a sucrose solution. Aspiration pipettes were fabricated using a puller 

and cut cleanly on a custom-built microforge. 

D. 2 Results and Discussion 

As the vesicle responded slowly to an AC magnetic field, the maximum areal strain 

was used to determine the influence of the field at multiple frequencies. The areal 

strain, a, may be determined using Equation 5.3, which is 

(D.1) 

where Rp is the pipette radius, Rv is the vesicle radius, t:J..L is the change in projection 

length, and L 0 is the initial projection length [34, 83]. As seen in Figure D.1, a lowers 

from 1.34% at 1Hz to 0.9% by 100Hz. This change may be due to a varying magnetic 

response; however, two features indicate that a magnetic response may not be the 

explanation. First, above 100Hz, no significant reduction in maximum areal strain 

occurs. Second, the areal strain at low frequency (1Hz) is close to V2 higher than 

that at high frequency (100Hz). Rather than the magnetic field causing the feedback 

seen, heating may account for the effect. 

In order to separate heating on the system from the frequency of the field, a mul-

tiple segment current was passed through the MFT and the reaction of an aspirated 
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1.6 

101 102 103 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure D.l : Areal strain, a, as a function of frequency of applied magnetic field. 

The maximum areal strain decreases with increasing frequency at or below 100Hz. 

Above 100Hz, there appears to be no dependence of a on frequency. The magnitude 

at 1 Hz is J2 higher than the magnitude observed at higher frequency, indicating 

heating-rather than magnetic fields-may be the dominate mechanism when the 

MFT generates oscillatory fields. 
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Figure D.2 : Sample areal strains with various pulse and alternating current wave

forms. (a) Areal strain (dashed blue line) under a constant current pulse (solid green 

line) followed by AC segments. The areal strain does not change form between the 

applied current pulse and the AC segments. Likewise, the second AC segment insti

gates an increase of the same form as the constant applied current pulse. (b) The 

areal strain following the current at low frequency. The areal strain always increases, 

even when the current is negative, as the voltage also goes negative, leaving the power 

(IV) positive. The power drives the thermal response of the vesicle. 
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GUV was observed. The current consisted of a constant pulse for 6 sec followed di-

rectly by a sinusoidal pulse of 2 sec at 1000Hz and an amplitude ..;2 higher than the 

constant pulse, which can be seen in Figure D.2a. A second sinusoidal pulse then 

came a few seconds later. The amplitude of a and its growth against time did not 

vary while the constant pulse was replaced by the AC segment. Further, the behavior 

of a during the second AC segment mimics that seen during the constant pulse. The 

consistency between the two very different waveforms is describable using the thermal 

response of the system, given a response time, Tr, on the order of 1~ 1 sec (as deter-

mined from Figure D.1). With frequencies corresponding to below Tr, the vesicle is 

able to follow the waveform precisely (see Figure D.2b); the maximum extension cor-

responds to the power output (IV). With frequencies corresponding to times above 

Tr, however, the vesicle experiences a time average of the power, namely 

-- IV sin2 - dt';;::j-1 1TAc (21ft) JV 
TAc o Tr 2 ' 

(D.2) 

where TAc is some time much greater than Tr during the AC pulse. With an increase 

of the voltage V by ..;2 and a corresponding increase in I, the power output is the 

same as at lower frequencies. Thus, a thermal reaction, not a magnetic one, explains 

the response of vesicles to the current. 



Appendix E 

Fabricating with S1813 

Knowledge is of two kinds. We know a subject ourselves, or we know where 

we can find information upon it. - Samuel Johnson [122] 

() f S alluded to in Cha~ter 4, tl~ere are ~lte~native materials .and meth~ds th~t one 

~ may want to use m the microfabncatwn process*. This appendix begms by 

examining the use of 81813, a common photoresist, in the creation of microfabricated 

devices. In particular, the spinning, soft-baking, developing, and lifting-off of the 

photolithography process will be detailed. 

E.l Overview 

In addition to the 8U-8 series photoresists, 81813 (Microchem, Newton, MA) is a 

very common photoresist when one wants a thin resist for higher resolution patterns. 

81813 is a positive resist; the resulting pattern matches the mask used during UV 

exposure. 81813 requires no priming coat on the substrate in order to bond to the 

substrate, and no spreading cycle during spinning is necessary [64]. As only a few 

milliliters are used each time, the bulk resist in storage generally expires before it 

has been used. As it ages, it thickens. Finally, 81813 reacts with certain plastics, so 

long-term storage in plastic flasks is not advised. The procedure below was adapted 

*Much of this appendix is based upon Stark [64]. 
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from the datasheet for 81813 provided by Microchem [123]. 

E.2 Spinning 

For a 1.3-micron-thick film of 81813, a very similar procedure as for SU-8 2015 may 

be followed. However, as 81813 is not as viscous, a spreading cycle is not necessary 

as long as the entire substrate is covered before spinning. A spinning cycle of 2000 

rpm for 30 seconds with a 500 rpm/s ramp will form the necessary film. If the film is 

not completely covered, one may clean the substrate and spin again. 

While seemingly simple, Stark has explained that spinning does require some 

care. First, photoresist may accumulate on the substrate edge-particularly for non

circular substrates-as the extra resist is not flung off the substrate but sticks. A bead 

may be up to a few hundred microns thick, leading to a gap between the resist and 

the mask during aligning and exposing. Extra space between the resist and mask 

can lead to improper exposure of resist at pattern boundaries, causing structures to 

form improperly. The bead edge may be removed chemically using either Bead Edge 

Remover (Microchem) or mechanically by carefully wiping the resist with a clean 

room cloth soaked with acetone. Another concern is if a substrate is not clean, the 

resist may not stick or be evenly spread. If this complication occurs, the substrate 

may simply be cleaned using a 20-minute acetone bath in an ultrasound, followed by 

residue removal with isopropyl alcohol and deionized (DI) water or methanol. Baking 

the substrate on a hotplate may be required to remove adherent water. Thereafter, 
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the resist may be reapplied. Further, if 81813 does not adhere, and cleaning the 

substrate as already described is not sufficient, applying a coat of MCC Primer acts 

as an adhesion layer for 81813. And as should be noted for every fabrication step, 

times and temperatures of any step vary depending on desired thickness [64]. 

E.3 Soft-baking 

Soft-baking 81813 consists of heating the substrate to 115 oc for one minute. When 

heating, resist can withdraw from the edges of the substrate as the solvent evaporates 

away [64]. If it does so, then either clean the resist off the substrate, spin and soft

bake again, or use the pattern as it is and accept that some portions of the pattern 

will not be present. Also, the Georgia Tech clean room manual [124] states: 

Oversoft-baking will degrade the photosensitivity of resists by either re

ducing the developer solubility or actually destroying a portion of the sen

sitizer. Undersoft-baking will prevent light from reaching the sensitizer. 

Positive resists are incompletely exposed if considerable solvent remains 

in the coating. This undersoft-baked positive resist is then readily at

tacked by the developer in both exposed and unexposed areas, causing 

less etching resistance. 

Note that no post-exposure bake is needed for 81813. 
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E.4 Developing 

The substrate should be swirled for thirty seconds in MF-319 (Microchem). The 

substrate should then be washed for one minute in DI water. For S1813, exposed 

resist dissolves, leaving a positive pattern [64]. If resist had been improperly exposed, 

then the developer will eat away an improper amount of resist. This likewise occurs 

when under- or overdeveloping. One should also be aware that while the development 

rate for cross-linked resist is low compared to that for non-cross-lined resist, it is 

nonetheless non-zero. 

E.5 Lift-off 

S1813 is simple to remove. Setting the substrate for five minutes in acetone removes 

the resist. If the resist is still not removed, put the substrate in a sonicator with 

acetone for an additional five minutes. To remove the acetone, clean the substrate 

with IPA, DI water, and N2 (g). Due to harshness on the remaining pattern, sonicating 

should not be used while removing resist except as a last resort. Sonicating too long 

may remove metal in addition to resist [64]. 
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